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February 1992 

To establish the environmental, social and economic impact of the proposed works -
including: 

1. the environmental impact of the proposed works on coastal processes at 
Lennox Head and areas tothenortho} thMownshipi~including~ByronShiref ~ 

2. the environmental impact -of the proposed works -on sensitive environments. 
north of Lennox Head township, including Lake Ainsworth, Seyen Mile Beach, 
Broken Head Nature Reserve and the offshore reef east of Lennox Head; 

3. the potential for increased erosion affecting Lennox Head and areas north 
into Byron Shire as a result of the- seawalls, groynes and beach embellishment 
works; 

4. the visual impact of the seawalls and groynes on the natural environment, and 
the impact.on tourism values of the locality; and . 

5. the options available for the protection of Lennox Head township and the 
most appropriate form and level of protection under the circumstances having 
regard to the threat to the township, the costs to all parties, the need to 
protect private property investment in the area and the New South Wales 
Coastal Policy. 

Over many years public and private property having frontage to Seven Mile Beach 
has been subject to long term coastal recession. At various times Ballina Shire 
Council and private owners have sought to minimise short term erosion by "stop gap 
protection measures". . 
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The subject development proposal by Ballina Shire Council; which must be 
considered pursuant to Parts 4 and 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act (EPA Act), seeks to effect a more "permanent" type of protection along the 
southern section of the beach. 

The proposed works consist of an intermix of hard and soft engineering solutions, 
constructed generally at the beach boundary of both publicly and privately owned 
land having frontage to Seven Mile Beach. . 

The work involves the construction of engineered large rock seawalls and vegetated 
sand dunes totalling 900 metres in lengt~, generally along the line of the existing 
rubble walls though extending in a substantial manner onto the present beach area. In 
addition two large rock groynes are· proposed, generally at right angles to the 
seawalls/dunes and bisecting the beach. The largest of the two groynes will extend 
100 metres seaward from the proposed seawall. The main purpose of the groynes is 
to "hold" sand on the southern section·of the beach. As part of the proposed work' 
such sand would be removed from the northern section of the beach and placed to the 
south of the main groyne (beach nourishment) in an effort to ensure a. "permanent" 
sandy beach at such location. . 

The design of the proposed works is accepted by the NSW Public Works Department 
in that it is said to be consistent with the objectives of the NSW Coastline Hazard 
Policy to reduce the impact of coastline hazards on owners and occupiers of coastal 
land and reduce private and public losses from such hazards. The design/strategy is 
also said by the Public Works Department to have been developed in accordance with 
the coastline management systems detailed in the NSW Coastline Management 
Manual. 

The proposed works are opposed in whole or part by various residents, environmental 
and surfing groups and ~oastal specialists including those from the Coastal Studies 
Unit, Department of Geography, University of Sydney and those acting as consultants 
and or employed by the Byron Shire Council and the Gold Coast City Council. Other 
specialists from the Centre for Coastal Management, University of New England and 
Water Research Laboratory, University of NSW express concern in respect of future 
coastal problems which may be occasioned by the works proposed, in particular, 
construction of groynes. . 

In brief objectors are concerned with the difficulty of accurately forecasting coastal 
processes and the demonstrated lack of knowledge and uncertainty as to future 
hazards likely to occur· by reason of both coastal processes and works proposed, 
particularly the said likely. increased erosion/recession on the northern section of , . 
Seven Mile Beach and beaches in Byron Shire. Also the adverse impact on the visual 
amenity of the beach occasioned by the large and visually obtrusive seawalls and 
groynes, loss of beach amenity, restriction on beach access, interference with surfing 
and as a consequence the adverse impact on tourism and the social and economic 
well-being of Lennox Head Village. . 
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In addition concern is expressed to the encrmichment of works into the reef area, such 
area being important by reason. of its recreation· and scientific value. A further 
concern is that disturbance and loss of sand in the northern beach area occasioned by 
the works will endanger Lake Ainsworth by way of seawater intrusion. As well, sand 
borrowing is likely to present a threat to the breeding habitat of the Pied 
Oystercatcher. 

Although there is a lack of agreement as to the extent of recession occurring at Seven ~ 
Mile beach and time periodsrelative thereto it is almost common ground that Lennox '/11\ 
Head Village must be protected from the ravages of the sea. . 

We agree and consider that the protection works should be generally as proposed in .. 
the subject Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). We say generally as proposed 
because we consider that both groynes should be eliminated and that consideration be 
given to relocating and redesigning the southern seawall land wards to minimise 
impact on the reef are·a. Also sand required for beach and dune nourishment ·should 
not be taken from the northern end of Seven Mile Beach. 

Ouueasons for eliminating the groynes are as follows: 

The uncertainty as to the sand transport route in this embayment. 

The uncertainty as to whether the &I"~~~~s ~i!'-E~rf2~ ~ 0 th~_E1~nner 
pieaicte(rby~ihe propone~nt. ~ . ~ 

. . 
· The uncertainty as to the effect of the groynes on the northern section of 
Seven Mile Beach and other beaches to the north. 

· The adverse visual impact on the beach occasioned by the groynes. 

The undesirable, visually obtrusive and physical separation or said 
· compartmentalisation of Seven Mile Beach occasioned by the groynes. 

The adverse environmental impact and unknowns emerging or possibly 
emerging from the above uncertainties and accordingly our view that such 
adverse considerations outweigh the primary reason for constructing the 
groynes and resultant benefit, namely to hold transported sand (beach 
nourishment), on the southern section of the beach. 

OUT view is that whilst it is necessary to adopt in the main a hard engineering 
solution to protect public and private property in the Village of Lennox Head, . 
a hard option such as groynes is not at this juncture proven to be necessary to 
protect the beach amenity of Seven Mile Beach. 

In circumstances as here, hard engineering solutions for beach amenity problems (ie, 
inadequate sand cover at certain times of the year) should only be adopted as a last 
resort and certainly not until all soft protection measures have been thoroughly 
investigated Qoth as short and long term solutions. . 
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In this later regard the proponent indicates that the main purpose of the groynes is to 
hold sand brought to the beach area south of the major groyne for the purpose of 
upgrading beach amenity. As the beach area in this location is already in a state of 
flux, (ie plus or minus sand dependent upon season and natural forces), we are not 
satisfied that it is necessary or reasonable to permit the erection of unsightly groyne· 
structures simply for the purpose of providing a sandy beach at perhaps all times of 
the year. In so saying we direct attention to the total length and amenity of the 
remainder of Seven Mile Beach available for recreation at all times of the year. 

We have concluded and recommend that it is in the public interest following 
construction of the subject seawall and sand dunes that detailed monitoring of Seven 
Mile Beach embayment be undertaken with a view if necessary to implement a beach 
nourishment program. 

In respect of the proposed southern seawaU we consider it may be possible to provide 
a "steeper" grade wall and relocate it limdwards to minimise encroachment onto the 
beach and reef area. In so saying we recognise proper regard must be had to the area 
available for building development on the subject beachfront properties .. This aspect 
should be explored by the Director of the NSW Department of Planning with the 
Council and owners concerned prior to the subject development being determined: 

For reasons detailed in this report we do not consider sand should, as proposed in 
Stage 5 of the development, be removed from the northern· portion of the beach to 
nourish the southern section. 

Having regard to our terms of reference the various aspects of which· are addressed in 
detail in our report we are satisfied that the proposed coastal protection works as 
amended by our recommendations may proceed without undue adverse impact on the 
reef, Lennox Head Village, Seven Mile Beach and areas to the north of same 
including beaches in Byron Shire. . 

We therefore recommend that development consent be granted to the development as 
. proposed in the proponent's EIS subject to: 

1. The application being amended to eliminate the proposed rock groynes . 

. 2. . The application being amended to exclude sand borrow work (as proposed in 
Stage 5). . 

3. The seawall at the southern end of the beach being redesigned and relocated 
in the terms of this report to the satisfaction of the Director NSW Department 
of Planning. 

4. The Ballina Shire Council in conjunction with the Public Works Department, 
following construction of the proposed beach protection works, institute 
monitoring and testing procedures with a view to establishing the need, 
location, timing and cost of a beach nourishment program for Seven Mile 
Beach both in the short and long term. 
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5. The Ballina Shire Council establishing a Beach Management Committee 
which shall consist of a representative of Ballina Shire Council, Byron Shire 
Council, the Public Works Department, beach front property owners, Broken 
Head Protection Committee and Ballina Environment Society. 

6. Such other usual technical conditions concerning coastal engineering, 
structural or environmental matters as deemed necessary by the Director, 
NSW Department of Planning. (Note: This condition is necessitated as 
parties did not seek to canvass conditions before the Cornniission of Inquiry.). 

WILLIAM SIMPSON 
Deputy Chairman 

DR MARK CARLETON 
Commissioner of Inquiry 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The Instrument of Appointment from the Minister for Planning and Minister for 
Energy, the Hon. Robert Webster MP, directs this Commission of Inquiry to establish 
the environmental, ecoriomic and social impacts of the proposed Staged Beach 
Management Works at Lennox Head including: 

1. the environmental impact of the proposed works on coastal processes at 
Lennox Head and areas to the north of the township, including Byron Shire; 

2. the environmental impact of the proposed works on sensitive environments 
north of' Lennox Head township, including Lake Ainsworth, Seven Mile 
Beach, Broken Head Nature Reserve and the offshore reef east of Lennox 
Head; 

3. the potential for increased erosion affecting Lennox Head and areas north into 
Byron Shire as a result of the seawalls, groynes and beach embellishment 
works; 

4. the visual impact ofthe seawalls~arid groynes on the natural environment, and 
the impact on tourism values of th~ locality; and 

5. the options available for the protection of Lennox Head township and the 
most appropriate form and level of protection under the circumstances having 
regard to the threat to the township, the costs to all parties, the need to protect 
private property investment in the area and the New South Wales Coastal 
Policy. 
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OPENING STATEMENT 

The Development Application 

This is the primary session of a Commission of Inquiry appointed by the Minister for 
Planning and Minister for Energy, Mr Robert Webster, concerning a development 
application by Billlina Shire Council (or staged beach management works at Lennox 
Head, Ballina Shire. 

Commissioner 

My name is William Simpson. I am the Deputy Chairman of the Commissioners of . 
Inquiry for Environment and Planning. With me is Commissioner Dr Mark Carleton. 

Appointment 

We have been specially appointed by the Minister to conduct this Inquiry and report 
to him. The Commissioners of Inquiry are independent of, and have no connection 
with, any government department, or council, or any party seeking to make a 
submission to this Inquiry. Weare appointed by the Governor in Council. 

~ We report our findings and ·recommendations to~the Minister,· he \villdeterrtiirie the 
application. 

The report will be publicly released .. Copies of the full report will be available to 
parties and to the public at a fee on request. 

Inspection 

We propose to make an inspection of the ·subject site and locality in the company of 
parties. If anyone has specific locations they wish to visit, will they please see the 
Secretaries to the Inquiry, Mrs Poon or Mr Mairs. The site visit will be at 2.00pm on . , 
Wednesday 20 November, 1991. . 

Procedures 

The Inquiry will be conducted generally in the manner as advertised and detailed in 
the Commission's letter to interested persons making inquiries in respect of the 
matter .. 

Sessions 

The Inquiry will be conducted in four sessions: 
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First - Preliminary Matters and Applications by Parties 

A session in this regard was conducted on Tuesday 24 September 1991. However the 
opportunity is again available to address any further matter relevant to such items. 

Second - Primary Submission Session 

This session will commence immediately after this opening statement and if 
necessary continue until and conclude on Friday,. 16 November 1991. 

All written submissions made to the Inquiry and registered for appearance will be 
heard in the order I will announce hiter. 

Each party shall present its submission .by reading it to the Inquiry. or taking us 
through same as best benefits the Inquiry. A paity making a submission may call 
other persons (consultants, experts or others) in support of their submission. These 
supporting submissions shall be iri written form and tendered along with any 
supporting documentation at the time of lodgement of the primary submission. 
Persons making the supporting submission shall read or take the Commission through 
the submission. 

As a general rule, parties are expected to submit all relevant information to the 
. Inquiry in their primary submission. 

Each party making a submission, unless excused by the Commission, shall remain in 
attendance after presenting their primary submission. 

This session will continue until all submissions have been heard and evening sessions 
will be conducted on this evening Wednesday 13th and Thursday 14th November -
7.00 to 9.30pm and if necessary Friday 15 November. 

Third Session 

The Commission. in its examination of submissions to date has concluded that there is 
a need to a~ange a special session in respect of the sites acquatic flora and fauna: 

Accordingly, we. have arranged this special session to deal with such subject. 

The session will take place here on WedneSday 20 November 1991 commencing at 
9.30am to1.00pm and followed by asite visit in the afternoon. 

It is the intention of this Commission to consider all submissions to the Commission' . . 

which deal in detail with such aspects at this special session. 

Fourth Session - Submissions in Reply . . 

This . session will provide the opportunity for any party if desired to make a 
submission by' way of reply. .The submission in reply shall be in writing (four 
copies) and be read to. the Inquiry. It may be concerned with summing up the 
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primary submission and/or addressing any other matter raised before the Inquiry. 
Such submission need not be tendered to the Commission until the morning of 17 
December 1991 when the submission in reply session will commence. 

The order of appearance of parties in reply will be generally the reverse order of 
primary submissions with the Applicant concluding. 

This session will commence on Tuesday, 17 December 1991 at 9.30am here and is 
expected to conclude on 18.December 1991. It may be necessary to conduct an 
evening session on Tuesday, 17 December 1991. . 

Hours 

The Inquiry will be conducted during the following times: . 

Daily from 9.30amto 4.00pm and 7.00pm to 9.30pm; . 
Breaks will be taken at 11.00am - 15 minutes and at 1.00pm c 1 hour. 

Some flexibility will be exercised about these times, depending on the circumstances 
at the time and it may be necessary on occasions to continue beyond 4.00pm. 

PROCEDURAL MATTERS 

Submissions 

When I call each party to make its submission I would ask you to come forward to 
the place allocated and make your submission. Parties may sit when p'resenting 
submissions. 

Recording 

No objection is raised to any party who wishes, for its own purposes, to take notes or 
record the proceedings, provided, in doing so, they do not interfere with the course of 
the Inquiry. Any such record will not be regarded as an official record of 
proceedings. 

A vaiJability of Documents 

A list of background documents and submissions received by this Commission of 
Inquiry has been distributed, and copies are available from the Secretary. 

All documents tendered (subject to determination by the Commission re claims for 
confidentiality) are available for public viewing by arrangement with the Secretary 
during the course of the Inquiry. 
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Marking of Submissions and Supporting Documents 

Submissions and supporting documents will be numbered in the manner shown on the 
list of submissions. 

Questions/Requests for Further Information 

Public notice was given that parties wishing to ask questions or request further 
infonnation should.have them available in written fonn at thecommencement o/the 
Inquiry. A party wishing to ask questions or request infonnation of another party 
shall hand its questions or requests, typed or handwritten, to the relevant party and a 
copy to the Secretary today. 

Similarly with answers. Answers should be in writing, and handed to the relevant 
party and a copy to the Secretary. All answers shall be supplied by 4.0Opm, Tuesday, 
10 December 1991. 

~ 

If any party experiences difficulties in meeting these times, they should raise the 
matter at a convenient time during the Inquiry. . 

Upon application, opportunity will be available to all parties to seek clarification of or . 
ask further questions during the course of the primary and special sessions. Parties 
may comment on answers in their. submission in reply. 

Order of Appearance 

The order of appearance of parties will be in accordance with the list of submissions 
which is available from the Secretary. 

Finally, I would indicate that there is considerable repetition as between written 
submissions tendered to the Commission. This is inevitable as there are many issues 
of common concern to various submittors. 

However, repetition in oral submissions does not assist the Commission and 
unnecessarily lengthens hearing time. 

I would ask each submittor to bear this in mind when presenting its submission. If 
the matter you wish to raise has already been canvassed by a prior submittor and you 
do not wish to add anything "new", please advise the Commission accordingly. 

We will during the presentation of submissions remind you as to the above. 
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DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

The EIS indicates that the rate of shoreline recession at Seven Mile beach near 
Lennox Head is about 0.9mper year. The aims of the works proposed are to: 

i) protect beach front development from storm erosion and tidal inundation; 

ii) restore and enhance the recreational amenity of the beach; and 

iii) implement planning and building controls commensurate with the risk to 
beachfront hazard areas. 

The proposed works are presented in five stages which may be undertaken 
independently or concurrently (see Appendices 5A and 5B). They comprise a mix of 
hard and soft engineering works. Works will be constructed by Ballina Shire 
Council. Individual property owners will be responsible for the cost of works 
protecting their properties while Council will be responsible for works providing a 
wider community benefit. 

The five stages are: 

s:rAGEONE~ 

Reclaim Lots 58, 61, 63, 65 and 67 Allens Parade to about the 
alignment of the property boundaries as subdivided and to a level of 
RL4.5mAHD. 

Construct a seawall along the property boundary and extend onto the 
adjacent recreation reserve with a crest level of 4.5m AHD. 

Reroute the existing stormwater outfall. 

Cost of works $150,000 ($33,000 from Council, and $117,000 from 
property owners). 

STAGETWO· 

Construct a short rock groyne near the eXlstlOg stormwilter' drain . 
seaward of Lot 7 Tresise Place. The purposes of the groyne are to: 

a) limit sand movement and reduce sand losses; 

b) form a hard point to assist realignment and eplenishmentof the 
beach; 

c) reduce risk of inundation to low lying properties behind; 
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d) carry the stonnwater outfall across the beach; and· 

e) improve boat launching facility. 

Cost of works $203,000 from Council. 

STAGE TIIREE 

Reclaiming, upgrading and. reconstruction of the existing rock walls 
fronting between Lot 34 Rayner Lane and Lot 1 Ballina Street, 
including the frontage of Ross Park. 

The wall will be constructed to a minimum crest level of 5.5m AHD. 
The alignment of the wall will result in reduction of the beach on the 
seaward side most of the time and along-shore pedestrian beach access 
will be hampered until the rock groyne (Stage Four) is constructed and 
beach nourishment (Stage Five) undertaken. 

Cost of works $388,000 ($189,000 from Council and $199,000 from 
property owners). 

STAGE FOUR 

Constructing a rock groyne extending approximately 100m seaward at 
Rayner Lane adjacent to Ross Park. The purpose of the groyne is to 
reduce sand loss from the southern end of the beach and reduce re
nourishment costs for the works proposed in Stage Five. 

Extending the. existing stonn water outfall to discharge into the 
armourstone of the wall. 

. Landscaping of Ross Park. 

Cost of works $217,000 from Council. 

STAGEFlVE . 

.-

Works comprise dune and beach nourishment using 30,000m3 of sand. 
The dune crest will be raised to a level of 5.5m AHD and the dunes 
will be fenced and revegetated. 

The beach benn would be nourished with the effect of pushing the 
waterline an average of 6-lOm further seaward. 

Cost of works $318,000 from Council. 

The total cost o(the works proposed is estimated at $i,273,000 - of which $316,000 
will be from property o~ners to protect their properties, and $957,000 from Council 
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to protect public properties and beach enhancement. An estimated additional cost 6f 
$360,000 for replenishment of beach and dune over the next 50 years will be born by 
Council. -

If works were undertaken consecutively, the total constructiOil time for the project 
would be 27 weeks. . 

Requirement and transportation of materials: 

71,200 tonnes of rocks, 60 trips per day by truck via shortest public road from 
existing Council quarry for rock delivery; and 

30,000m3 of sand, 50 trips per day for sand delivery by scrapper along the 
beach. . 

Sand borrowing to implement Stage 5 (beach nourishment) is proposed to be from the 
northern part of Seven Mile beach, where sand is said to be replenished quickly. The 
proposed borrowing is said to result in a linear recession of 0.2m of shoreline in the 
north. 
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RELEVANT LEGISLATION, PLANNING INSTRUMENTS, 
GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND HEADS OF CONSIDERATION 

. The subject development application with the supporting Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS)· was formally submitted by and to Ballina Shire Council on 27 
November 1990. The consent of the private owners whose lands are involved in the 
development is said in the EIS to have been received. Consent of Depanment of 
Lands to the lodgement was also obtained in respect of its lands lying below mean 
high water (~W). 

The application is one required to be made under both Pan 4 and Pan 5 of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EPA Act) for consent to· the 

. development and approval of the activity respectively. 

The submission of an EIS arises out of need to comply with the requirements of 
Regulation 1 of Coastal Protection Act (see also reference below for development 
below MHW) and the requirements of Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 1980. The latter need arising consequent to the advice of 
Department of Planning that the proposed winning of sand from the beach was an 
extractive industry and hence a designated development. An EIS is also required in 
response to Pan 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act. The Public 
Works Department does not require a separate EIS for this proposal. 

The EIS was prepared having regard to a specification supplied by Department of 
Planning dated 11 September 1989. 

The Ballina Local Environmental Plan 1987 (LEP) applies in part to the application. 
The lands within the area of the LEP upon which the proposed works along the back 
of the b~ach are to be constructed are zoned: partly Zone 2(a) Living Area and partly 
Zone 7(f) Environmental Protection (Coastal Lands). Granting of consent to 
development in the latter zone is subject to the prior concurrence of the Director of 
Department of Planning. Much of the 7(f) zone in the subject area is now below 
MHW and probably was so at the time of the making of the LEP. Probably some 
100m in width has been so alienated along the southern stretch of the beach. 

Land to be used for much of the groyne construction, and to an uncertain extent sand 
winning and beach nourishment, which is ·outside the boundary of the LEP or below 
MHW, lies in the care of the Depanment of Lands: An area of "private land" at the 
southern end of the beach affected by the proposed reclamation work and sea wall 
construction is now below (MHW) and thus mayor may not be outside the ambit of 
the plan, and, if outside, may be subject to Department of Lands and Department of 
Fisheries requirements; . 

The Ballina Shire Council, as proponent of the works, is a determining authority 
pursuant to Pan 5 of the EPA Act. Other determining· authorities include the 
Ministers responsible for Public Works Depanment, Department of Fisheries and 
Lands Department. 
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All the here proposed developments as may be located within Zone 2(a) are 
permissible with consent. However in Zone 7(f), the only relevant permissible use 
(with consent) is "environmental protection work" . The work of winning of sand 
from the beach within the zone is in our view within the broad range of that purpose. 
All the other proposed works fall within the same purpose. 

Sand winning from Seven Mile Beach requires the issue of a licence by Department 
of Lands. Sand winning from below MHW does not require development consent. 
The granting of approval thereto is subject to a determination thereon by the Minister 
for Public Works pursuant to Part 5 of the EPA Act. 

Clause 32 of the LEP requires the Director to consider (in any granting of 
concurrence as referred to previously): 

"a) whether any environmental issues are involved in, or raised by, the 
proposed development, 

b) if so, whether adequate safeguards and rehabilitation measures have 
been or will be, made to protect the environment, and 

c) whether the development complies with the objectives of Zone No.7(j) 
as set out in the Table to Clause 9." 

Clause 32A of the LEP requires consent be obtained for all development in the 
adjacent "Coastal erosion hazard area - Lennox Head". This provision was prescribed 
as Amendment No.1 on 28 October 1988 (see Appendix 6 for area affected). Before 
granting any consent therein Council must take into account its susceptibility to 
erosion or damage by the sea and whether adequate precautions have been taken to 
mitigate same. 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Model Provisions requires: under 
clause 5(1) - consideration to be taken of the aesthetics of the proposed development; 
and, under clause 31, - consent be obtained for development below high water mark 
(HWM), ie, land outside the land to which the subject LEP applies. 

The North Coast Regional Environmental Plan (REP) requires consultation with 
Public Works Department and Soil Conservation Service under clause 30 and 
clause 33 respectively. Both bodies have been represented on Council's Coastal 
Management Committee since its inception. They were consulted before and after 
the preparation of the EIS and supplied their comments. Also, clause 81 of the REP 
requires consideration be given to the open space provisions of any applicable 
foreshore management plan. We are not aware of any such plan. 

The development site is within the "coastal zone" specified as being the area of 
application of the "New South Wales Coast - Government Policy" document, 
undated, but introduced by a Section 117 Direction dated 7 September 1990. It is a 
prescribed matter pursuant to Section 90 of the EPA Act. In this region the policy 
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applies to land within lkm landward of low water mark and 3km out to sea. The 
policy includes fish habitat management within its ambit. 

Pursuant to such Coastal Policy, hazard management strategies are required to be 
prepared in accordance with a Public Works Department Coastline Management 
Manual. Councils may receive technical and financial support in the preparation and 
implementation of their management strategies. 

A Coastal Hazard Policy adopted by the Government in 1988 has as its primary 
objective the reduction of the impact of coastline hazards on individual owners and 
occupiers of coastal lands, and private and public losses resulting from such hazards. 
Hazards peculiar to the coastline are required to be recognised in the design of new 
developments and in the protection of present developments at risk. 

The Minister for Public Works administers Part ill of the Coastal Protection Act 
1979. No notice has been issued pursuant to Section 38 of that Act directing the 
reference of development in this locality or of the class as here proposed to the 
Minister for his prior concurrence. However a Regulation 1 notice has been made 
under the Act requiring the submission of any development or activity in areas 
outside a Local Government Area or not subject to an Environmental Plan, for the 
Minister's prior concurrence. In the circumstance here, the Minister's concurrence is 
therefore required for development which is situated below MHW or be outside the 
Shire boundary. 

The NSW Coastal Lands Protection Scheme enables the acquisition of 
environmentally sensitive lands located within the coastal zone. 

The Ballina Shire Coastal Management Committee was formed on 16 October 1985. 
A priority matter for its consideration being the management strategy for Lennox 
Head consistent with an overall long term coastal strategy. Technical advice in 
regard thereto was supplied by the Public Works Department. 

The Public Works Department subsequently informed the Council, on 
16 January 1991, that the proposed beach management strategy, ie the subject works 
proposed in the ErS, is consistent with the relevant objective of the NSW Coastline 
Hazard Policy and that it has been developed in accordance with the Coastline 
Management Manual. In addition the Council was earlier informed on 
10 September 1990 that all elements of the program of management works would be 
eligible for a 50% subsidy, subject to final designs and estimates. 

We acknowledge the advice and acceptance by the Public Works Department of the 
proposed works. However, it will be noted by reference to later sections of our report 
that for reasons enunciated we have recommended a variation of the proposed beach 
protection works including elimination of groynes. 

The Department of Fisheries has a role under Part 5 of the EPA Act as a determining 
authority for works below MHW. It is responsible for works of dredging and 
reclamation (including groynes) under Section 90 of the Fisheries and Oyster Farms 
Act, such works requiring the consent of the Minister. 
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Pursuant to Section 111(1) of the EPA Act, this Commission of Inquiry, in its 
recognition of the role of the "determining authority", must: 

" ... examine and take into account to the fullest extent possible all matters 
affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of (the) activity ..... . 
notwithstanding any other provision of (the) Act or the provisions of any 
other Act or of any other instrument made under this or any other Acti ••• " 

This is in addition to the matters to be taken into consideration by a consent authority 
in respect of an application pursuant to Part 4 of the EPA Act. 

In our examination of the proposed development and submission to this hearing we 
have given close consideration to the legislation adverted to above and in particular 
those heads of consideration as detailed by Section 90 and 111 of the EPA Act and 
Clause 56 of Environmental Plannin.g and Assessment Regulation 1980. 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

The exhibition of the application and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) from 
8 December 1990 to 18 January 1991 resulted in the presentation of petitions and 
some 119 individual and group submissions to the Council. Some 20 to 25 percent of 
the submissions came from persons residing in the Byron Shire Area. (See 
Appendix 7 "Summary of Submissions to the Exhibition of EIS".) 

. This total response is considered to be a significant one. However serious concern 
was expressed to the Council at the time, as to the. inappropriateness of the timing of 
the exhibition with the Christmas period of dislocation of normal proceedings of the 
community and Council. Requests for an extension of time to enable a more detailed 
examination of the proposal to be made and thus enable improved submissions to be 
lodged were not granted. Most of the submissions have been recorded as being 

. received by Council on the last day for making submissions. 

In response to the advertisement calling for submissions to this Commission of 
Inquiry, some 11 groups and 49 individuals responded, in addition to government 
authorities. However only six groups and 10 individuals appeared at the inquiry· 
hearing to personally present their submissions. This low presence response is. 
unusual. However in our view the environmental groups that made submissions' 
probably presented the combined views of a significant number of local residents. 

A submission was made to the effect that the published notice calling for submissions 
to the inquiry did not make it clear that it was necessary to appear and personally 
present a submission. In regard thereto a public inquiry implies public presentation 
of submissions and often the public examination of submittors by the presiding 
person/so 

All parties that made submissions to the EIS were informed personally in writing of 
. the proposal to hold a public inquiry. That advice documented in detail the method of 
personal presentation of the submission to the Inquiry. 

Written submission from affected landowners were made to the exhibition of the EIS 
in regard to some 13 allotments affected by or adjacent to the proposed works. 
These, in brief, in addition to general support for the works,refer to some concerns as 
to location of the major groyne and proposed means of access to the beach "through" 
and "behind" the proposed works. 

None· of the owners whose properties are already eroded or at risk and/or subject to 
proposals for the construction of protection works on their lands formally appeared at 
the hearing. None made submissions in support of the development. Only one owner 
at the north end of the proposed works made a submission expressing an intention to 
seek remedial action in the event of erosion damage to his property arising out of the 
proposed works. The owner of the most southerly portion of the proposed works did 
make an oral statement on the site inspection .. 
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In our view, notwithstanding the timing and period of exhibition of the EIS, there has 
been ample opportunity for local residents and interested persons to examine and 
prepare submissions to this Inquiry. This is evidenced by the interest shown by 
persons and groups who made submissions to the Inquiry and attended the inspection 
of the beach. 

Notwithstanding our above expressed view in terms of public participation, we are 
concerned that persons making submissions to the Inquiry were not fully aware of 
Council's past actions and available reports dealing with the protection of Seven Mile 
Beach. In this regard it appears to us that both the community and this inquiry would 
have been better served if Council had provided greater detail to residents in such 
regard. 
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS BY GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS 

Byron Shire Council 

Stage'5 will have an adverse impact on the Byron Shire beaches. 

Sand should not be removed from active beach system. Alternative sand 
sources should be identified. Cost of importing sand may be. higher, but this' 

'. should be assessed against the possible aggravation of erosion problem at the 
sand borrowing area and "the economic effect 0/ the proposed works to 
Lennox Head and in relation to tourism/or thisarea". . 

Groynes may create greater than normal rip currents and' not hold the 
nourished beach efficiently. . 

A study of similar depth to the Byron Bay/Hastings Point study needs to be 
undertaken to examine the long-term effects of coastal erosion in this area as 
well as predictions of the effects due to the beach management work. 

The "rolling" zoning concept adopted by Byron Shire Council should be 
further investigated. This allows development to proceed but at the 

. developer's own risk and the consent for development to lapse after a 
specified time period. 

Uncertain whether the probability of a major storm event occurring during 
construction period when sand is being extracted from the northern beach has 
been examined. 

NSW Department of Planning 

There is limited discussion in the EIS on various combinations of protection 
options and no discussion of options regarding artificial headlands' and 
configuration dredging. 

No discussion of the impact of the proposal on coastal processes or potential 
for increased erosion north. of the groynes and the ability of the beach to 

. withstand major storms after the removal of sand . 
• 

It is not clear whether a sea level rise of 0.225m over a 50' year period has 
been allowed for in the subject proposal. 

The EIS has not discussed heavy rain associated with a storm surge, or the 
Richmond River estuary asa source to the sand'sediment budget. 

No consideration of any alternative sources for either the rock or the sand. 

No assessment of whether the proposed seawalls and' groynes will create a . 
visually pleasant beach environment. 
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The socio-economic implications of the works on tourism and recreation and 
events which may effect the timetable of the proposed works have not been 
addressed. 

No discussion of a strategy to overcome the loss of marine habitat. 

The EIS does not include any sound economic impact assessment which 
incorporates all the costs and benefits associated with all the options. The 
simple comparison of $40 million verse $1.3 million does not constitute an 
economic impact assessment.' Factors based on principles of cost-benefit 
analysis and the time-value of money must 'be considered. 

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 

Field observation carried out on 17 October 1991 recorded the presence of the 
Pied Oystercatchers and other listed birds incl uding a migratory wader 
species. An extensive shell midden material was found in the foredune in the" 
vicinity of the proposed sand borrow area. 

A systematic survey of the foredunal area o~ Seven Mile Beach should be 
undertaken to assess the presence and significance of species and Aboriginal 
sites and to establish the environmental impacts of the proposed works on 
these sensitive environments: 

The Pied Oystercatcher Haerilatopus Longiro~tris is identified as being 
potentially at risk and further studies are needed to establish their presence 
and likely breeding activity. It is listed on Schedule 12 of the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act 1974 as Vulnerable and Rare fauna. 

It is not clear whether, the spinifex zone at the base of the foredune will be 
affected by the proposed sand' extraction. Impact on the foredune has the 
potential to degrade a number of important and sensitive natural areas north of 
Lennox Head by the intrusion of salt-laden winds, weed infestations, 
landward sand movement and possibly sea water inundation. 

NSW Department of Fisheries 

. As part of the development is proposed on lands below High Water. Mark 
(HWM) the Department has a role under Part V of the Environmental 
Planning & Assessment Act (1979) as a Determining Authority. 

The EIS fails to adequately assess the aquatic flora and fauna of the site and 
the potential impacts of the proposal on this aquatic flora and fauna. In 
addition the recreational and educational use of the site was not adequately 
assessed. 
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The area is ecologically significant in both a local and regional context. . Due 
to the diversity and abundance· of both the invertebrate and vertebrate biota, 
and its easy access, the area is of particular value as a recreational and 
educational resource. 

The Department does not accept that the creation of artificial habitats, ie rock 
groynes and seawalls, will be a comparable replacement for the habitat to be 
lost. 

NSW Public Works Department 

The. Minister for Public Works' concurrence under Regulation 1 of the 
Coastal Protection Act 1979 is required for development outside the Shire 
boundary ie beyond the water line. However, the Department advised 
Council's consultant that an additional EIS would not be required to allow the 
Minister to adequately consider the proposal under Regulation 1. 

The Department was represented on Council's coastline management 
committee as technical advisor on coastal processes, hazards and coastal 
engineering. The Department also provided written comment to Council . 
during the course ·of preparation of the EIS for beach management works at 
Lennox Head including: . 

the· proposed beach management strategy was consistent with the 
objective of the NSW Coastline Hazard Policy to reduce the impact of 
coastline hazards on· owners and occupiers of coastal land, and to 
reduce private and public losses resulting from such hazards; 

the strategy had been developed in accordance with the coastline 
management system detailed in the Coastline Management Manual, 
through Council's coastline management committee and incorporating 
extensive community consultation; 

over topping of seawall crest is likely during the combined event of 
elevated . ocean levels and severe storm· activity, the provision of 
building controls as proposed should minimise the inundation hazard 
to new development; 

nourishment works may be. understated and should be viewed asa 
long-term commitment; 

. . . 

the 50 year coastal impact line .for Lennox Head village produced by 
Council's Coastline Management Committee for the purpose of 
considering planning options include an allowance for a Greenhouse 
Effect induced sea level rise; and 

alleIements of the program of management works would be eligible 
for 50% subsidy under the Depaitment's Coastline Hazard Program. 
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The photogrammetric profile information shown in the EIS was completed by 
the Department in 1988 for the consideration of Council's Coastline 
Management Committee. 

All of the sand moving north around Lennox Head into the Seven Mile Beach 
embayment bypasses the reef adjacent to Lennox Head village, rejoins the 
shoreline as a sand bar just south of Lake Ainsworth. Under certain 
conditions, small quantities of littoral sand may spill over low areas in the 
reef, appearing as sand lobes on the reef which slowly move onshore and 
along-shore. 

State Pollution Control Commission 

The Ballina Shire Council would be responsible for the control of all air, noise 
and water pollution impacts during and after the construction phase. 

The Commission's Noise Control Guidelines for construction site noise 
recommend a maximum noise level of not more than lOdB(A) above the 
background level when measured at the nearest affected residence. 

The Commission believes it is unlikely that the noise generated during the 
construction phase will comply with the above criteria. However, it should be 
noted that the Noise Impact to individual residents will vary as the 
construction~works move along the beach front. 

The EIS does not make any quantitative assessment of the additional noise· 
that trucking traffic will create . 

. The Commission is satisfied, subject to the resolution of the emission of air 
pollutants and noise, the discharge of pollutants to waters or the 
contamination of the environment by chemicals should not be such as to 
warrant development consent being withheld on those grounds. 
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS 
SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

Council in supporting its development. proposal states that according to the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) the proposed development is part of an 
overall beach management strategy for the Lennox Head section (between Byron 
Street and Len~ox Head) of Seven mile beach within the Shire (see Appendices 8A· 
and 8B.) Other components of the strategy include: 

Establish planning and building controls ie appropriate setbacks for beach 
front blocks, minimum floor level, form of foundation requirement, etc. 

Ballina Shire Council will protect Pacific Parade when it is necessary. 

Department of Sport, Recreation and Racing will protect the beach fronting 
the Lake Ainsworth State Sport and Recreation Centre when required to 
Council Standard. 

Other works to be carried out as and when required. 

Many submissions to the Inquiry support part of the proposal including construction 
of seawalls & sand dunes, and beach nourishment, but are critical of the proposed 
groynes having regard to experience on the Gold Coast and overseas. 

The present proposal is more practical, more flexible, more environmentally 
acceptable, and cheaper than previous proposal. 

There are 63 lots and a park within the 'immediate' impact zone and 291 properties 
located within the '50 year' coastal impact area as defined by the Public Works 
Department (see Appendix 9). 

The total value of private development within the area at risk is estimated at $40 
million. The cost of protecting same is about $1.3 million of which $~ 16,000 will be 
contributed by property owners to protect their properties and $957,000 by Council to 
protect public properties and beach enhancement. 

Retreat. option is "reserved generally for undeveloped or rural lands". The 
acquisition cost iu $40 million is beyond the resources of the local community. Even 
with progressive acquisition, the initial outlay will require $2.1 million. 

Half of the cost is eligible for State Government funding according to Public Works 
Department. . 

The proposed works will not exacerbate erosion of the beach north of Ross Park nor 
hasten the process of a "breakthrough" to Lake Ainsworth. 

The proposed sand borrowing at the northern pan of Seven Mile. Beach will result in 
a linear recession of 0.2m of shoreline in the northern section of such beach. But all 
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impacts will be restricted to the Seven Mile Beach embayment. There will be no 
impact upon regional sediment budgets since the site is not significantly involved in 
regional sediment transport patterns, hence no significant impact on beaches to the 
north of Seven Mile Beach. . 
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS 
OPPOSING THE DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

Submissions to the Inquiry submit the following as the main reasons for opposing the 
development proposal: 

the inadequacy of the EIS; 

groynes do not solve the beach erosion problem, but merely transfer it 
elsewhere; 

should not spend p~blic money to reclaim/protect private properties; 

the community attitude survey is riot representative; 

inadequate investigation on alternative protection options, sand sources and 
costlbenefit analysis of the proposed works; 

existing protection measures including ti-tree planting, rock wall and rubble 
fill are effective and only need minor adjustment; . 

insufficient examination on the recreationaVeducational value of the reef and 
the adverse impact or likely loss of the reef; 

beach access will be severely hampered by the seawalls and the beach will be 
compartmentalised; 

the estimated shoreline recession rates presented in the EIS are grossly over 
stated. From geological time scale, the estimated average minimum recession 
rate over the past 6,000 years is 0.05m per year. From a historical (decade) 
timescale, the average is roughly half what the EIS assumes. A more detailed 
look at the data indicates that even these rates may be over~estimated; 

nesting sites for Pied Oystercatchers on ocean-front land are at a premium and 
exist only in the northern part of Ballina Shire, ie, Seven Mile Beach. Their 
breeding grounds on Seven Mile Beach are vulnerable between August and 
May and should not be disturbed; 

the possibility of a· break-through to Lake Ainsworth (which is considered as 
the closest fresh water lake to the ocean in the world) caused by the proposed 

. works; and 

interference with the sand will cause a significant break in the food chain that 
the whole beach ecosystem in the disturbed area will be damaged. 

The EIS is considered inadequate because: 

it fails to include a full description of the existing environment; 
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there is no site specific study of the coastal processes, including current and 
sand drift for various tidal and storm events and no wave modelling of the 
situation; 

insufficient examination of the environmental impact on the proposed sand 
extraction site and the transferred effects of erosion northwards from Lennox 
Head to Byron Shire beaches; 

inadequate documentation on existing habitat types and to what extent they 
will be lost; 

it gives no estimate of the amount of sand expected to build up following the 
beach works; 

no indication of water quality iIi the drain discharge is given and there is no 
description of any pollution control measures associated with the drains; and 

no description of methodology employed in the environmental survey, no· 
measurement of abundance, inadequate assessment of fishlhabitat 
relationships, no seasonal assessment, no biographical information. The lack 
of quantitative sampling has given no statistically valid basis for any future 
evaluation of the impact of the works. 

The major objection to the development proposal is the construction ?f groynes. The 
reasons for sucli objectioncare: 

Groynes have failed in KiiTa, Byron Bay, Collaroy and Botany Bay in Sydney 
and other areas in the world. 

The proposed groyne at Ross Lane will cut the beach in two and the properties 
north of the .groyne will be under serious threat of increased erosion. 

Lennox Head point is world renowned for its quality surfing. To the north of 
the proposed main groyne are "beach breaks" which will be wiped out by the 
proposed works. 

The "breaks" at Broken Head totally depend on sand pOSItIOn for wave 
quality. Any groynes south of Broken Head would create a permanent 
scouring sand removal process destroying that SUIT break, which will have an 
impact on the tourism industry and economy of the region. 

Although all breaks in the region are different, they are all extremely sensitive 
to a balanced sand budget of the littoral system. 

Groynes will not replace the habitats lost, notably the rich intertidal boulder 
area and the richest and most stable southern habitats will be the one most 
affected by sand smothering. 
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HISTORY OF EROSION IMPACT ON SEVEN MILE BEACH 
AND PAST REMEDIAL ACTION 

Details of historical events and development including beach protection works in the 
past are limited to newspaper accounts and personal recollections of persons 
appearing before the Commission of Inquiry. In more recent times, details are given . 
from a number of sources including Public Works Department reports, Council 
records (in particular, details of Council's Coastal Management Committee's 
minutes), details from Council's current and previous coastal consultants, other 
coastal specialist reports (or their views), evidence from the former Shire Engineer, 
resident accounts, newspaper reports, aerial photographs and other photographic 
information. . 

A summary of previous erosion and·past remedial action according to the information 
before us is as follows: 

1922 

1934 

Lennox Head established as a small service centre for local farms. 

Subdivision provided a beach front reserve of approximately 100m width. 

Commencement of heavy mineral mining carried out at various times and 
locations virtually throughout the following 40 years. 

Newspaper account (in 1972) relating to 1934 circumstance when "millions of 
tons of sand washing away" near the present location of the Sport and 
Recreation Centre. 

Early 1940s 

1947 

1948 

Residents' account of "losing 50 to 60 yards" of their land appears to be 
supported by photographs showing loss of major tree. 

. . 
In 1942 residents remove boulders from the southern end of beach to form a 
rock wall for protection. 

Residential and commercial development had occurred mainly adjacent to 
Ballina Street and Pacific Parade, with some housing between Byron Street 

. and Rutherford Street and Lake Ainsworth. 

Tintenbar Shire Council acquired lots 1 to 4 Section 1, DP 11687 (waterfront 
lots near Byron Street· - now public reserve) and carried out foreshore 
protection works in front of this land in the 1950s. 
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1953. 

1960 

1960s 

1965 

1967 

1972 

Restoration of sandmined area and revegetation showing good progress. 

Sandmining company removed large quantity of high grade material 
deposited on beach after severe erosion of the main frontal dune. Mined 
material replaced with carted sand. 

Series of rock protection works funded by Public Works Department 
constructed by Council. 

Sandmining company removed· large quantity of high grade material 
deposited on beach after severe erosion of the main frontal dune. Mined 
material replaced with carted sand. 

Succession of cyclones resulting in: 

partial or almost full breach of dune separating the freshwaters of Lake 
Ainsworth from the sea; and. 

erosion threat to National Fitness Camp at Lake Ainsworth. 

Rock wall constructed to protect National Fitness Camp by Public Works 
Department. 

July/August community and Council constructed ti-treefence for a length of 
some 900m south of Byron Street. (See Appendix 10 which shows location of 
Ti-tree fence and other works.) 

Restoration of sand mined area following cyclone. 

February storm uncovers ti-tree fence (covered in sand). 

Emergency Council rock/rubble protection near Rayners Lane. (Much of this 
seawall is still standing today and is providing limited protection to the 
backbeach area according to the EIS. Sections of the wall have been replaced 
or buried by rockwalls constructed by residents or Council during or 
subsequent to storms.) 
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1974 

1977 

1980 
C 

Pacific Parade damaged by cyclones - southern end' of beach (400 yards) 
identified by Shire Engineer as most vulnerable' (according to newspaper 
account). Balance of beach still has some remnant of secondary dune but 
requires protection in, the area from Foster Street to National Fitness Centre. 

80% of beach eroded, no beach or dune protection noted, and rockfill 
considered necessary according to the Coastal Council of NSW publication 
"Coastal Evolution and Coastal Erosion in NSW". 

Last recorded sandmining involving beach scraping. 

Between 1977 and 1980 Council constructed a rock seawall of about lkm in 
length between Byron Street and north of Ross }lark. 

A 1986 Council's consultant report (Water Research Laboratory, University of NSW) 
states that a land survey carried out in 1879 confirms the long term nature of erosion. 
Further this report states that erosion at Lennox Head could be linked with the 
Richmond River breakwaters constructed in 1899. However 'in the absence of 
surveys prior to 1879 and the commencement of taking air photos, it is not possible to 
come to any conclusions as to whether erosion of the past century has been a 
continuation of a long term natural process or whether man's activities onthe coast 
have altered the erosion rate. 

The above Water Research Laboratory report notes that Lennox' Head shopping 
centre and adjacent early housing were built close to the shoreline and that both 
residential and commercial buildings were not of a very permanent nature, . the 
construction materials being mainly timber and asbestos cement, and land values 
were relatively low. The consequences of urban development on receding shoreline 
were therefore not very serious. Recent development has been of a more permanent 
nature and land values have risen dramatically. The report states that protection of 

, ' investment thus has become a more important issue. . 

A more general description of shoreline change at Lennox Head is referred to in the 
Coastal Council of NSW publication "Coastal Evolution and Coastal Erosion in 
NSW"~ According to this publication, erosion at Lennox Head first. became 
noticeable during the early 1960s, although some 'local residents claimed that beach 
recession, particularly at the southern end of the beach, has been continuous since the 
tum of the century. ' 

Assessment has been undertaken by the Public Works Department and various' 
Council consultants based on subdivisional plans from 1922 and aerial photographs 
from 1947. This information comprises beach profiles and scarp locations of aerial 
photography dated 1947, 1958, 1967,1977 and 1987 extending from the southern end 
of Seven Mile Beach to slightly past the midway length of the beach. ' 
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The Statement of Environmental Effects, prepared for Council by Ardill and 
Associates in 1988, examines the adequacy of previous beach' protection measures. 
The rubble mound structure constructed in '1942 along the southern section of beach, 
with boulders taken from the reef of approximately 150kg top size, is reported by 
residents to have afforded adequate protection in the 1967 storms according to Ardill. 
The exact location of the 1942 wall is not clear. (Appendix 10 shows the location of' 
previous protection works and based on the 900m length and the other notes the 
northern rock wall would appear to be that wall). 

The report also states that profile 5 of the Public Works Department surveys, 
indicates this rock wall had retreated due to storm activity between 1947 and 1967 
and was subsequently reinforced with rock 10m further seaward. The report then 
points out that in excess of 40m of erosion has occurred at the' southern end of the 
beach between 1947 and 1977 while the dunal system seaward of Lake Ainsworth 
receded 30m between 1947 and 1967, prior to the construction, of rock walls to 
protect the National Fitness Camp. 

The rock wall constructed by the Public Works Department after the 1967 event 
adjacent to the National Fitness Camp has been subsequently covered by sand and 
vegetation although it is periodically uncovered during severe storms. Further, the 
walls and dune stabilisation works capied out by Council at the northern end of the ,-~- -
beach protection works have preserved the recreational facilities. 

However,-accretion {ie, ~adaition-6naiid' ramer 1:h-an-erosionj isevioenCaccording to 
the 1988 ArdiIl report based on the 1977 and 19~7 profiles north of Byron Street, and 
this it at~butes to dune Shaping and stabilisation works carried out. by Council in 
1982 as well as the absence of major storms over the past decade:' It states that a 
change in profile is also evident over the same period at profile 1, the southernmost 
section of the beach reflecting reclamation of land and extension of rock walls' at the 
southern extremity of the beach. The pwner of this property claims that the rubble 
wall was constructed in about 1980 although the work was stopped by Council. 
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PREVIOUS EROSION PROTECTION OPTIONS 
CONSIDERED BY BALLINA SHIRE COUNCIL 

Councilor Council's Coastal Management Committee have over the years considered 
a range of options including most of those suggested in submissions. These include: . 

retreat option 
property acquisition 
limited development consents 
seawalls 
sand dunes and seawalls 
beach nourishment 
offshore breakwater 
no action 
groynes and nourishment. 

These matters are discussed in detail in the "Other Coastal Protection Options" 
section of this report, which includes Council's or Council's Coastal Management 
Committee's considerations. 

We note that many submittors were unaware of previous protection works and 
particularly Council's consideration of protection options. It is apparent after hearing 
many of the concerns that a common misconception is that the current proposal has 
only recently been proposed by Council, when in fact Council and its Coastal 
Management Committee had been considering options over a period of five years or 
more. We refer to our earlier comments on public involvement~ . 

We also note that a previous seawall proposal, had· reached the stage of public 
exhibition following detailed design, pegging out, and preliminary approval by 
Council prior to amendments. These amendments were primarily aimed at ensuring 

: approval from. all respective owners for protection works. In turn this would then 
allow development on all private properties. This is in general, plus groynes and sand 
dunes, the current proposal before us. We note from submissions that groynes are not 
acceptable to some of those property.owners, stated by the Council as agreeable to 

. the subject protection works. . 
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SEVEN MILE BEACH AND SUMMARY OF CONCERNS 

One of the principle concerns raised in submissions is that all coastal processes have 
not been considered, and/or have not been fully assessed or require more study, 
having regard to environmental, economic and aesthetic considerations. 

Basic concerns relate to: 

compliance or otherwise with Government policy; 

degree of uncertainty; 

short term versus long term impacts; 

maintenance costs; 

design life of proposal; 

private versus public costs; 

public amenity; 

adverse impact on tourism and hence on the local economy of Lennox. Head; 

adverse impact on a surfing area which is of international significance; and 

adverse impact on northern beaches (erosion impact). 

Specific concerns are that: 

the seawall and groyne will interrupt public access to or along the beach; 

the beach protection works are not required; 

visual aspects (particularly of groynes) will reduce the appeal of the beach; 

the beach protection works will increase erosion downdrift along the beach; 

seawater intrusion into Lake Ainsworth may occur due to increased beach 
erosion and the possible impacts on Pied Oystercatcher at the proposed sand 
borrowing area; 

private beachfront property owners are benefiting at the general ratepayers; 
expense; and . 

loss of the reef and/or moat area which is valued for its recreation and 
scientific value. 
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SPECIAL SESSION FOR COASTAL SPECIALISTS 

Following the receipt of submissions it was apparent that a number of coastal 
specialists were involved and that opposing views were being put. To assist in the 
clarification of such views and enable a more objective assessment of both the coastal 
processes/problems and the protection works we invited such specialists and other 
interested parties to a special hearing session. The participants include Dr Cowell 
from the Coastal Studies Unit of University of Sydney, Professor Dudgeon, Director 
of Water Research Laboratory, University of New South Wales, Mr Jackson, coastal 
specialist representing Byron Shire Council, and Mr Lord, Ballina Shire Council's 
consultant. The session enabled all specialist's submissions to be heard and 
questioned in an informal round-table type atmosphere, with the aim of assisting us in 
our understanding of sometimes complex technical issues. We are appreciative of the 
helpful, practical and forward looking approach adopted by aU present. 

We note that the NSW Coastline Management Manual in discussing the 
administration of coastal management identifies particular specialist organisations, 
many of whom were before us. The Council, in its role as consent authority in 
respect of planning and land management, is assisted by the Public Works 
Department, Soil Conservation Service, Department of Planning and State 
Emergency Service as state authorities responsible for providing technical advice and 
information on coastal processes, hazards and hazard management to Councils. 

We also note that data collection and research adverted to in the Manual is attributed 
to the Coastal Studies Unit of the University of Sydney and the Water Research 
Laboratory of the University of NSW. It is further noted that differing views were 
expressed by the representative of each of these bodies in their appearance before the 
Commission of Inquiry in respect of basic considerations such as cause and extent of 
beach recession, required data for assessment of coastal processes at Seven Mile 
Beach, required beach protection measures and likely impacts therefrom. 

This difference in expert opinion is also evidenced in submissions made to the 
Inquiry by other engineers having particular expertise in coastal management matters 
and in the technical literatures made available to us. 

Having regard to this variance of opinion and other uncertainties and imponderables 
involved in determining coastal protection measures in the circumstances here it is 
reasonable to pose the question - If the opinion accepted as to coastal processes and 
resultant engineering solution be flawed and the project fails to meet objectives, what 
are the likely consequences? 

The consequences could include an adverse environmental impact on Seven Mile 
Beach and other beaches to the north. Hence in our view as detailed later in this 
report there is need to adopt a prudent approach to required coastal protection 
measure. 
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MAJOR ISSUES 

1. COASTAL HAZARD 

The Government's coastline hazards policy is contained in the document ''NSW 
Coastline Hazard Policy". This document, adopted by Cabinet in 1988, states that 
the government is committed to a package of planning and structural measures which 
together form the Coastline Hazards Policy. . 

State Government Policies 

The Coastline Hazard Policy has as its primary objective to reduce the impact of 
coastline hazards on individual owners and occupiers of coastal lands, andto reduce 
public and private losses from such hazards. 

Important features of the Coastline Hazard Policy are: 

that balanced long term coastline management ·plans be developed by local 
councils, which in addition to hazard considerations, also address social, 
economiC, aesthetic, recreational and ecological issues; and 

the requirement that all development applications be treated on their 
individual merits taking into account the above factors and policies outlined in 
the document ''NSW COClSt - Government Policy". 

The policy establishes the following objectives as priorities: 

reducing the impact of hazards on existing developed areas through the 
construction of protection works and/or the voluntary purchase of property in 
equitable prices; . . 

controlling the potential for hazard losses in new developments through the 
application of effective planning and development controls or the use of 
appropriate works to ensure that the development is compatible with the 
hazard; 

construction of beach improvement works to protect or enhance. the 
recreational amenity of the State's most heavily used beaches and their 
associated sand dune systems; and· 

facilitation of local hazard management plans along the entire coastline .. 
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In regard to hazards the above document states that Coastline Management Plans 
should have regard to matters including: 

hazardous lands are managed with regard to economic, aesthetic, recreational 
and ecological cost and benefits to both individuals and the community, as 
well as hazard considerations; 

all reasonable measures are taken to alleviate hazards and potential damage to 
existing properties and recreational amenity; 

future properties and projects in the coastal zone do not cause any significant 
or unacceptable growth in hazard or damage potential; 

information on the nature of existing and possible future hazards is made 
available to the public; and 

appropriate warning systems and contingency plans are available to mitigate 
personal risk and to facilitate post-hazard recovery. 

Management of thl: coastal zone is primarily the responsibility of local Councils. The 
State Government, Public Works Department, Soil Conservation Service, Department 
of Planning and other relevant authorities will provide advice and assistance to local 
councils on technical matters relevant to the coastline. 

Coastline Management Committees are recommended to assist council' in the 
development of a coastline management plan and to assist with studies, development 
controls, beach improvement and sand dune management programs and 
implementation of management plans. Membership of the Committee should include 
the above organisations. The Coastline Management Manual states that in certain 
cases, joint committees may need to be formed by neighbouring councils. 

The.Coastline Management Manual recommends a number of studies be undertaken 
for coastal management plans including: 

1. Process studies: involving data collection of processes affecting water levels, 
beach profiles, etc. 

2. Hazard definition studies: to identify the most important processes and their 
associated hazards. Seven typical hazards are reported to occur along the 
NSW coastline: 

beach erosion . 
shoreline recession 
coastline entrance instability .. 
vegetation degradation and sand drift 
coastal inundation 
slope and cliff instability, and 
stormwater erosion. 
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We note that the proposal relates to five of the a:bove seven hazards. Whilst the EIS 
discusses coastal processes in general, certain details of any hazards or hazard 
definition studies itself have not been included. Many of these hazards are addressed 
in the EIS although as reported in later sections of this report, there is a lack of 
assessment in areas such as beach erosion and storm water erosion. The difficulty of 
obtaining reliable data (including the significant time required to establish long term 
trends) and lack of certainty with coastal processes are some of the reasons for such 
limited assessment. 

Various submissions indicate that certain matters have been inadequately addressed, 
including: 

aesthetic, recreational and ecological issues; and 

lack of public involvement in potential hazard potential identification. 

We are also concerned that no hazard assessment studies appear to have been 
prepared or presented to the public. Given that the recreational and amenity hazards 
are major issues identified not only in submissions to this Inquiry, but also in 
numerous letters to Council before the Inquiry was contemplated, we consider that 
such aspects should have been addressed. 

As referred to in the "Other Coastal Protection Options" section of this report, 
Council and/or its Coastal Management Committee have been assessing beach 
protection measures to overcome coastal hazards on Seven Mile Beach since the mid 
1980s. Council has engaged a number of coastal consultants and has entered into 
discussions with many Government organisations on measures aimed at protecting 
property and restoring beach amenity. 

It is unfortunate that many submittors are not familiar with Council 's previous actions 
in this regard. Given the current public amenity and visual concerns such matters 
may have been raised earlier in Council's considerations if more public involvement 
had been allowed. Nevertheless it is apparent to us that Council has considered 
aesthetic, recreational, and ecological matters in their assessment of coastal hazards. 

The Public Works Department advises that it is represented on Council's Coastline 
Management Committee (fonned in 1985), and the Department acts as technical 
advisor on coastal processes, hazards and coastal engineering. The Department 
considers that the proposed beach management strategy is consistent with the 
objectives of the NSW Coastline Hazard Policy to reduce the impact of coastline 
hazards on owners and occupiers of coastal land, and to reduce public and private 
losses resulting from such hazards. Further, the Department considers that the 
strategy is in accordance with the coastline management system detailed in the 
Coastline Management Manual through the Council's Coastline Management 
Committee and incorporating extensive community consultation. 
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The community concern as to the likely adverse impact on Seven Mile Beach 
resulting from the proposed work and reference to Kirra Beach as a typical example 
of a worst case scenario are not unreasonable in our view. Council's consultant gave 
examples of successful seawalls at Manly Beach and of groynes at Silver Beach, 
Kurnell. Whilst the benefits of seawalls and thus Manly are not major concerns 
raised in submissions, we are familiar with the Kurnell groynes example. Without 
entering into the details, the hazard to and loss of recreation and aesthetic appeal in 
Kurnell are arguable but according to residents of that area, the groynes are seen as 
detrimental. We note that these are the very issues raised with the Lennox Head 
proposal. Also these groynes are within Botany Bay and are not strictly comparable 
with the ocean beach of Lennox Head. 

Dr Cowell (Coastal Studies Unit, University of Sydney), representing the Broken 
Head Protection Committee, considers that all risks have not been fully assessed. He 
states that without a more definitive understanding of sand transport then no 
guarantee can be given to the nourishment works as proposed. Rapid disappearance 
of the shoreline is possible according to Dr Cowell, and if this occurs then one of the 
fundamental objectives of increasing beach amenity will not have been achieved. 

Additionally, in the opinion of Dr Cowell, there is a significant risk or hazard tothe 
coastline immediately north of the proposed seawall and groynes; both from 
downdrift erosion and additional recession from sand borrowing in this area. 

We are satisfied that regard has been had to the NSW Coastal Hazard policy in the 
preparation of the subject EIS. However we are not satisfied that all aspects of 
matters required to be addressed by such policy have been adequately dealt with in 
particular management of uncertainty. 

Management of Uncertainty 

The NSW Coastline Management Manual gives a simple strategy for dealing with 
uncertainty, as follows: 

I) identify likely range of uncertain factors/events; 

2) investigate consequences of this range of outcomes; and 

3) develop a management plan that is flexible and/or robust. 

We do not have the benefit of all documents, considerations and other matters used 
by Council, Council's Coastal Management Committee and Council's consultants in 
this regard. But we have sufficient evidence from Council, its Coastal Management 
Committee and Council's consultants (both present and previous) as well as a number 
of coastal specialists, all of which indicates that all uncertainties have not been fully 
addressed or that the management plan is not sufficiently robust or flexible to satisfy 
the concerns raised by specialists and others before this Inquiry. 
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· 

Essentially. these concerns focus on the various coastal processes adverted to later in 
this report. including: the proposed groynes and to a lessor degree the seawall extent 
and alignment. as well as beach nourishment and its potential impacts and frequency 
of renewal. We are satisfied that a conservative approach is necessary in all these 
matters and that sufficient information and/or contingency plans can be developed to 
overcome uncertainty concerns. These include combining structural and non
structural measures such as building setbacks. appropriate seawall reconstruction and 
alignment. dune rebuilding and beach nourishment related to beach sediment budget 
and storm demand (as well as use of non active sand sources). We refer to our later 
recommendations concerning required monitoring of coastal processes and erosion 
and community involvement in these matters. 

We are of the view that the proponent has been unduly rigid in carrying out the 
necessary coastal investigations. The evidence presented to us indicates that a more 
complete assessment of all relevant aesthetic. recreational. ecological and coastal 
processes could have been made or certain options investigated in more detail in 
these areas. 
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2. COASTAL PROCESSES AND EFFECTS 

General Background on Coastal Processes 

According to the NSW Coastline Protection Manual, coastal lands are exposed to 
never-ending attack by the sea, the atmosphere and coastal rivers. The waves, 
increased water levels. and. winds associated with stonns, together with coastal 
currents and rivers discharging. into coastal waters, reshape beaches and shift beach 
sediments offshore, onshore and alongshore. At best, a restless equilibrium is 
achieved with sandy beaches waxing and waning in response to these forces. 

The above manual indicates that beach erosion, coastal inundation and wind blown 
sand can damage and destroy coastal developments and reduce beach amenity. The 
coastal fringe is an attractive place to live, work and play with over 80% of the state's 
population being located along the seaboard. The manual states that to better manage· 
coastal hazards it is necessary to understand them and describes the range of coastal 
processes as including: . 

storms 
elevated water levels 
waves 
currents 
waterborne sedimerittransport 
dune vegetation 
windborne sediment transport 
rainfall and runoff 
coastal entrances 
climate change 
human activities. 

Regional Considerations 

According to the NSW Coastline Management Manual, coastal embayments along 
NSW north coast beaches (Clarence-Moreton Basin) are characterised generally as 
being large and broad with less prominent headlands. Whilst Seven Mile Beach 
accords with such description, we note that the headland of Lennox P.ead is a 
dominant, if not "the dominant" physical feature of this area. The headland has a 

. scenic lookout near the main through road, and Seven Mile Beach is the focus of. 
attention from both the lookout and to a lesser degree from the road. 

The loss of beach amenity, visual appearance, access and resulting impact on tourism 
are some of the concerns properly raised in submissions. The quality of the surfing 
breaks off Lennox Head is also placed not only at a regional or state level but of 
national and international importance according to surf enthusiasts. 
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Longshore Sand Transport Processes 

The NSW Coastline Management Manual defines longshore transport or longshore 
drift as the movement of waterborne sediments along the coast. This occurs in the 
surf zone, that is landward of the offshore bar. The magnitude and direction of 
longshore transport depends in a complex way on wave height and period, incident 
wave angle to shoreline, bathymetry of nearshore zone and size of the available 
sediment. On the NSW coaSt there is commonly a potential for northerly drift 
because of the south-easterly wave climate. 

Considerable difference of opinion was exhibited by the coastal experts at the special 
session on the aspect of longshore sand transport processes. 

According to the EIS the quantity of south to north littoral drift is not known at 
Lennox Head or at Broken Bay. However the rate further north at Tallow Beach has 
been estimated at 65,000 m3/yr based on wave refraction studies by the Public Works 
Department. Ballina Shire Council's consultant considers that the overall transport 
rates along Seven Mile Beach to the north are of the order of 100,000 m3/yr. Also 
that the predominant longshore movement at the southern end of the beach is in the 
sand bars on the seaward side of the reef. 

He further opines that a separate independent longshore drift system acts on the reef 
during normal weather conditions. In summer the predominant north-east sea breezes 
tend to push sand alongshore to the south, building up the southern end of the beach. 
During winter months the prevailing south east swells reverse the situation with the 
shoreline drift being to the north and sand is stripped off the southern end of the reef 
area. 

The Broken Head Protection Committee consultant, Dr Cowell of Coastal Studies 
Unit of the University of Sydney, disagrees with Council's consultant, being of the 
view that the longshore sand transport · is predominantly within the surf zone with a 
northerly movement due to the angle of wavebreak. Also that the lack of a sandy 
southern beach is explained by a rapid sand pathway across the bare reef and rock 
revetted shoreline. He states that sand therefore has a low residency time in this 
zone, and that Dr Roy (NSW Department of Mineral Resources) and Dr Short 
(Coastal Studies Unit, University of Sydney), who have undertaken separate 
investigation and reconnaissance on this part of the coast, have both expressed 
agreement with this interpretation. Dr Cowell refers to aerial photographs Showing 
surf zone currents in Figure E.2 of the EIS (see Appendix 11) as well as· other 
photographs, which he contends support his interpretation of longshore sediment 
transport. 

We acknowledge the significance of the inshore versus offshore sand transport route 
argument and resultant implications for the proposed groynes and their necessity or 
effectiveness. Indeed in our view and as indicated hereunder the conclusions reached 
in such regard is a major determinant as to whether the groyne proposal should be 
accepted. 
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We have inspected the reef area on a number of occasions during a range of tidal 
conditions, albeit limited to the summer season of this period in time. We have also 
clo~ely inspected all aerial photographs, but especially the series of winter to summer 
sand accretion photographs submitted by the Public Works Department. Finally the 
actual surf zone, moat and offshore reef sand transport have been closely examined 
both in and out of the water. We consider that sediment is transported along the 
landward side of the reef at various times in the active surf zone. As to the 
proportion, due to other mechanism such as storm effects and other variables we are 
unable to say. We have observed a northerly direction of sand transport but cannot 
say whether this is typical. 

Dr Cowell calls for further field studies of coastal processes in particular of currents 
and sediment tracing. Professor Dudgeon (a previous consultant to Council), Director 
of the Water Research Laboratory, University of NSW, disagrees, as they would be 
"too long", expensive and not practical in this situation. Byron Shire Council's 
coastal consultant, Mr Jackson, considers that this is a complex matter, which is not 
well understood, giving the example of the Gold Coast where a range of 150,000 to 
450,000 m3/yr (or a variance of 3 times) the annual sand transport has been based on 
field measurements. 

Various submissions including those from several residents indicate that sand build 
up on the beach, including the southern end, typically occurs in summer, and that 
sand is then lost from the beach in winter. This proposition was supported by a 
technical video on coastal processes (produced by the Beach Protection Authority, 
Queensland) included in one submission. Thus submittors contend that normal 
coastal processes involve the loss of beach sand in winter (due to more wave energy) 
offshore which then forms a sand bar. The sand is returned the following summer 
(due to the smaller wave energy) from the offshore sand bars. 

According to the report "Beach Erosion Assessment" prepared for Council by 
Oceanics consultants (undated but prepared around 1980 to assist Council in its 
consideration of DA No.80/22 by M Lomax for a block of flats in Pacific Parade), the 
offshore reef which runs in front of Lennox Village probably plays a significant role 
in protecting the foreshore in this area. It reduces the size of waves which can attack 
the beach and tends to stabilise the offshore beach profile. 

In this regard the NSW Coastline Management Manual indicates that higher rates of 
longshore drift in the North Coast sector are attributable to greater number of long 
beaches, fewer headlands, greater sand by-passing around headlands, greater 
availability of sediment and the increasing angle of incidence between the shoreline 
and the predominant wave direction. In particular we note that the manual concludes: 

"It should be noted that the rate of longshore drift is highly variable, both 
over time and by location. Typically, storm conditions may cause an average 
year's transport to occur in a single week." 
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The Richmond River Training Walls 

The 1986 Water Research Laboratory report states that construction of training walls 
to stabilise the entrance to the Richmond River at Ballina have clearly had an effect 
on the movement of sand along the coast. Recession at Seven Mile beach could be 
linked with the Richmond River training walls which were constructed in 1899. 
However, in the absence of surveys prior to 1879 and between 1879 and the 
commencement of taking air photos, the report states that it is not possible to come to 
any conclusions as to whether erosion of the past century has been a continuation of a 
long term natural process or whether man's activities on the coast have altered the 
erosion rate. 

Dr Cowell considers that the "black years" of shoreline recession occurred with the 
construction of the Richmond River training walls, which coincided with the 
destabilising effects of sand mining along Seven Mile Beach. 

Mr Thorpe, former Shire Engineer, now consultant, considers that the problem now 
evident on this section of Seven Mile Beach have their root cause as the Richmond 
River training walls construction. Mr Thorpe states that the long standing and 
continuing interruption of northerly sand transport is estimated to be at least 
2oo,OOOm3 with possibly 500,000 to 1,000,000 m3/yr platlsible. Further study and/or 
bypass dredging of the Richmond River training walls is called for by Mr Thorpe, 
based on the said similar problems occurring with the Tweed River training walls on 
the Gold Coast beaches. 

Council ' s consultant, Mr Lord, a coastal engineer with more than 15 years experience 
(including coastal investigation, research and management with the Public Works 
Department on the north coast), rejected Mr Thorpe's bypassing proposal as too 
expensive in that it requires dredging and pumping indefinitely, and that it was 
unlikely that Lennox Head would receive any immediate benefit. In this respect 
background information and technical reports give examples of sand by-passing using 
permanent dredges at other river training wall locations in Queensland and South 
Australia. Background information submitted by the Department of Planning clearly 
indicates the concerns raised with training walls such as the Tweed River training 
walls on possible longshore sediment transport effects and the repercussions on 
downdrift beaches further away. Conversely we note that certain technical reports 
refer to sand build up and complete filling updrift of training walls followed by 
natural bypassing, which restores the natural longshore sediment rate. 

The Public Works Department contends that it is indisputable that the training walls 
have trapped some littoral sand that would have moved past the river entrance. 
However they state that quantification has not been carried out on the sediment 
affected. the longshore drift rate, increases/decreases to South Ballina Beach when 
partial bypassing commenced or littoral processes north of the Richmond River. The 
Public Works Department opine that in the absence of accurate information on these 
factors, the impact on long-term recession of Seven Mile Beach cannot be assessed. 
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Mr Thorpe argues that the beach erosion of Seven Mile Beach may not be totally a 
local problem but be related to coastal processes at a regional level. As with the other 
coastal processes however, we have virtually no site specific or quantitative detailed 
evidence before us to support this argument on a regional basis, nor to indicate the 
proportion or relativity in regard to the local beach processes. 

Nevertheless given the possible relationship and consequences, not only for Seven 
Mile Beach but for other beaches north of the Richmond River training walls, and 
given the acknowledged high beach recession rate, we consider that this aspect 
should be addressed in conjunction with monitoring the performance of any beach 
management work at Lennox Head. Also as referred to later we consider that such an 
investigation in part is integral with the beach nourishment works (at least for sand 
dune nourishment) and potential sand sources, which also require further 
investigations. 

Beaches to the North 

Many submissions expressed the view that beach protection works proposed, 
particularly the taking of beach sand for beach renourishment, will cause detrimental 
effect on beaches to the north. Byron Shire Council, whose boundary commences 
further north along Seven Mile Beach, raises concern at the proposed beach scraping 
adjacent to their Shire boundary, pointing out that there are already serious beach 
recession problems within Byron Shire beaches to the north of Seven Mile Beach. 

Byron Shire Council's consultant, Mr Jackson, contends that Seven Mile Beach is 
part of a much larger littoral sand transport system which extends from about the 
Clarence River mouth in the south to the northern tip of Moreton Island to the north. 
Sand moves along the coast in the northerly littoral drift but also sand moves on
shore due to the changing wave energy within this system. The sand transport 
directions and locations of major sinks for sand as submitted by Mr Jackson are 
shown in Appendix 12. 

Council's consultant, MrLord, directs attention to the major sink identified off Cape 
Byron where it is estimated 80% of longshore littoral sand arriving at this point is 
lost from the system. 

Dr Cowell argues that a nett loss from the sand balance would be caused by taking 
sand for beach nourishment from the northern part of Seven Mile Beach. A 
temporary interruption of supply or perturbation in the regional longshore processes 
could be caused to northerly beaches. We understand that perturbations refer to both 
interruption of sand transport in either or both time and place, and that a nett loss 
from a sudden sink (such as major coastal works) may take many years to progress 
alongshore and thus effect beaches some considerable time after such works. 
Dr Cowell states that these perturbations have been recognised as problems causing 
beach erosion at Byron Bay, Brunswick Heads and on the Gold Coast. He further 
states that Sydney University's Dr Short, by examining aerial photographs, has found 
that perturbations exist in the area, and that the Byron Bay erosion study report by 
Dr Roy also recognised these perturbations. 
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Dr Cowell states that: 

"Unfortunately no one yet has a clear understanding of these instabilities in 
longshore sand transport. It is therefore unknown whether these 
perturbations, initiated by coastal engineering works, get bigger, smaller or 
remain constant, as they propagate away from the source. Because of this 
lack of knowledge about the behaviour of perturbations, it is difficult to know 
what the impact might be to beaches further downdrift, such as Broken Head 
and Byron Bay, at which erosion problems already exist." 

Council's consultant, Mr Lord, accepts that while the impact will likely migrate to the 
north it will diffuse with time and distance. He states that there is no logical reason 
or reported experience to suggest that the impact of such perturbation will increase. 

In respect to such perturbations we note the view expressed in the Coastal Council of 
NSW report titled "Coasuil Evolution and Coastal Erosion in NSW": 

"A variation to the above model is presented ... where the coastal orientation 
is shown to become progressively more oblique, in the downdrift direction, 
with respect to the dominant waves. Littoral drift rates will increase 
downdrift (towards the north) as a result. In this case all bays will erode 
simultaneously and at a reasonably constant rate because of the inherited 
imbalance between drift inputs and outputs. .. . However once an embayment 
enters a semi-compartmented state, the adjacent bay to the north will begin to 
erode more quickly. This model is believed to apply to the northern part of 
NSW from the Clarence River into southern Queensland." 

This information, whilst not substantiated, suggests that the Coastal Council of NSW, 
a specialist group set up to examine and recommend on coastal erosion, recognises 
the possibility of increased risks to beaches to the north arising from the referred 
"perturbations" . 

Dr Cowell reports that Dr Roy was in part responsible for discovering the offshore 
loss of sand at Cape Byron referred to by Council's consultant. However, Dr Roy's 
current opinion is that though some sand is lost offshore, some sand continues up the 
coast. 

We again note and accept that there is a considerable degree of uncertainty in respect 
of longshore transport processes. In such circumstances, together with the possible 
detrimental effects on downdrift beaches, which are acknowledged as having erosion 
problems (if not the highest erosion rates in the state), as well as identified alternative 
sources of sand (as discussed elsewhere), it is prudent in our view to ensure that 
beach nourishment sand should not be sourced as proposed from the active beach 
system on Seven Mile Beach. To do so would be likely to cause an increase in risk to 
other beaches. This is contrary to Government policy which aims to reduce coastline 
hazards. 
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Sand Sediment Budget 

According to the EIS the sediment budget of a beach is the quantification of the sum 
total of all sediment sources and sediment sinks in that beach compartment. 

A sand sediment budget estimates the nett transport rate into and out of a 
compartment from all sediment transport. A compartment can typically be defined as 
one or more coastal areas located between certain physical constraints such as 
headlands, ridgelines, etc. 

According to the NSW Coastline Management Manual, a sediment budget is one of 
the means of assessing the long-term shoreline recession. Detailed investigation of 
present coastal processes and historical trends is necessary and considerable care 
required in the interpretation of results. 

Council's consultant, Mr Lord, is o.f the view that the overall tr~sport rates .alo~g 
Seven Mile Beach and to the north are of the order of 100,000 m /yr. Such view IS 

based on results of studies on the nearby Tallow Beach carried out by the Public 
Works Department, where the transport rate there was found to be 65,000 m3/yr. The 
consultant contends that historical assessment of beach changes on Seven Mile Beach 
indicates the back beach is eroding due to a littoral transport differential (ie, more 
sand is being transported from the south to the north). This deficit is said to be met 
by erosion of the beach profile. The consultant states that the erosion rate can 
provide an estimate of the variation of the littoral transport rates along the beach but 
will not provide an absolute estimate of transport rates as at this time the sand 
transport in this compartment has not been quantified accurately. 

Sources and sinks of sand as discussed in the EIS are as follows. Little sand is 
sourced from the Richmond River, or from the breakdown of shell material or from 
erosion of the headland at Lennox Head. Longshore sand transport is the major 
supply of sand (generally from the south) as agreed by the coastal specialists before 
us. Losses from dune erosion between Lennox head and Ross Park provides 
2,700 m3/yr, between Ross Park and Lake Ainsworth 5,400 m3/yr, and between Lake 
Ainsworth and Broken Head 65,000 m3/yr. According to the EIS an average nett 
alongshore and offshore sediment loss between Lennox Head and Lake Ainsworth is 
estimated at 8,100 m3/yr based on aerial photographs of historical beach recession. 
An average loss rate per metre length of beach of 4.5 m3/m/yr was found from 
historical aerial photographs (1947-1987), but Council's consultant has adopted 
6 m3/m/yr. The consultant estimates that this will reduce to 2.5 m3/m/yr with the 
proposed beach protection works. 

The question of more studies of sediment transport rates as called for by Dr Cowell 
are rejected by Council's consultant and Professor Dudgeon, Director of Water 
Research Laboratory, University of NSW, who consider further studies as expensive, 
requiring a great length of time and likely to produce limited useful information. 
Dr Cowell opines that such studies are essential to the proposal's viability, and that a 
shorter one month or daily study for a range of conditions would be better than doing 
no studies at all. 
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Sediment transport rates are acknowledged by all parties to this Inquiry to be very 
approximate due to variables such as weather, cyclone frequencies, etc. Dr Cowell 
considers that variations of 500% exist for velocities and therefore this applies to 
sediment transport rates. Council's consultant, Mr Lord, considers that an order of 
accuracy is generally applicable and gave a range of values between 10,000 and 
1,000,000 m3/yr as appropriate for sediment transport rates possible for Seven Mile 
Beach. 

Dr Cowell highlights that his submission is the University of Sydney submission and 
includes consultation with Dr Short Coastal Studies Unit, University of Sydney, and 
Dr Roy, Department of Mineral Resources; both specialise in coastal processes and 
the former acknowledged as an authoritative source in the EIS. Dr Cowell states that 
his views are based on professional opinion, gained from 15 years experience in the 
Coastal Studies Unit of Sydney University, an internationally reputed organisation. 

We are of the view that whilst further studies particularly of the southern end of 
Seven Mile Beach as well as the whole compartment may be useful, the lack of this 
information is not fatal to the proposal. We recognise that such studies, to be useful 
are long term, and in the present case, to delay beach protection works while such 
studies are undertaken is neither prudent nor essential. Specialist opinion indicates a 
nett sediment loss based on recession rates. This is further supported by erosion of 
the beach or beach escarpment which has in the past required periodic structural 
protection measures. Based on this plus the general acceptance of specialists and 
participants to this Inquiry as to the need to protect existing property some form of 
protection is required. 

Storm Erosion 

The EIS states that the amount of sand eroded from a beach will depend on many 
factors including th tate of the beach when the storm begins (depleted of or accreted 
with sand), the storm intensity (wave height, period and duration), wave direction, 
tide levels during the storm and the occurrence and intensity of rips. Little detail is 
submitted for these factors. 

The lack of assessment of storm losses are raised by certain submittors. Mr Jackson 
states that storm erosion onshore/offshore processes are dominant during storm 
conditions. Combined with longshore drift this sand loss is not fully replaced and is 
manifest in shoreline recession. 

In respect of storm losses we note that the NSW Government Coastline Management 
Manual identifies nearby Byron Bay as having the highest storm erosion rate in NSW 
of 320 m3/m of beach length for 1989 which corresponded with a landward 
movement of the erosion escarpment of 18m. 
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There was some disagreement between the various coastal consultants as to the need 
for storm erosion to be addressed or measured. Dr Cowell considers that long term 
erosion is more imponant. Mr Jackson differs in that he considers that storm losses 
are very imponant and when looking to beach nourishment programs, storm losses 
provide a major source of information on effectiveness and the necessary 
renourishment frequency. The example of 100 m3/m length of beach loss is given as 
measured on the Gold Coast in the 1978 storm which if applied to Seven Mile Beach 
would cause l00,OOOm3 of sand loss. This would have caused sea intrusion into 
Lake Ainsworth according to Mr Jackson. In this regard Council's consultant 
Mr Lord noted that a study of Byron Bay revealed that one storm can cause losses in 
that area of 7,500,000 m3 of sand. 

As previously noted the NSW Coastline Protection Manual states: 

".. . Typically, storm conditions may cause an average year's transport to 
occur in a single week." 

Mr Thorpe, former Shire Engineer, considers that the lack of sand on the southern 
end of the beach is attributable to storm action when major volumes of sand are 
removed by different wave and current directions at the southern end of the beach in 
the one storm event. 

In response to our question on the need for storm assessment, the Public Works 
Department advised that major storm recession should be investigated, and that a 
suggested buffer allowance for storm recession may be 50m. However the Public 
Works Department points out that it is for Council to decide policy in this respect. 

Based on the specialist evidence before us, we are concerned that storm erosion has 
not been fully assessed. We refer to our later comments and need for further 
investigation particularly in conjunction with sand nourishment and storm erosion. 

Recession Rate 

The NSW Coastline Management Manual advises that shoreline recession is the 
progressive landward shift of the average long term position of the coastline. 
Recession is a different phenomena to beach erosion, although they both may be 
caused by the same processes. According to the manual consideration of the 
recession hazard is essential if coastal buildings and facilities are not to be ultimately 
subject to the threat of collapse. 

The manual gives the two causes of coastal recession as: 

Sediment loss - long term and continuing nett loss of sand which occurs when 
more sand is leaving the beach compartment than is entering it. This can be 
via longshore, offshore or landward transport of sediment. 
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Sea level rise - by drowning low-lying coastal land or (and more importantly) 
by deeper offshore waters exposing the coast to greater attack from larger 
waves. the nearshore refraction and diffraction behaviour of waves will 
change and a significant volume of sediment will move offshore as the beach 
seeks its new equilibrium profile. 

Considerable attention is given to recession rates by submittors. In particular. certain 
specialists dispute the Council's and Public Works Department's interpretation of 
recession rates and/or mechanisms. Other specialist opinion is that the pre-protection 
recession rate is not in itself important but that the post-protection recession rate (ie, 
after installation of protection works) is important particularly as a measure of beach 
nourishment effectiveness and to enable estimation of renourishment (if this is part of 
the beach protection strategy). That is. the current recession rate is not important. but 
having regard to the costs and risks of beach nourishment and re-nourishment. 
recession rates afte.r sand is artificially placed on beaches is of utmost concern 
justifying detailed studies of same. 

The EIS states that studies of aerial photographs by the Public Works Department 
indicates an average beach recession rate of 0.9 m/yr for Seven Mile Beach. 

The Public Works Department states that historical recession rates for Seven Mile 
Beach have been measured in the range of 0.4-1.5 m/yr and that these compare with 
the nearby Tallow Beach recession rate of 1.4 m/yr. 

The 1988 ArcHil report gave the following recession rates along the southern section 
of Seven Mile Beach based generally on aerial photography from 1947 to 1977 
(profile 1 is the southern end of the beach): 

Profile 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Recession Rate (mlyr) 

15 
1.3 

0.8 
0.8 
05 
0.6 
0.7 
0.7 
15 

The Broken Head Protection Committee consultant, Dr Cowell, disputes the 
consultant's estimates of beach recession rate claiming a long tenn rate of 0.05 m/yr 
using a time scale of 6,000 years, or a short term rate of 0.3-0.6 m/yr using data from 
1920 to 1967. Dr Cowell points out that negligible shoreline recession has occurred 
since 1967. Other specialists point out that little or no tropical cyclones have 
occurred in this area over the past 10 years or so thus allowing beach sands to build 
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up and therefore recession rates in recent years may not be a true indication of beach 
processes. Other submissions contend that the existing beach protection works 
(rubble seawall, ti-tree fence, etc) have held the erosion escarpment to its present 
position even for severe storms such as occurred in 1967 and 1974. 

In this latter regard we note that most specialists acknowledge that the existing beach 
protection has reduced historical beach recession rates to in some cases zero 
recession. However Council's consultant, Mr Lord, points out that the existing 
seawall is not built to the required engineering/structural standard and cannot be 
guaranteed for either fulI' protection nor overtopping in severe events. The proposal 
is to reconstruct parts of the seawall, adding to the height, with a new seawall which 
together with sand dune reconstruction will provide satisfactory protection. 

The NSW Coastline Management Manual states that some of the factors affecting 
shoreline recession on extended beaches may include post glacial sea level rises, or 
interference with sand movement along the coast such as groynes or training walls, 
etc. Coastal features such as headlands, reefs and nearshore islands can also 
influence recession rates at adjacent beaches. Where longshore drift occurs past such 
features, the beach will tend to experience the greatest recession rate immediately 
downdrift of the feature . 

Byron Shire Council, the adjoining Council to the north, raises a number of concerns 
relating to possible downdrift erosion impacts due to the proposed protection 
measures. Byron Shire Council's coastal consultant, Mr Jackson, opines that 
recession rates are not seen as a major issue and that estimates are considered only as 
a coarse indication. Mr Jackson considers that if beach nourishment is proposed, then 
renourishment is required after erosion events. In this case the e~tent of ongoing 
nourishment is dependent on the behaviour of the nourished beach and weather 
conditions, and therefore the recession rate of the nourished beach is more important 
than current recession rates. He further states that this is the approach adopted on the 
Gold Coast beaches which leads to more practical strategies involving artificial 
supply of sand to beaches having regard to their loss rates after nourishment. 

The 1986 Water Research Laboratory repon contends that based on aerial 
photographs from 1947 to 1981 , the southern two-thirds of Seven Mile Beach has a 
recession rate of the order of 1 rn/yr. The rate is highest around the mid length 
section of the beach where rates up to 1.5 rn/yr have been determined. 

This same report expresses the view that the cause of the beach recession is not clear. 
Factors which may playa part are considered to be: . 

i) increases in mean sea level from world climate change; 

ii) change in wave energy spectrum from world climate change; 

iii) interference with sand supply moving along the coast, for instance by 
construction of breakwaters. 
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However, the report dismisses sea level rises from climate change as being too slow 
to cause the current problem. Recession at Lennox Head could be linked with the 
Richmond River training walls but there is insufficient data to confirm this. 

The NSW Coastline Management Manual includes shoreline movement estimates as 
well as beach recession rates along, the NSW coastline. For Lennox Head and, 
adjacent beaches the recession estimates and analysis periods are: 

,Byron Bay 
Tallow Beach 
Lennox Head 
Campqells Beach 

Shoreline 
Movement' 

(mlyr) 

1.0 
0.2 
0.9 
0.7 

Analysis 
Period 

(yrs) 

90 
26 
26 
98 

We note that a report prepared in-house by Ballina Shire Council for a Local 
Government Appeals Tribunal appeal matter in 1979 and titled "A Study of Coastal 
Processes", gives coastal recession in the range of 0.2-0.9 m/yr along the full length 
of Seven Mile Beach. The report states that aerial photography as well as an 1879 
survey are used. We further note that the recession rates in the southern end of the 
beach are given as 0.1 - O.4m/yr based on time periods of 1879 to 1981 and 1947 to 
1979. 

The EIS and other submissions on behalf of Council are criticised by opponents to the 
proposal as lacking assessment of the offshore beach profile. COlincil's consultant, 
Mr Lord, states that the offshore beach profile has been surveyed by the Public Works 
Department. No details were submitted however. 

The early 1980 Oceanic report related to the above matter states that aerial 
photograph examination gives a recession rate of approximately 0.5-1.0 m/yr prior to 
protective works being carried out. However, recession of the vegetation line, and 
hence the foredune escarpment, does not necessarily imply a landward movement of 
the offshore reach profile according to the report. The report goes on to state that on 
the contrary, evidence suggests that along the southern section of the beach these' 
profiles have been essentially stable, with short term sand accumulation due to 
seasonal variations., This long term stability results from layers of peat and indurated 
sand which become periodically exposed, along with layers of exposed boulders. The 
report estimates that the peat/indurated sand/boulder layer extends some' 40-280m ' 
off-shore for a substantial length of this part of the beach. 

In particular we note that the aforerrientioned report concludes: 

''' ... An erosion escarpment does exist along the foreshore where no protective 
works have been carried out and there is clear evidence that in the 
unprotected areas this has receded over the past 30 years. 
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Although erosion of the escarpment is often considered as indicative of 
erosion of the beach as a whole, it can only be accepted as such if there is 
supportive evidence that the beach profile offshore is similarly receding. No 
evidence has been offered." 

We concur and note that despite the above conclusion and the time since that report, 
we are in the same situation, namely that no profiles offshore are submitted to us. 
The evidence before us is that the active underwater beach proflle extends some 40-
280m offshore compared with the above water active beach profile generally a 
fraction of this. One of the complex issues is that the reef comprising boulders, peat 
and indurated sand is included in the active beach profile, yet we presume that it 
would have significantly different erosion or recession rates than the sand deposits 
along the remainder of Seven Mile Beach. Specialist opinion, such as expressed by 
Dr Cowell and in the Ardill report, both attribute higher erosion due to loss of 
boulders off the reef (to build rubble seawalls etc). This loss of boulders we presume 
lowered the reef pointing to the need for examination of the off-shore beach profile to 
correctly identify recession rates. We refer to our later comments in respect of 
further studies, which in regard to recession rates should extend to off-shore beach 
profiles. 

We are concerned as to the lack of agreement in the manner in which coastal 
processes operate and impact on this embayment, recession rates, etc, all of which are 
the basis for Council's justification of the proposal. This is not to cast any adverse 
comment on any experts or specialist groups before us, but as the experts all agree, 
professional opinion in coastal processes is not definitive, considerable variability 
exists with estimates of coastal processes, and mixed results have been obtained when 
structural protection measures have been used. In this respect we appreciate the 
complex nature of coastal systems. 

With the exception of Dr Cowell (who argues that long term recession rates are lower 
than that given by Council's consultant) most other coastal specialists agree that 
Seven Mile Beach generally has a higher than average beach recession rate. 

We note that the Coastline Protection Manual states that: 

and: 

'The best indication of shoreline movement is obtained from a volumetric 
sediment budget survey which includes the total volume of sand in the active 
beach system. By measuring sand volumes in both the onshore and offshore 
areas, the short term effects of storm erosion and beach rebuilding under 
swell wave conditions can be taken into account. However such 
investigations are expensive because of the need for offshore survey data . 
This approach is usually not practical on a routine basis, especially for long 
sections of coastline." 

"Even the best recession estimates are accurate to about plus or minus 30%." 
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The manual also refers to the use of erosion escarpments for shoreline recession 
estimates but the above reference summarises in our estimation the overall view put 
by coastal specialist before this inquiry. As referred to elsewhere in this section 
however, the estimates before us cover a much wider range (and thus have a larger 
degree of inaccuracy) due to lack of data as well as the lack of a full assessment of 
coastal processes in this compartment. 

We recognise that high recession rates have been recorded on parts of Seven Mile 
Beach in the past, and that such recession rates are considered to be high by most 
coastal specialists before us. At the same time existing beach protection works 
appear to have reduced or halted recession rates at certain locations, although we note 
the absence of severe storms over the past decade. 

Whilst recession rate is important in terms of urgency and timing in respect of beach 
~ protection measures, the real issue is whether recession is occurring and whether 

action should be taken at this time to arrest same. In this regard we are of the view 
that recession is occurring and that having regard to the extent and value of public 
and private property, infrastructure, social and economic considerations involved 
beach protection measures should be implemented as soon as possible. To wait until 
existing protection works and properties are threatened as suggested by cenain 
submittors is not realistic or desirable and would subject both Council and property 
owners to unnecessary hazard. This is contrary to the NSW Coastal Policy. 

Sand Dunes 

The proposed beach protection works includes the formation of a section of low sand 
dunes. According to the EIS, the existing 600m rock rubble wall along the beach 
would be covered at an average rate of 30 ~/m run (less for the nonhem end). The 
dune is to be symmetrical with slopes of 20 on the seaward and landward sides and 
approximate the shape of a natural sand dune. The sand dune would be formed 
across the modified/rebuilt seawall between the southern end of the bay and the 
proposed groyne at Ross Park (an approximate length of 550m of sand dune out of 
the total 900m length of beach protection works proposed). 

The quantity of sand to be sourced from further nonh on Seven Mile Beach is given 
as: 

17,000m3 - dune building 

13,OOOm3 - beach nourishment 

The EIS states that in severe storms there would be considerable overtopping of most 
of the existing beach dune system which fronts development and the public reserve at 
the southern end of the beach. Design wave run-up based on the appropriate wave 
conditions and water level has been estimated up to RL 5.1m AHD adjacent to Ross 
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Park, and 4.1m AHD at the southern comer adjacent to AlIens Parade. Dune height 
as now proposed has been set at approximately 5.5m AHD to limit overtopping in 
extreme storms. The height chosen represents a minimum height to reduce 
overtopping while limiting the volume of sand borrow. 

The dune is proposed to extend approximately 4-8m seaward of the current rock wall 
toe and 5-8m landward of the rock wall. According to the plans in the EIS, this dune 
is located on the public reserve at its southern border, and extends the full seaward 
length of the public reserve, before running onto and along the seaward boundary of 
privately owned (and developed) Lots 31 to 40 of Rayner Lane inclusive. We note 
that the same plan (Figure 1.2a of the EIS, see Appendix 5B of this report) shows that 
the dune is to be constructed along and on top of the existing rubble seawall. 

As noted elsewhere, Mr Lord states that he will certify the engineering adequacy of 
the proposed protection works but not of the existing rubble wall and ti-tree fence. 
We presume that the proposed dune covering the existing rubble wall on private 
property is certifiable, on the same basis as for the public reserve; namely that 
adequate buffer setback is available to protect buildings in severe storm events when 
the dune may be eroded and the rubble wall overtopped. 

A number of submissions express concern regarding the extent of encroachment of 
the dunes onto the beach and/or reef area, especially given the significance of the reef 
area. 

Council's consultant, Mr Lord, states that dunes are to be nourished and vegetated to 
minimise any loss of sand from the dune (which would compromise the protection 
afforded) and that this would also prevent any infilling of the moat from such losses. 

Council's consultant acknowledges that wave overtopping and possible loss of the 
sand dunes may occur, but considers that the recreation reserve behind the proposed 
dunes acts as buffer protecting properties further away. Also the consultant is of the 
opinion that sand dunes are appropriate in this location but that elsewhere, 
insufficient width exists between the active beach area and dwellings for dunes to be 
viable. If constructed in those locations he contends that the sand dune would be 
washed away. In respect of the width of beachfront land required for sand dunes, he 
opines that a minimum width of approximately 15m is necessary. 

Professor Dudgeon, Director of Water Research Laboratory, University of NSW, also 
does not favour what he refers to as soft options such as sand dunes for long term 
beach protection. 

Nevertheless a considerable number of resident and public submissions called for 
dunes to be built up and stabilised, by such means as the ti-tree fencing method 
and/or rubble covered by the dune. Such submissions point to the effectiveness of the 
30 year old ti-tree wall and existing topping up of rubble seawall which periodically 
are covered or uncovered by sand, and the fact that such works have withstood severe 
storm events to the present. In this respect we note that the early 1980 Oceanics 
report considered that the ti-tree fence provides stability to the rubble seawall and that 
the consultant considers the composite structure may provide adequate protection 
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against stonns. The report states that there are no recognised procedures for 
designing structures of this kind. In this respect we note that Council's consultant 
would not certify the existing beach protection structures. 

Former Shire Engineer, Mr Thorpe, explains that the rubble wall is covered and has 
remained covered because the rubble was taken from local fanus, and contained 
attached soil and vegetation which quickly established and stabilised the sand 
covering of the rubble. For this reason, as well as ease of access (over smooth 
paddock rocks rather than sharply sided and dangerous quarry rocks) he prefers that 
any seawall be built of local rocks or boulders from surrounding farms. In this 
respect we note that the University of NSW "Lennox Head Sea-wall Model Test" 
report (1987) recommends that to protect the seawall that they tested (a slightly flatter 
stepped wall) overtopping protection could be gained by covering the crest, 
backs lope, and upper part of the seaward slope with soil and grass to improve the 
appearance. Also ease of passage by pedestrians would thus be afforded. 

The evidence indicates that the ti-tree wall-rubble wall and sand 
covering/stabilisation is the type of beach protection considered acceptable to many 
parties. Such a design overcomes visual and public access concerns in that the dune 
covers all such works and thus gives a natural appearance. However the basic 
concern here is to find an acceptable structural design which will overcome the 
coastal recession and/or beach process problems and is acceptable in an 
environmental, visual and economic sense. 

Other works proposed with the sand dune construction over the rubble seawall are: 

dune planting; 

fencing to prevent dune access and damage to stabilisation works; 

public pedestrian accessways; 

two narrow pedestrian walkways serving private property at the northern 
corner of the reserve. 

We are satisfied that the proposed dune fonnation, nourishment and stabilisation can 
be undertaken in a manner to preserve, enhance and protect both the amenity of the 
beach and the public and private property landward of the dune. Based on comments 
in many of the public submissions, it is apparent to us that many submittors do not 
realise that the existing rubble wall is to remain (and possibly topped up) and that the 
proposal involves covering the rubble wall with a stabilised sand dune. This is 
precisely what many submittors request, yet many submittors do not appear to realise 
this is proposed, possibly due to poor presentation of EIS Figures & diagrams. 

We concur with the 1987 Lennox Head Seawall Model Test report regarding soil 
covering and grassing the other sections of seawall, which would to some extent 
satisfy concerns regarding visual and public access/amenity. Overtopping protection 
would be gained by covering the crest, backslope, and upper part of the seaward slope 
with soil and grass to improve the appearance. As referred to in the beach 
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nourishment section, whilst we accept nourishment for the purposes of building up 
and stabilising the proposed dunes over the rubble wall, we do not consider that 
beach nourishment as such should be undertaken at present, or at least confined to the 
area north of the reef, in order to avoid possible infilling of the ecologically 
significant moat area. 

In respect of beach management related to the proposed construction of sand dunes 
(extent, vegetation, renourishment, maximUm/minimum height before and after 
works, etc), we recommend the formation of a local beach management committee 
with a representative of Ballina Shire Council, beachfront property owners, local 
residents, Byron Shire Council, and environmental groups. 

Beach Nourishment 

Approximately 30,OOOm3 of sand 'initially and an additional 6O,OOOm3 over the 
following fifty years is proposed to be scraped from an area 0.5km north of Lake 
Ainsworth (at approximately the position of Camp Drew, the Northern Rivers 
Conference Centre) a distance of 3km south of the boundary of Ballina Shire and 
Byron Shire (see Appendix 13). Scraping will be limited to a strip 80m wide and 
between the 2m AHD contour and the low water mark. According to the EIS, the 
total volume of sand available in a once off pass in this area would be l20,OOOm3. 

Council's consultant notes that this area is within the active beach wne, but points 
out that it represents a once off loss to the beach system. This is because the sand 
eroded from the southern part of the beach will be transported back to the northern 
part of the beach, ie, it remains within the beach system. Renourishment will simply 
mean taking this sand and replacing it at the southern end from where it was eroded. 

According to the "Review of Management Options" in the EIS, a typical cost of $6 
per cubic metre is indicated by Council to move the sand along the beach. With an 
initial nourishment of lO times the average loss rate, the cost could be anticipated to 
be $180,000 to $540,000. Renourishment could be anticipated every five years on 
average or following major storms. 

In the worst case scenarios (which Council's consultant claims would not occur in 
practice) the loss of the sand from the northern section of Seven Mile Beach would 
cause an erosion of: 

2m if erosion is confined solely to the sourced area (ie, 3km) 

0.2m if erosion is spread along the entire 7km of the beach 

0.1 m if erosion is spread along the entire length of the beach and up to Tallow 
Beach to the north. 
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The frequency of renourishment is of concern ·to both public and specialists alike. 
There is some conjecture as to sand renourishment frequencies and volumes. 
Council's consultant indicates: 

sand losses may occur in severe storm events and "renourishment to preserve 
a usable beach amenity may be required every 10 years on average"; 

it is intended to extract an additionaI60,000m3 over the following 50 years; 

the maintenance strategy included in the EIS states that renourishment of 
beach and dunes will be carried out as and when required following storms 
(estimated at 15,000m3 once every 10 years on average). 

Other coastal specialists contend that a shorter renourishment period may be 
necessary (as short as the next stonn). Past storm losses (in 1967 and 1974) caused 
major erosion and loss of beach when a number of stonns occurred over a matter of 
months. These frequent storms did 'not allow the beach to rebuild naturally after the 
event, nor would they in the future having regard to such a sequence of storms. It is 
also pointed out that tropical cyclones effect this area around two or three times per 
year but virtually none have occurred over the past decade. Dr Cowell considers that 
the sand renourishment proposal underestimates quantities and this means that 
erosion effects on the sand source area is similarly underestimated leading to possibly 
severe erosion further north on Seven Mile Beach or other downdrift areas. 

Council ' s consultant states that the proposed beach nourishment will be used 
predominantly to establish the foredune above the waterline, with about 25% being 
used to prograde the foreshore by some 10m. He states that this will not swamp the 
beach with sand but "will return the reef to the point it was some few years ago when 
the construction of rock walls resulted in the reduction of the sandy beach area" . 

Mr Jackson supports beach nourishment, providing that the sand is sourced from 
outside the active beach system, and/or is supported with a proper monitoring and 
sand budget assessment which balances the needs and timing of replenishment. 
Other submittors called for regional sand nourishment such as dredge by-passing at 
the Richmond River training walls. We refer to our earlier comments in this section. 

We note that while the Public Works Department accepts beach nourishment with the 
proposal, it raises concerns following exhibition of the EIS stating that the beach 
nourishment replenishment may be understated. It also points out that according to 
overseas research, nourished beaches have eroded at a faster rate than natural 
beaches. 

Having regard to the specialist opinions above and comments made in consultants 
reports on other options (see later section "Other Coastal Protection Options") as 
well as details in the NSW Coastline Protection Manual, we accept that: 

beach nourishment is an acceptable means of meeting long term sediment loss 
or stonn erosion loss; 
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it integrates with other beach protection works such as seawalls. providing 
desirable beach amenity (visual and access) benefits with little or no adverse 
impacts on adjacent sections of coast. 

In regard to the above matter three issues are nominated in submissions as having 
major implications: 

1. The sourcing of sand from within the active beach system: we agree that 
sourcing should be outside the beach sediment system or that budgeting is 
such that any impacts are catered for. 

We consider that sourcing of sand from the active beach system further north 
along Seven Mile Beach may have potential detrimental consequences as 
previously discussed. These include an immediate loss of beach profile and 
recession in the vicinity of the source. a possible realignment of the beach at 
this location. and unknown but possible loss of sand to the longshore sand 
budget seen as potentially harmful to downdrift beaches to the north. 

A potential flaw in the EIS management strategy is that sand resupply may be 
required at any time from 10 years down to the next stonn event and that in 
the worst case scenario. sourcing from the same vicinity would not appear 
possible without encroaching onto dunes (or causing recession likely to 
encroach onto dunes). Most specialists before us agree that dunes are natures 
own beach protection. No alternative sources of sand are proposed for such a 
worst case scenario. 

2. Sand nourishment at the far southern end of the beach may encroach onto the 
adjacent reef areas either directly or following storms when any sand 
nourishment of the beach and/or dunes may be washed away. The dunes are 
to be vegetated and Council's consultant argues that there would be minimal 
spill onto the reef. 

3. The angle of normal repose of the beach with any sand dune reconstruction 
may also extend further onto the reef than anticipated. As mentioned 
previously little or no beach profiles are given below the water level. 

Having regard to these points we consider that the dune of the shape and height 
proposed is essential. mainly for beach erosion protection but also for protection of 
the public reserve and properties behind from inundation. We do not however see 
that nourishment of the beach in the vicinity of the reef is warranted nor essential 
given that. in the main. it is for aesthetic reasons. In such regard there is no guarantee 
that sand will remain on the beach, and as sand currently comes and goes in a 
seasonal fashion we consider that such status quo should be maintained (ie. left to 
nature). 

To do otherwise. namely artificially nourishing this beach area runs the risk of 
partially inundating the moat and reef areas with sand. As previously said these areas 
are acknowledged to have ecological significance in this vicinity (see next section of 
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this report). If not filled at nourishment time there appears to be a real risk of 
subsequent infilling during high seas or storm events. Specialists have identified that 
site specific processes apply to this area. Given that the reef areas are a feature of this 
section of coastline, then they should remain unchanged as far as possible. 

We do not see the topping up of dunes as contributing to any infilling of the reef 
provided care is taken with the location (as far landward as possible), revegetation is 
undertaken and maintenance and monitoring is carried out to ensure dune stability for 
storm and seasonal effects. A proper management plan should be. adopted having 
regard to such measures as well as appropriate times to renourish (out of cyclone 
periods). 

For the proposed northern end of beach protection works we note that a common 
present complaint is the lack of beach at other than low tide. As this area is at or 
slightly past the northern end of the reef (although the limits of the referred to reef are 
somewhat unclear), and downdrift effects are reported mainly in the northerly 
direction, we consider that beach nourishment in this area may be carried out. 

In so saying a conservative approach is necessary, to overcome uncertainties and 
possible detrimental effects on the reef (for example during storm events when 
currents may change). Accordingly minimal beach nourishment. should. be 
undertaken both in extent and volume initially. Monitoring of such nourishment with 
respect to erosion and effects on other coastal processes should be undertaken and 
then subject to satisfactory results a greater or lesser renourishment may be 
undertaken at a later time. Such a management plan will in our view provide both the 
data to overcome many of the uncertainties raised by coastal specialists as well as 
providing a better basis to carry out beach protection involving sand renourishment. 

Owing to the obvious community concerns and involvement in the success of such 
works we again recommend that Council draw on the local community for both beach 
monitoring and management purposes especially in setting up a local committee to 
determine future beach management. 

Surfing Breaks off Lennox Head 

A number of submissions from groups and individuals raised strong concern that 
surfing breaks in this vicinity may be detrimentally affected by the proposed beach 
protection works. The importance of this surfing area is stressed and according to 
surfing group submissions, has a national and international reputation drawing 
visitors from around the world. The quality of the break, the length of break (some 
hundreds of metres) and the frequency of the break having regard to the weather of 
this area all contribute to the significance of this location for surfing in this region. 

Council's consultant contends that the proposed works do not in any way interfere 
with the longshore processes operating off the reef area and that the nearest that 
surfers come to the works, even in the biggest swells, is about 300m from the rock 
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walls in the southern corner. He states that the works proposed at the southern end of 
the beach will not effect offshore sandbars, nor will currents or waves be altered in 
the surfing area. 

All specialists before us consider that the proposed beach protection works will have 
no effect on surfing off Lennox Head. We note also that no reference was made to 
any adverse surf break consequences arising from the existing beach protection works 
or past works. 

The Broken Head Protection Committee claims the Ross Park groyne will affect 
beach breaks at that location and the groynes will also interfere with sand transport 
which will in tum affect surf quality at Broken HeadIByron Bay. 

We accept that the surfing breaks off Lennox Head is a significant consideration. We 
also accept the coastal specialist opinion that surfing will not be effected by the beach 
protection works. 

As referred to elsewhere in this report, offshore artificial reefs are dismissed by most 
specialists as not viable for this location, and thus this option is not relevant as 
affecting surfing breaks. However the calls for investigation andlor sand bypass 
dredging of the Richmond River training walls (as called for by the previous Shire 
Engineer) may in our view have potential effects on the offshore sandbar area 
referred to as the surfing location. Similarly any proposals for offshore dredging for 
beach nourishment, whilst dismissed by Council's consultant, may also have potential 
effects on the surfing location and quality. 

In our view further detailed long term studies of both these matters including training 
wall effects and possible sand bypass dredging for long term northerly beach 
nourishment purposes and alternative sources of short term beach nourishment sand 
supplies for the preferred beach protection scheme should be investigated as part of 
beach nourishment investigation adverted to in our recommendation No 4. 

Property Inundation 

In regard to overtopping of seawalls and dunes (discussed earlier), Council's 
consultant notes that studies elsewhere on the NSW coast indicate that open beach 
wave run-up can extend to 6.5 or 7.0m AHD. He contends that minimal overtopping 
will occur in those circumstances. Waves will slop over and subsequemlY· cause 
quantities of water to lie landward of the dune. The threat posed by this water will he 
states be obviated by requiring dwellings to be constructed 500mm higher than 
natural ground levels. 

The early 1980 Oceanics report states that "the risk of inundation of any properties 
above the level 235m AHD seems remote, provided adequate drainage exists." 

Council's consultant considers that inundation of properties may occur up to RL 2.9m 
AHD in the design event when the ocean level may be elevated to this level. He 
points out that the strategy for new buildings is for: 
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"habitable floor levels for new dwellings to be set at O.5m above the natural 
ground level, building foundations on all beachfront properties to comprise 
piling supporting a suspended floor with a minimum clearance ofO.3m above 
natural ground level to the underside of the floor system to allow ocean 
inundation to dissipate under the floor. The piling is designed to support the 
buildings for the condition of removal of soils to 2m AHD and lateral loadings 
expected." 

We note in this respect that the building and development controls adopted by 
Council on the recommendation of the Coastal Management Committee on 
19 February 1987 (and still applicable according to Council) recommend: 

"that the floor level of any development approved be at least at a level 
determined by Council, such level to be above 2.6m AHD." 

In view of the aforementioned likely flood level of up to 2.9m AHD given by 
Council's consultant, plus allowances for freeboard. sealevel rises. etc. it appears to 
us that Council should amend their current policy for minimum habitable floor levels 
for new dwellings to be at least 3.4m AHD (ie. 2.9m + O.5m) and possibly greater in 
proximity to beach protection works (where overtopping may be greater). 

In this respect Council supplied details as to ground and floor levels of beachfront or 
beach reserve fronting property. We note that there are a number of low lying 
residential buildings. and that the lowest existing floor level is RL 2.96m AHD with 
two other residential buildings below 3.5m AHD. These buildings are located behind 
the public reserve. In fact most of the lowest buildings are located behind the public 
reserve (the eight lowest lying buildings with floor levels below 4.5m AHD). 
According to Council's consultant the public reserve buffer affords them adequate 
protection from inundation as the sandy soils of the reserve would infiltrate any 
overtopping water prior to it reaching such buildings. 

Evidence presented by Mr Thorpe indicates that major storms have and are likely to 
overtop the existing rock seawall. In 1974 he recalls that a number of properties 
were inundated and he was "sloshing around up to waist height thereon" but that none 
of the buildings were inundated. According to Council's consultant Mr Lord. the 
existing dune in front of the public reserve referred to by Mr Thorpe in the 1974 
event. is extremely low with its crest level in places being about 2m Al--II? thus 
allowing major run-up and overtopping. 

Mr Lord also points out. the existing rock seawall has not been constructed to 
engineering standards and may be neither stable or adequate in major storm events. 
There was some argument against this contention. with resident submittors arguing 
that the existing protection works such as ti-tree fences. rubble wall covered in sand 
and vegetation and other more substantial seawalls constructed by individual owners 
have withstood a number of previous storms in the past decade or two. 
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Nevertheless, we are persuaded that sections of the existing seawall should be 
reconstructed and/or strengthened and increased in height to provide property 
protection of a satisfactory and uniform standard. Such action will provide a 
satisfactory level of recession protection and protection against property inundation 
having regard to building setbacks, risk of wave overtopping, and building floor 
levels as previously mentioned. At the same time, and as proposed by Council's 
consultant, reconstruction of sand dunes in front of the recreation reserve is 
considered by most experts, residents and parties to the Inquiry to be an appropriate 
means of providing protection and preserving the visual amenity of this section of the 
beach, and we agree. 

Should this dune suffer undue wave erosion and consequent overtopping, the 
recreation reserve provides a suitable buffer from wave run-up to existing buildings. 
We also agree care may be required during sand replenishment of dunes and any 
fillingllandscaping of the reserve in regard to the few dwellings constructed at or 
below RL 4.0m AHD (or 4.5m AHD) to avoid inundation from ponded floodwaters. 
Certain drainage works may be called for to protect these low lying buildings. 
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ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF REEF 
ENVIRONMENT AND BEACH 

Existing Physical Features of 
the Adjacent Marine Environment 

The adjacent area of principal concern includes offshore reef areas and an area called 
"the moat". 

The tenns "reef' and "moat" are applied to those immediately offshore areas of the 
waterfront associated with an intertidal reef area which extends along the full length 
of the proposed seawalls and dune fonnation and beyond. (See Appendices 14A and 
14B.) 

There are several reef "areasi'.These include im outer reef along the outer ocean 
edge of the shelf and varying character inner reef areas located about the shelf. 

The outer reef consists of a wide intertidal ridge fonned of boulders up to 800mm in 
diameter located along the outer edge of the shelf. The offshore edge of this outer 
reef fonns a prolongation of the edge of a ,cobble beach, formed of somewhat similar 
boulders, adjacent to Lennox Head to the south. This outer reef eventually "merges" 
with the beach fonnation some distance north of the end of the proposed works. This 
is partly brought about because the reef and the shelf inshore thereof dip slightly from 
the south to the north. This reef strip fonns the wave break zone in nonnal seas. (See 
Appendix 14A). 

The outer reef stands more than 200m offshore at the south of the beach and probably 
more than 100m offshore at the inost northern end of the proposed walls. 

The shelf area inside the outer' reef is covered with somewhat similar boulders to 
those in the outer reef but at varying densities. The density of boulders present varies 

from very dense in the south to scattered in the north. 

The area of shelf between the headland to the south and a 'boat channel some 400m to 
,the north is the most densely boulder strewn areas, and richest in marine 
communities. An intertidal reef is present inshore along the beach and along the 
headland to the south. The area of the inshore reef in the south comer of the beach is 
to be covered at least in part by the proposed seawall and reclamation work in this 
locality. The locality has thename of Cowrie Cove and contains what is described as 
a boulder and peat sub-tidal reef (see Appendix 14B). It is also described by the 
Council's marine consultants as a rich marine community area. ' 

A boat channel generally bisects the reef area running from the vicinity of Tresise 
,Place. This boat channel is a wide cleared area: fonned for some distance out through 
the boulder strewn area to enable the launching of boats. It is located in proximity to 
the proposed boat launching groyne. 
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The shelf to the north of the boat channel, as indicated above, continues to dip to the 
north and is not as densely covered with boulders and also a corresponding lesser 
boulder associated marine community. 

The term "moat" relates from our understanding to a sub-tidal "lagoon" area, 
probably at times about 700m long and 60-120m wide, within the aforementioned 
shelf. It is located inshores of the outer reef. See above referred to Appendices 14A 
and 14B. 

At low tide most of the reef areas are exposed or only covered with water to the 
extent that a large area may be walked over in reasonable comfort and the moat area 
may be closely examined. This examination is assisted by the absence of wave action 
for several hours during low water periods. 

In the past a significant amount of boulders has been removed from the reef, in 
particular at its southern end. In the early 1940s residents of Rayners Lane used them 
to protect their properties from erosion. In the 1960s the Department of Lands 
allowed the winning of boulders from the southern reef area for use as aggregate. 

Such removal of boulders may well have contributed to the southward erosion bite 
taken out of the land at the south end of the beach. The beach and shelf area, on both 
those occasions referred to above, must have been markedly different to that 
presently existing in that location. See comment on this below in the comments on 
"Property Reclamation and Seawall at South End of the Beach." 

For periods throughout the year the boulders on the shelf generally stand uncovered 
with sand. However, at other times the boulders may be covered with sand, or 
partially covered by lobes of sand which move about thereon. Thus, in the subject 
area, the sea bottom habitat for the marine community varies over the year. There 
was no agreement by submittors as to the source of the covering sand and its depth 
and length of "residence" on the reef. 

Proposed Works likely to Impact on Marine Environment 

The reef areas are likely to be or will be "affected by several aspects of the proposed 
works. These are: . 

property reclamation and seawall at the south end of the beach; 

the boat launching ramp groyne near Tresise Place; 

dune formation and remaining length of seawall construction; 

the "100m" groyne at Ross Park; 

stormwater drainage; and, 

. beach nourishment. 
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Property Reclamation and Seawall 
at South End of Beach (Stage 1) 

According to submittors the proposal to reclaim "lost" private land from Aliens 
Parade properties at the southern end of the beach, and provide protection with a 
seawall, will result in an environmentally important area of the reef in that location 
being covered by the reclamation material and seawall. 

Council's consultants on marine environment indicate that the area to be covered will 
be at least half the area of "a section of the moat which has the lowest wave climate, 
least sand scour and the richest ecology". This area was not defined in detail. 

The area referred to above is outside the area defined as the moat by the Department 
of Fisheries in Appendix 14B (referred to above). It could well be part of the area 
referred to by the Department of Fisheries as the "Cowrie Cove boulder and peat sub
tidal reef area". Nevertheless, the area of the reef likely to be affected following our 
inspection is in our view an important area of the intertidal to subtidal reef area. 

In the Council's consultants' view, the loss of this significant area of rich ecology by 
the proposed reclamation will be but a winding back of the clock to the 1940s 
shoreline along the property boundaries. 

Based on the evidence before us which includes the 1958 relevant Deposited Plan 
(DP) of the subject southern properties (See Appendix 15) and the reasonable belief 
that the erosion scarp and MHWM lay some unknown, but possibly 70-90m seaward 
of the seaward boundary of the properties (according to the DP), it is reasonable to 
conclude that there has been in total a recession of the shoreline in this locality of 
approximately 90m in the last 50 years. Such recession includes an approximate 
maximum 22m recession into the subject properties. Accordingly we agree in 
general with Council's consultant that the "Cowrie Cove" did not exist in its present 
form at the time of subdivision of the subject land. 

Thus the above details of erosion indicate that the ocean front area in this locality has 
been significantly altered over comparatively recent times. Valuable land has been 
"lost" and the reef area as a consequence has been enlarged. 

As said above the works proposed here (seawall construction) will possibly encroach 
onto the increased reef area. In particular that portion of reasonably recent origins 
which is also said to be of environmental significance. 

However in the circumstances here, which include the existence of a large reef area 
of environmental significance, the undoubted need and first priority to protect public 
infrastructure, private property and the social and economic well-being of the Lennox 
Head Village, we consider an encroachment by the seawall into the reef area to be 
justified. 

In so saying we have also had regard to the fact that in the absence of any proposal 
and on the evidence as to lack of funds to acquire the private land involved it is 
reasonable to permit the affected property owners to protect and develop their land at 
their cost. 
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The exact location and structural design of the subject seawall is critical to both the 
well-being of portion of the reef and other "public" land. The EIS proposed design 
and location of the seawall will maximise the use of private land. 

The evidence indicates there is a strong possibility at the detailed design stage that the 
seawall could be located and redesigned in this section to minimise encroachment 
over "public" land and still enable reasonable use of private land. In this regard we 
have noted the reduced width wall design used in Queensland (See Appendices 16A 
and 16B) and site area reasonably required for dwelling house development. In our 
view the subject land should not be used for town house/unit development. 

In our recommended conditions of consent we have adverted to the need to 
reconsider the siting and design of the seawall in this location. 

"Boat Ramp" Groyne (part Stage-2) 

The proposed "boat ramp" groyne, is not likely to cover any boulder covered the reef 
area of particularly if it is built in the obvious location where the boulders have been 
removed to form a "channel" to facilitate boat launching. It will however cover a 
significant area of the sandy beach. 

Sand Dune Formation and Seawalls 
(Part Stage 2 and Stage 3) 

These works will principally cover the generally dry areas of the beach. However the 
toe of the proposed seawalls will extend out onto the beach area below the high water 
mark over some length of the "town centre wall". Such work in our view will have 
little if any adverse impact on the reef area in this location due to its setback from the 
shoreline. However as adverted to later in this report the seawall by reason of its 
large scale and location will adversely impact on the visual environment of the beach. 
It will also encroach in a significant manner on the presently available sandy beach 
area. 

" 100 Metre" Groyne (Stage 4) 

The "100 metre" groyne located near the northern end of the proposed works will 
cover a large area on the northern portion of the reef as it extends nearly "half way" to 
the outer edge of the reef. 

In addition to the adverse visual impact on the beach occasioned by this large groyne 
we are concerned that there is likely to be an adverse impact on the boulder and 
possibly the reef by a build up of sand on the southern side of the groyne. Almost the 
sole function of this groyne is said by the designer to be to hold sand brought to the 
beach as part of the proposed beach nourishment program. However we are not 
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satisfied that the groyne will not "trap" other sand moving south to north along the 
beach to the further detriment of marine life. 

Whilst we appreciate that the proposed groynes may provide increased marine habitat 
there is also a view as expressed to the Inquiry that they are likely to damage the 
existing marine environment and habitat by occasioning different wave action and 
bathymetric change. The evidence does not enable us to reach a conclusion in such 
regard. 

Stormwater Drainage (Stages 1, 2 & 4) 

Stormwater from the township of Lennox Head presently discharges across the beach 
at three major locations along the length of the proposed seawalls and sand dune 
reconstruction. 

The first storm water outlet is that at the south end of the beach. This is proposed to 
be redirected southwards as part of Stage 1 of the works to discharge through the 
seawall proposed for the reclamation of the residential lots in that location. The 
discharge point will be moved some 150m southward and the discharge redirected 
south-easterly into "Cowrie Cove". 

The other two are proposed to be extended across the beach within and to the end of 
the proposed groynes to approximately the toe of the seaward batter thereof: in 
Stage 2, the boat launching groyne: and, in Stage 4, the 100m groyne. 

As a consequence there would be a direct discharge of freshwater stormwaters in 
much closer proximity to the reef area and the marine community particularly at 
"Cowrie Cove" at the southern end of the beach. 

If the groynes are not constructed, the stormwater discharge points will remain at the 
back of the beach with consequent likely loss of some sand from the beach in front 
thereof and more dilution of the freshwater before it reaches the reef areas. 

Our comment and views in regard to stonn water discharge as recommended by us 
are discussed in a later section of this report. 

Beach Nourishment (Stage 5) 

Beach nourishment is the last stage of the proposed beach works. There is little 
specific detail on this work. The EIS states that the "normal" beach profile will be 
raised to an extent that the water line will be moved up to 10m seaward of the beach 
near the boat launching groyne. As a consequence of northward sand movement 
there is likely to be a movement of the water line some 30m seaward at the 100m 
groyne. 

Council's marine environment consultants comment that the introduced sand "will lie 
on and above the existing intertidal zone and will, therefore, not eliminate much of 
the rocky habitat" of the reef area. 
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However, the Department of Fisheries submission indicates the intertidal areas 
include the inshore boulder reefs. We concur with this. 

The concern of other submittors in regard to beach nourishment is related to some 
extent we feel to the paucity of detail in cross sections showing detail of sand 
placement. 

In the reply session Council's consultant indicated that the nourished beach profile 
assumed was one which was gently graded from RL 3.0 to RL 1.0. This would result 
in the toe of the sand being some 50m from Station I (at a grade of 1 in 10, ie 
approximate slope of cross section in ElS), 70m from Station D (at a grade of 1 in 15, 
ie approximate slope as above), or 90m from any station at a grade of 1 in 20, ie if 
our view of a "gentle grade" is observed. 

In addition there is the likely later re-shaping of the beach profiles in the vicinity of 
the groynes by natural processes. This could see further areas being covered as 
adverted to above and other areas subjected to depletion. 

We are of the view that the inshore boulder covered area of the reef will be threatened 
to a significant extent as a consequence of carrying out the proposed beach 
nourishment. 

There is a need for care to be taken in any sand introduction to ensure that undue 
movement of sand offshore does not occur and result in undue extended long term 
covering of the boulders on the reef. 

Such care must include consideration of the appropriate time to carry out the 
nourishment to ensure sand is not unduly carried out onto the boulder covered area or 
into the reef. This care is particularly needed along the portion of the beach south of 
the existing major boat launching channel where the boulders and marine populations 
are most dense. 

In an earlier section of this report we deal with beach nourishment in the absence of 
groynes. As indicated therein we consider that beach nourishment is a proper and 
favoured method of beach conservation and protection and warrants further 
investigation as to sand availability, costs, time of placement and specific work 
locations. 

The Marine Habitat and Species 
Present In the Reef areas 

The nature and variety of the marine community varies throughout the reef area. It is 
said that there was no record of a survey of same in this locality until 1989. The three 
surveys as placed before us which have been made since such date are referred to 
hereunder. The major area surveyed in any detail by all three is the shelf area inshore 
of the outer reef and south of the boat channel. 
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The said to be first recorded survey of the whole' reef area is that organised by 
Council's consultants on 21 November 1989, a one day survey. The findings were 
that the area supports an essentially rock bottom community whose habitat is 
alternatively covered with sand. Thus the view was expressed that the community is 
in a constant state of re-colonisation, never destined to reach maturity. The marine 
animals therein were found to be numerous with sizes being larger in the south. The 
fish population (some 46 species) was observed to be present in smaller numbers and 
fewer species than in comparable habitats on the north coast. 

Another survey was carried out under the auspices of the Department of Fisheries. 
Over eight weeks in September and October 1990 snorkel surveys were carried out on 
one day each week, walk over surveys were carried out on two days per week. A 
general finding was that the reef area: 

"is representative of an area of low energy biotic community development, 
with a localised predominance of species preferring warm waters or protected 
habitat. No other inshore reefs in the local area provides similar. 
physiography or water conditions, or have as diverse a representation 9f local 
and tropical biotic assemblages." 

Comment was made in this survey to the hazard created to the numbers and variety of 
species in these accessible areas by the collection of the obvious ones for bait or food 
purposes. 

Following this, the Department of Fisheries commissioned a further survey and a' 
review of the above survey. This survey was carried out on 10 October 1991 over 5 
hours at low tide. Whilst conceding that the examination was brief the findings 
included a general concurrence with the species identified by the above survey. 
Comment was made that more fauna was found in the earlier. survey than in the case 
of the above two surveys and that this study suggests that "the high species richness 
(found) is indicative of considerable stability in the south boulder region". The 
survey highlights the fact that the moat area "is much less diverse than the intertidal 
area, being dominated by algae and afew large animals". 

In the corner of the reef closest to the southern end, in the area called "Cowrie Cove", 
for obvious reasons, is a boulder and peat reef area said to cover some 0.25 ha. 
Within this there was observed to be in the seasonal survey a small lagoon with an 
average depth of 0.75m at low water. However the above.final survey, a year later, 

. little water was found in the. "Cowrie Cove lagoon", 

We. are satisfied on the evidence that the marine habitat environment and the 
community therein are of environmental significance. 

We are also of the view that the total shelf area of moat and reefs provide valuable 
study opportunities for examinatIon of marine life, whether the environment and life 
therein be stable or ever-changing: We note that the 1983 local environmental study 
described it as a major recreation activity area, located within an area of spectacular 
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land form and water form interest. As such it was (and is) a valuable local amenity 
with combined recreational, ecological and educational values. 

We reiterate our view that notwithstanding the environmental significance of the reef 
area, circumstances here as described above command construction of the Stage 1 
seawall though portion of it may encroach onto the reef area. 
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4. GROYNES - PURPOSE, DESIGN AND EFFECTS 

The NSW Coastline Protection Manual describes"groynes as follows: 

"Groynes are coastal structures built approximately normal to the shoreline. 
Their purpose is to trap sand and therefore increase the width of beach. 
Groynes can be constructed from a" similar range of materials as seawalls. 

" 

"For groynes to be effective there must be a supply of sand from either 
longshore transport or from beach nourishment. . .. " 

"Where groynes are used, it is essential that their effect on downdrift coastline 
and the consequences of a changed shoreline alignment be closely examined." 

Two groynes are proposed as part of the subject beach protection works: 

1. A groyne at the southern end which would incorporate a boat launching ramp 
andstorniwater outfall (near Tresise Place) 

2. A groyne at Ross Park to assist in retaining sand and reduce beach 
nourishment costs. Pedestrian access along" the top is proposed and a 
stormwater outfall is to be incorporated in its construction. 

The Review of Management Options in the EIS states that: 

"Groynes alone are not an option which would be effective at Lennox Head to 
the south of Lake Ainsworth as the nett rate of alongshore drift from the south 
along the shoreline appears to be low. Also the rate of sand feed around 
Lennox Head and across the reef at the shoreline appears to be low. The 
groynes would not fill naturally and would need to be filled artificially with 
sand. 

To protect the area from Ross Park to the southern corner of the beach, a 
series of groynes would be required to maintain sufficient sand reserve in 

" front of properties considered at risk. The maximum groyne which could 
feasibly be constructed across the reefis about 100m or halfway to the reef 
edge:' " 

Considerable opposition is presented to groynes from specialists and public alike. 
Particular concerns are that: " " 

sand would be trapped from the littoral drift causing erosion on downdrift 
beaches to the north; 
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immediate erosion would result on downdrift side (north) of Seven' Mile 
Beach; 

intrusion onto the reef area would cause loss of significant ecology; 

uncertain re-alignment of beach would be caused; 

groynes are visually unsatisfactory;. and 

groynes restrict access along the beach. 

According to the EIS the primary objective of the construction of the two rock 
groynes, and the beach nourishment and dune works is to protect and enhance beach 
amenity south of the large groyne. According to Council's consultant, Mr Lord, the 
groynes will fulfil two functions: 

they will maintain a sandy beach area for the use of the public; and 

they will allow the stormwater outfalls to be removed from the sandy part of 
the beach. 

Beach access for boat launching will also be provided via the southern groyne. 

Many submissions point to the "Kirra" experience with groynes and the so called 
aowndrift erosion problems 'to beaclies to the north. Council's consultant, whilst 
acknowledging such well publicised groyne erosion problems convey poor 
impressions of groynes, states that such a massive downdrift erosion effect is not the 
same situation at Lennox Head. He contends that on a high nett littoral drift coastline 
a groyne will trap sand on the updrift side causing once off erosion of the beach 
down drift. However this can be avoided by artificially filling updrift of the groyne 
(from outside the system) such that the groyne is full and any longshore sand will 
therefore bypass. 

According to Council's consultant, Seven Mile Beach is different from the above 
situation as the beach has a negligible nett longshore drift. He contends that a local 
realignment of the beach profile (on both sides of the groyne) is likely, but will not 
result in any nett erosion, as there is little longshore movement of sand in the vicinity 
of the proposed groynes. Some storm losses would occur and beach nourishment is 
proposed to replenish such sand losses. 

The 1986 Water Research Laboratory (University of NSW) report for Council, 
dismissed groynes as a beach protection option as follows: 

"Groynes could be used to retain more sand on the beach at the village under 
normal weather conditions but would not eliminate the need for protection 
against erosion by storm waves. Since a good wide surfing beach exists and 
will remain north of the current location of the surf club building at Lake 
Ainsworth it would be diffiCUlt to justify an additional expenditure on groynes. 
Since the current brief concerns erosion rather than improvement of the 
beaches, groynes will not be considered further." 
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No costs were given in the Water Research Laboratory report. 

The 1988 Ardill report examined various options including groynes together with 
sand nourishment. The report states that the aim of such an option would be to 
compartmentalise the beach by restricting longshore movement of sand and 
maintaining a shallow offshore area to dissipate wave energy particularly during 
storms. Ardill notes that there is a trade-off in the numbers, design and location of 
groynes dependent on the length of beach to be protected and cost. This trade off 
involves costs of an overdesigned groyne field (high, long groynes of small spacing) 
requiring high initial cost and little periodic sand nourishment and an underdesigned 
groyne field (low, short groynes of large spacing) requiring lower initial cost and 
substantial ongoing nourishment works. 

Ardill gives the advantages as protecting properties by reducing littoral sand drift and 
retaining beach amenity in a modified form. Disadvantages are given as: 

changed visual amenity as beach is broken into embayments; 

reduced sand supply to littoral drift; 

backbeach erosion will not be eliminated; 

groynes would need to be supplemented with nourishment works; 

in the long term sand nourishment can have a detrimental impact on sourced 
area; and 

overall uncertainty of the effectiveness of the design and hence the need for a 
detailed study of this option. 

The Ardill report considered four groynes would cost $10 million (or $2.5 million 
each groyne). 

Ensbey, in an undergraduate report "Lennox Head Coastal Protection Strategies" for 
the Centre for Coastal Management, Northern Rivers College of Advantage 
Education, also considered the use of groynes but discounted them. He states that 
groynes could be used to retain more sand on the beach at Lennox Head under normal 
weather conditions, but would be unlikely to eliminate erosion during major storms. 
This is the same point made by a number of specialists, and in our view represents a 
critical flaw with the use of groynes, namely that there is no guarantee that groynes 
will retain sand for any length of time as this is largely dependent on storm 
characteristics. 

The Broken Head Protection Committee consultant, Dr Cowell (Coastal Studies Unit, 
University of Sydney), raises concerns averted to in the coastal processes section of 
this report, namely the contention that sand transport occurs through the reef area and 
therefore the proposed groynes would trap sand and effect the longshore drift rates 
thereby causing both local and regional downdrift erosion problems. Council ' s 
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consultant, whilst not accepting such longshore transport through the reef exists, 
considered Dr Cowell's contention and arrived at two scenarios if the coast were in 
fact a high littoral drift coastline. For the range of wave directions and in 
consideration of the nearshore beach profile, then between 5,000 and 125,OOOm3 of 
sand could be accreted (or accumulated) by the proposed groynes. 

He dismisses that this could occur as a wave angle of zero would be necessary, but 
considers that even if it could occur, then this would be a once off erosion to the rest 
of Seven Mile Beach of 0.8m (and less if spread over all beaches to the north) and 
would be negligible in his estimation. We refer to our comments in the coastal 
processes section of this report. In our view a considerable degree of uncertainty 
surrounds the question of the sand transport processes through the reef area and 
therefore such uncertainty extends to the potential or likely trapping of sand by the 
groynes. This in tum raises uncertainty regarding possibly serious consequences for 
downdrift beaches to the north. 

The NSW Coastline Management Manual states that for groynes to be effective, there 
must be a supply of sand either from longshore transport or from beach nourishment. 
Dune management measures may be required both updrift and downdrift to 
accommodate changes in the beach and dune systems. In particular we note the 
following statement in the manual: 

"Groynes do not significantly affect onshore/offshore movement during storms 
and are therefore not usually effective as a means of managing short term 
erosion." 

In respect of storm effects Council's consultant states that the proposed groynes will 
reduce the sand loss rate from the southern end of the beach. He contends that the 
groynes will limit the movement of sand along the beach from north to south and 
from south to north in all but severe storm conditions. We are concerned that the 
groynes do not provide erosion protection in severe storms when, as some 
submissions point out, the greatest protection is needed. 

We accept that the groynes fulfil a different purpose of reducing loss of sand at other 
times (as well as providing boat launching and stormwater outfall points). In our 
view the maintenance of sand on the beach is uncertain both at present and with the 
proposed groynes, as a severe storm at any time could remove such sand. As referred 
to in the beach nourishment section of this report, proposed nourishment is not 
planned to occur more often than a 5 or 10 year frequency, yet there is considerable 
uncertainty of the necessary renourishment frequency as the next storm may remove 
all of the deposited sand. We also refer to our views that the subject proposed beach 
renourishment is not favoured due to uncertain effects such as possible sand infilling 
of the reef, and detrimental consequences to the ecology thus resulting. 

The cost of the southern groyne proposed in Stage 2 works is given as $203,000. The 
backbeach level of the groyne is proposed as 5.5m AHD tapering down to water level 
as part of the boat ramp. The cost of the Stage 4 works which mainly is the northern 
groyne is given in the EIS as $217,000. The backbeach level of the groyne is 
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proposed as 5.5m AHD and the length of groyne is prQposed at 100m from the 
existing escarpment. One submittor suggested that the foregone cost should groynes 
not be instailed could be put towards sand nourishment. Council's consultant 
considered that only one or possibly two sandrenourishment works could be paid for 
under such a scheme. 

Former Shire Engineer, Mr Thorpe, considers that the Ross Park groyne" has the 
potential to cause considerably higher overtopping of protection works to the south 
due to wave reflectio!1 from the groyne. The Centre for Coastal Management," 
University of New England raised similar concerns that different wave reflectance 

" patterns caused by the proposed beach protection works are likely to modify the 
dynamics of the sand movement and therefore modify the extent of what is claimed to 
be a unique seagrass community. 

In respect of encroachment or loss of the reef area by the proposed groyne 
construction, Council's consultant contends that a small area of the reef will be" 
covered by the Ross Park groyrie but that the groyne will provide a similar habitat 
along its edges. We note again that uncertainty exists as to the potential impacts of 
protection works, including groynes, on the reef area and its ecology, and refer to our 
comments in that section of this report.' " 

A certain amount of confusion was apparent during the hearings in respect of 
groynes, their size, location and numbers. A plan showing the location and extent of 
the proposed groynes was subsequently submitted." Many submittors were still 
concerned in regard to the bulk of the structure and its visual appearance. Some 
submittors were under the false impression that five groynes were proposed or that 
having installed groynes a progressive field of groynes would then follow to 
accommodate downdrift erosion effects." 

We note in respect of the confusion around groyne numbers that the "Review of " 
Management Options" in the EIS in trel!-ting groynes and beach nourishment, states: 

"The maximum effective spacing would be around 250m and a field of two of 
three groynes would be required." 

Such statement according to opponents gives the impression that more than two 
groynes may be ultimately required. However Council's consultant confirms that two 
groynes only are proposed and that no further groynes are intended. 

In regard to community concerns regarding visual appearance the EIS states that the 
groynes are designed to have a flat slope of 1 :8. With normal sand and water levels, 
much of the groyne will be buried or submerged, limiting the amount of rock visible 
at the surface. Further, the sloping face of the southern groyne will reduce its 
apparent bulk when viewed from the beach and will impact Tninimally on views along 
the beach from at or about the waterline. . " 
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The EIS however recognises that adverse impacts include some views of the beach 
will be altered and others restricted by the works. The groyne at Ross Park will block 
views both to the north from the beach and to the south from the beach to the north. 
Views from the back beach area on top of the dunes and rock revetments will be 
altered. Given the predominant visual attractions of the area are the headland of 
Lennox Head and Seven Mile Beach itself, then we consider that the proposed 
groynes will create an adverse visual impact on the beach and that the role of the 
groyne for preventing beach sand loss does not justify such visual impact. 

The other major concern raised in many submissions is that public access along the 
beach will be cut or significantly disrupted by the groynes protruding out from the 
beach. The abovementioned flat profile of the groynes is stated by Council's 
consultant as assisting access onto and from the beach area and along the beach. 
Submissions from local residents, many of whom use the beach for walking and 
recreation, point out the physical and visual separation that groynes would cause and 
the difficulties of negotiating them. Having observed groynes and breakwaters in 
Byron Shire, at the Gold Coast and at Silver Beach, Kurnell (as referred to by 
Mr Lord), we consider that access concerns for beach users along the beach are 
reasonable. Groynes represent a physical barrier no matter how well designed. As 
referred to above the visual attractions of the headland of Lennox Head and Se:ven 
Mile Beach are such that beachwalking should be preserved as an activity. We find 
that the proposed groynes would be undesirable in that a physical separation would 
occur on Seven Mile Beach, and such separation is not consistent with the character 
of this area. 
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5. OTHER COASTAL PROTECTION OPTIONS 

One of the principal concerns raised in submissions is that alternative options have 
not been considered,. have not been fully assessed or are more appropriate having 
regard to environmental, economic and aesthetic considerations. 

Submissions to the Inquiry proposed the following alternatives which are listed and 
discussed hereunder: 

retreat option 

seawall only 

offshore breakwaters 
. . 

beach nourishment from other sources than the beach 

offshore dredging 
estuarine or river sand 

reconstruction of parts of existing rock seawall 

ti-tree fencing 

. do nothing 

mixture of certain elements of the above. 

Retreat Option 

Such an option may involve both "Property Acquisition" and "Time Limited 
Development Consents". 

Property Acquisition 

Council's Coastal Management Committee in considering a report from Council's 
consultants in 1986, discussed the option of "no protection works, refuse development 
and acquireland". The Committee noted that as a seawall may result in the loss of 
the sandy beach, the retention of this public asset required consideration. According 
to the Committee's minutes the cost of acquiring private land over a period of time as 
the shoreline moves landwards, should be weighed against the cost of protection 
works and future maintenance. 

.In reviewing aspects to be included in the EIS, Council's Coastal Management 
. Committee stated that an assessment should be made of the value of properties to be 
purchased, noting that one townhouse fronting the reserve was sold at that time for 
$162,500. 
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The 1986 Water Research Laboratory report on an investigation of non structural 
options (together with other options) states that the risk of serious damage to property 
at the southern end of the beach exists now so that any alternative other than 
structural protection must involve the sacrifice of property in the short term and 
restriction on further development of land fronting the beach and for some distance 
inland. 

The subject Water Research Laboratory report outlined an option requiring creation 
of a buffer zone by resumption or land swapping and demolition. Approximately 20 
buildings together with 20 blocks of undeveloped land would be required in Stage 1 
between Balliria Street, AlIens Parade and the sea. According to the report the cost 
would be of the order of $2 million assuming that the owners were prepared to accept 
a new block of land remote from the sea and a house as an incentive. The estimate 
assumes Council could obtain and develop land at $20,000 per block and erect 
dwellings at $60,000 each. Litigation and compensation costs could also reach a 
large figure. 

We note that the report states that in relation to non structural options open to Council 
of resumption or land swapping: 

and: 

"... there would still be a long term loss of sand and a degradation of the 
beach unless other work such as the construction of groynes or offshore 
breakwaters were carried out." 

"Since the land along the beach has a relatively high value compared with the 
cost of a structural option and the owners would presumably resist transfer, 
the non-structural procedure suggested haS not been pursued further. It does 
not provide a long term stabilisation of the shoreline and it would be both 
expensive and politically and socially questionable. It does not therefore 
appear to be a viable course of action." . 

As previously indicated, Professor Dudgeon, Director of the Water Re~earch 

Laboratory and one of the authors of the above report, states that his brief was only to . 
protect property, not to protect the beach. 

The 1987 Ensbey report states that relocation of development cannot normally be 
. justified unless a longer time period is used (100-200 years). An altermitive of 
resumption and lease-back by Council is also suggested by Ensbey although he again 
notes likely resident resistance. 

The EIS indicates that based on advice from the PWD, repurchase of 291 properties 
. including vacant land, dwellings, home units, commercial premises and buildings 

under construction would be required within the area affected by the 50 year erosion 
line (see Appendix 9). The EIS estimated total cost. would be $40 million. 
Alternatively, staging or progressive repurchase within the 50 year impact zone was 
investigated as follows. 
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Initially six properties to the north of Ross Park and five properties to the south of 
Ross Park are stated in the EIS as being immediately at risk with a further four 
properties in the southern comer near Rayners Lane also requiring repurchase. At 
individual values of $140,000 each, Council's consultant estimates an immediate 
outlay of $2.1 million would be required. When the beachfront location of these 
properties is considered the real value of same is closer to twice this average figure. 
Based on average purchase figures for a 50 year staged period he estimates an annual 
expenditure of $788,000 in present day dollars is required to purchase an average of 
six properties annually. 

In this respect we note that one of the identified immediate risk properties (vacant 
land) at the southern end of the beach was recently sold in 1990 for $60,000. Another 
property, which includes a dwelling fronting the beachfront reserve was also sold in 
1989 for approximately $175,000 (Lot 72 Aliens Parade). The undeveloped property 
is one of the worst effected by erosion with roughly half the site lost to the erosion 
escarpment and the sea. At the on site inspection many residents were unaware that 
the southern comer of the existing beach is actually private property being part of the 
undeveloped lots adverted to above. 

We further note that three properties at the southern end of the beach could be 
considered as requiring acquisition on the basis that they have been subject to erosion 
for some time (over 10 years) thus as said by certain subrnittors rendering them 
unusable for development. However as stated elsewhere in this report the EIS 
proposes construction of a seawall and reclaiming portion of certain lots landward of 
such wall to permit their development. The proposed seawall would encroach in a 
substantial manner onto public land and possibly into the reef area. 

The question is thus posed as to whether beach protection work such as a seawall for 
the purpose of enabling development of private land should extend beyond the 
boundaries of these properties (onto either or both the public reserve or the beach and 
reef area). One may argue that construction of what is essentially an owner's 
protection of property, funded fully by the owner and maintained by the owner, 
should be kept completely on the owners land to avoid visual, access and possible 
legal liability concerns. 

We do not accept such argument. In so saying we would observe that it is common 
practice in circumstances as here for private properties to be protected by works 
constructed on public land. As per the Coastline Management Manual each case 
must be treated on its merits. It must also be appreciated that if the proposed seawall 
was to be contained entirely within the boundaries of the sites such sites would be 
unable to be developed. In such circumstances there would be no incentive for the 
owners to construct and pay for the seawall. The end result would in our view be that 
the Council in the interest of overall coastal protection would need to acquire the lots 
in question and construct the subject wall. 

It was submitted that land lost to the sea, as here should not be reclaimed. Whilst 
such proposition may be valid in many circumstances it is not applicable here. The 
evidence is that the proposed seawall will in a structural sense provide the required 
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degree of protection (along with on-site building requirements) to enable 
development landward of same. In such circumstances it would be illogical and 
unreasonable to permit development behind the wall at the northern but not the 
southern end of the subject section of Seven Mile Beach. 

In considering the land acquisition option, we gave close consideration to the 
usefulness of these eroded sites as an addition to the public reserve. We concluded 
that by reason of their size, location and likely cost of acquisition no good purpose 
would be served by such action. 

Time Limited Development Consents 

Council's consultant considers that whilst limited development consents as used in 
parts of Byron Shire, have benefits such as pennitting landowners use of their land 
until the land becomes at risk, and Council's lack of liability, several shortcomings 
exist: 

it does not cater for existing development; 

short term approvals may be uneconomical; 

at some time (during a storm event) the development consent will lapse and 
Council will need to enforce removal of development; and 

at Lennox Head approximately 90% of existing private allotments along the 
beachfront are already developed, and there would appear to be little value in 
restricting the development of the remaining 10% when those that exist have 
already taken action to protect their properties. 

Various submittors propose a range of minimum development setbacks relative to 
certain existing or future erosion lines as a basis for prohibiting development. 
According to Byron Shire Council's consultant, the Gold Coast in Queensland adopts 
between 8m and lOrn as the minimum setback to an approved seawall (together with 
sand nourishment, sand dune stabilisation, pile foundation capable of withstanding 
undermining and floor levels above wave overtopping heights). Dr McConchie and 
Professor Saenger of the Centre for Coastal Management, University of New England 
argue for a 50m buffer zone on the basis of a near 1m annual recession rate over the 
next 50 years. 

Byron Shire Council has adopted three impact lines with different requirements for 
development: 

Precinct 1 - immediate impact line being the area of beach escarpment to immediate 
impact line (possibly next storm or short term erosion line); generally no new 
buildings within this precinct. 

Precinct 2 - 50 year erosion line; between the immediate impact line and the 50 year 
erosion line: should the erosion escarpment come within 50m of any building 
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then development consent will cease and' the owner is responsible for removal 
of all buildings from the site or where possible to a site further than 50m from 
the erosion escarpment. Dwelling houses are to be relocatable. 

Precinct 3 - 100 year erosion line; between the 50 and 100 year erosion lines; same 
as for Precinct 2 except that demolition of dwelling is an option rather than 
relocatable homes. 

The Department of Planning advises that Tweed Shire Council is currently preparing 
a draft development control plan similar to that used in Byron Shire. Three impact 
zones are to be designated; immediate, 50 and 100 year. The immediate impact line 
is defined in the draft plan as a strip of land which in the absence of future measures 
to combat coastal erosion is required to preserve the essential elements of a stable 
beach system. In Tweed Shire this strip of land has a minimum width of 50m from 
the erosion escarpment and contains 20m for storm demand and 30m for vegetation 
cover to retain wind blown sand. ' 

We have given close consideration to all submitted aspects of the "retreat" option. 
However, we are convinced it has no application in the circumstances here. The 
extent, value and importance of Lennox Head village and the associated social, 
economic and political considerations are such as to outweigh the said merits of the 
retreat option. Essentially the majority of development currently exist and a degree 
of beach protection works have already been installed. It is not possible nor 
reasonable to retrospectively apply a retreat strategy which basically allows nature to 
take its course. The existing development and protection works demand a 
continuation of such a protection strategy as provided in the NSW Coastal Hazards 
Policy. 

Seawalls 

Seawalls are a common method of providing structural beach protection. In respect 
of shoreline recession the NSW Coastline Protection Manual states that seawalls will 
usually prove effective but may have an impact on adjacent areas, and may result in 
short or long term reduction of beach amenity. In respect of beach erosion the 
manual states that of the range of protective works available, beach nourishment and 
seawalls are the most likely solutions and that dune management should be 
considered in combination with these options. 

The EIS notes that the construction of a berm rock wall (or seawall) was 
recommended by the Water Research Laboratory of the University of NSW and 
endorsed as the favoured management option by the Coastal Management Committee 
of Ballina Shire Council in 1987. The proposal was to protect initially the area from 
the southern corner of the beach up to Ross Park with a mass armour berm seawall 
(see Appendix 17). Eventually, as required, the wall could be extended through to 
include the coastal frontage of Lake Ainsworth and the Sport and Recreation Centre 
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(see Appendix 18). However, following exhibition of the seawall proposal, and 
concerns expressed after community opposition, the concept was considered by 
Council's Coastal Management Committee to be impractical for the following 
reasons: 

construction in discrete sections as proposed was not viable; 

substantial sections of wall were proposed on private property and this could 
not occur without total support and consent of affected landowners; and 

availability of Government funding for the substantial length of wall fronting 
the public reserve would not be forthcoming. 

The seawall - sand dune (nourishment) combined design now proposed overcomes 
such concerns, providing a continuous line of protection works, being acceptable to 
all property owners who" are to be protected and being eligible for Government 
financial assistance. The seawall is not to be constructed along the entire (southern) 
beach length as the EIS states that this is not warranted. The risk to development 
behind the reserve between Ross Park and the southern comer of the beach is not one 
of erosion but rather one of inundation during storms as waves overtop the eroded 
foredune. According to the EIS, if the existing protection works around Ross Park 
were strengthened then the" risk to these properties from erosion in the future would 
be further reduced. 

Location of Seawall 

Research papers submitted by the Department of Planning indicate that the impact of 
seawalls on beaches is largely dependent on their location. The further seaward they 
are constructed the greater their influence and the less likely a usable beach could be 
maintained in front of the seawall. 

A "number of submissions, including certain coastal specialists, called for the seawall 
to be located as far back from the beach as possible to reduce wave reflection or 
refraction effects, loss of sand from the beach and/or lower beach sand profiles 
associated with seawalls." The 1988 Ardill report considered that the further back 
from the mean waterline the "wall is constructed the less frequently it will be attacked 
by storm waves. The wall remains as insurance to provide extreme "terminal" 

"protection. Ardill's report points out that: 

"The wall constructed in the vicinity of Rayner Lane in the 1940s is exposed 
at all times and reaches approximately the mean tide "level. The beach 
amenity in this area has been reduced by the presence of the rock works; there 
being virtually no useable beach east of the walls except at lower tide levels. 
The rock walls constructed by the Public Works Department in 1967 and" 
Council in 1977 at the limit of storm activity at that time, have not been 
exposed by wave action. Iii this region a useable beach exists and the rock" 
walls are not visible from the foreshore areas. No detrimental effect on beach 
amenity" is apparent yet the walls exist to provide protection when needed 
during severe storm events." 
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Dr McConchie and Professor Saenger from the Centre for Coastal Management, 
University of New England, raise concern regarding loss of fine seagrass from the 
reef/moat area described as being unusual on such a reef. They state that the seawalls 
at the southern end will alter the wave reflectance pattern and adversely affect the 
equilibrium between onshore sand movement during calm periods and the offshore 
sand movement during stonns. Any change to wave energy reflectance patterns is 
likely to modify the dynamics of sand movement, and may therefore reduce the 
extent of this unique seagrass community. 

We refer to our comments on the ecological significance of the reef, and note that the 
reef is acknowledged by many of the marine biology specialists before us as 
significant with respect to it's ecology. Certain other specialists described the reef or 
parts of it as unique while Council's biological consultant Mr Laxton acknowledged 
certain species as being of significant value. In our view on the evidence presented, 
the reef area should be treated with utmost care, and therefore the siting of the 
proposed seawall together with any sand nourishment must be carefully examined. In . 
so saying we note that in the recent past (earlier this century) this section of the reef 
was in fact part of the beach system. 

More important, however, is the extent of seawall construction towards the reef area, 
especially in that area identified by the environmental specialists as being of 
particular significance. To allow an extension of seawall by up to 30m out from the 
present shoreline would not be in the public interest based on the scientific and 
educational importance of the reef area. It is not clear from the infonnation 
submitted where the boundary of the reef area finishes and the beach area 
commences. In fact specialists and residents contend that seasonal sand transport 
processes alter the location of such boundary and at times sand covers significant 
parts of the reef area. 

We are concerned that the proposed seawall if nourished by sand would allow 
considerable quantities of sand to spill into or wash around the lagoon area detracting 
from the existing natural aquatic ecosystem and its value. In our view the seawall at 
the southern end of the beach should be located as far landward as possible and as 
near to the erosion escarpment in location and curvilinear alignment as possible. 
Dune construction and/or beach nourishment should not be undertaken in front of the 
reconstructed seawall at the southern end to avoid possible infill of the reef. Some 
turfing of the seawall crest and rear area may be undertaken with care as suggested by 
the University of NSW following testing of their seawall design. 

The 1988 Ardill report states that the presence of a seawall exposed under severe 
wave attack can cause localised additional st,onn scour, both at the front and end of 
the wall. This is because the wall denies sediment locked up landward of the wall 
that would have been removed by stonn waves to establish the equilibrium beach 
profile for the particular stonn conditions. In this respect we note that the southern 
seawall extends only a short length before abutting the proposed sand dune. This 
dune as well as the beach in front of the wall could be subjected to the localised storm 
scour referred to by Ardill. 
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_ In respect of the alignment of the seawall the Ardill report shows an alignment which 
is stated as having been recommended to Ballina Shire Council by Council's Coastal 
Management Committee. This report states that the preferred option is the 
construction of a seawall to hold the shoreline to its present location with the design 
based on model tests carried out by the University of NSW Water Research 
Laboratory. At the time of the report the seawall alignment was pegged on site. In 
this regard Appendices 17 and 18 indicate the seawall alignment for the southern end 
of the beach and the longer alignmerit up past Lake Ainsworth. In particular we note 
the much further landward location of the seawall especially at the southern end 
compared with Council's current proposed alignment. We also note the curvilinear 
alignment which, it is said accords with the normal wave pattern of this location. 

Other evidence presented to us indicates that the proposed seawall in not following 
the normal curvilinear pattern of the shoreline, would cause unknown wave reflection 
which would almost certainly cause increased beach erosion or a lowered beach 
profile both here and further north. Such an effect therefore places in jeopardy one of 
the very objectives of the proposal, namely to protect and enhance the beach amenity. 
In this regard see our comment as expressed later in this section. 

The EIS discusses the seawall proposal described in Ardill's report. The major 
advantage of the design was seen as the ease of construction using readily available 
quarry material with its apparent empathy with the existing exposed shingle on the 
northern end of the beach. The estimated cost was $1,000 per metre or approximately 

-$750,000 for the section between Lennox Head to the south and Ross Park to the 
north (cos ted in 1987). A further $1.2 million would be needed to _protect Pacific 

_ Parade, Lake Ainsworth and the State Sport and Recreation Centre. Following public 
exhibition of the proposal considerable community opposition was raised including: 

size and bulk of structure; 

loss of beach amenity to save only a few properties at immediate threat; 

community cost; 

unsuitability of sharp angular stone; and -

perceived lack of community participation in decision making. 

We note that these objections are generally the same concerns raised by parties to this 
Inquiry. _ As mentioned in the beginning of this section, Council rejected this seawall 
as being impractical. -

The records of Council's Coastal Management Committee submitted to the Inquiry 
indicate that when reviewing the specification for an EIS on 12 April 1988 the 
Committee noted that the following aspects should be addressed: 

loss of beach amenity; 
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scouring of beach with waves reaching the wall; 

salt water spray nuisance; 

possibility of inundation from severe storms; 

a review of performance of wall; and 

maintenance required particularly after storm events. 

The advantages of the Ardill seawall design were stated as: 

protection of existing development; 

allowing development of vacant lots; 

the least costly of any of the options either to Councilor the community; 

the works can be staged and hence are affordable; 

better amenities would be available for the public behind the wall; 

the protection wall would increase the value of the land; and 

it would not affect the passage of the off-shore sand northwards. 

Council's . Coastal Management Committee's minutes recorded that a possible 
alignment of the seawall was to be determined by the PWD and to be pegged out by 
Council, stating that it is envisaged that, where possible, the existing wall on private 
property will form the alignment of the new top of wall. If grassed and landscaped 
by the adjacent owner, it should not create any visual objection. 

Generally the approach taken and the aspects covered by Council's Coastal 
Mimagement Committee in considering options and seawall alignment include many 
of the matters raised in submissions before us. The specific differences with the 
current proposal compared· with protection works proposed by other Council 
consultant's (such as the University of NSW recommended seawall,· Ardill 
Consultant's preferred option of the same seawall design and alignment but possibly 
longer and Oceanics Consultants general recommendation for a seawall but of steeper 
profile) are: . 

1) sand dunes are· proposed; 
2) the alignment of the seawall is further seaward; and 

.. 3) groynes are now proposed. 

These last two. modifications are the subject of much concern according to 
submissions to the Inquiry. 
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Mr Thorpe, the former Shire Engineer, considered an alternative seawall both in 
design and location was appropriate. He suggests a flatter 1:4 batter slope and an 
alignment further landward, plus the extension of the wall past Lake Ainsworth. In 
respect of the seawall alignment he states: 

"The proposal to construct a seawall in this area (at the southern end of the 
beach) is, in my view, appropriate and the plan configuration generally 
satisfactory . ... It is my view that the alignment of this wall (to the south of 
Ross Park) should follow the older wall alignment though this may result in a 
perce ived loss of beach space." 

As discussed later and having regard to evidence presented to us, the alignment which 
was previously adopted by Council's Coastal Management Committee, as shown in 
Appendices 17 and 18 (which is based on two of Council's former coastal 
consultant's detailed appraisal (one involving laboratory model testing and the other a 
wide range Qf. alternative protection options) has encapsulated many of the 
requirements put by various coastal specialists as well as having regard to recreation, 
visual, amenity, access, and ecological aspects for the reef and most immediate 
beachfront properties. 

We consider the design of the original seawall alignment to be well founded, 
satisfying as it does most concerns regarding coastal recession, beach stability (by 
reason of large landward setback), downdrift erosion and longshore sediment 
continuance. However the landward seawall alignment denies the opportunity for 
between three and five properties at the southern end to be developed and would 
oblige Council to acquire them. As both Council and Government funds are not 
available for property acquisition (according to Council and the Department of 
Planning), and most coastal specialists acknowledge that beach protection works of 
some form are required, then the only option would appear to be a more seaward 
seawall alignment. 

While we recognise that such a seaward alignment increases the visual, ecological, 
and amenity concerns not to mention uncertain but possibly detrimental localised 
beach loweringlloss of sand from wave reflection, we consider that the primary aim 
of both the Government policy and Council's proposed management plan is to protect 
property and reduce the risk from coastline hazards. 

The seaward alignment of the seawall as proposed will in our view satisfy this 
primary aim of protecting property. The Coastline Hazard Policy emphasises that 
coastal land is a valuable resource, the development of which should not be 
unnecessarily restricted because of undue concerns over hazards. Based on specialist 
opinion we accept that there is likely to be some detrimental effects to the local beach 
profile, to the visual appearance of the beach, and possibly to the reef. 

However all of these concerns are shrouded in uncertainty. The specialists are unable 
to quantify the extent of effects. Therefore based on this southern section of seawall 
being less than 100m in length in comparison with the 900m of other beach 
protection works, and in comparison with the very extensive length of Seven Mile 
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Beach (over lOkm) which is in a relatively natural state we find that the protrusion of 
this southern seawall section onto what is now the beach/reef area will have minimal 
effects on the Seven Mile Beach as a whole. In this respect we note that this southern 
end of the beach is already afforded protection by the reef area, thus mitigating wave 
reflection effects and the properties to be protected at one time (earlier this century) 
extended to the area now proposed for the seawall (and thus beach protection is 
simply reclaiming private property as has occurred in other coastal areas and 
embayments). 

We also note that the distance between the most landward and most seaward seawall 
designs (ie, the Water Research Laboratory and Council's consultant, Mr Lord's, 
design) is approximately 11m. This is minimal especially when one considers that a 
partial rubble wall already exists at the southern extremity of the beach and that the 
extent of this wall is difficult to discern from the adjoining natural reef boulders. 
Nevertheless having examined the steeper but narrower seawall designs submitted by 
Byron Shire Council's consultant and included in the Oceanics report, we recommend 
that Council consider such narrower and steeper seawall designs and a seawall 
alignment as far landward as possible, to minimise seawall intrusion onto the existing 
beach and reef areas. 

Sand Dunes and Seawall 

Research papers submitted by the Department of Planning state that works on the 
Gold Coast which involve a combination of seawall covered by a dune together with 
beach nourishment has provided the level of property protection, visual attractiveness 
and width of beach aimed for. Further the benefits of beach nourishment have lasted 
for over 10 years with storm erosion being accommodated within the nourished dune 
system in most areas. However the relative lack of tropical cyclones over the past 10 
years is pointed out by many of the coastal specialists in respect of the Gold Coast 
processes. 

Council's consultant in answer to calls for construction! stabilisation of sand dunes in 
place of any seawall contends that, as the dune needs to be placed parallel to the wave 
action and in a line, then removal of existing development would be required almost 
back to the road alignment. Further he states that to place a dune seaward of the 
existing erosion escarpment would not succeed as the dune would be washed away. 

Nevertheless Council's consultant, in explaining why a dune is proposed in front of 
the public reserve, responded that the dune is designed to only prevent the risk of 
overtopping, not to prevent erosion as the public reserve provides sufficient buffer to 
properties and a certain amount of overtopping onto the reserve can be tolerated. 
Further he points out that a seawall in this location provides better protection than a 
dune alone, but that there would be a loss of amenity in that there would be less sand 
on the beach in front of the seawall than in front of a sand-dune. In this respect he 
acknowledges that sand dunes provide beach protection sometimes but not always. 
He would prefer to use a sand dune all the way along this section of Seven Mile 
Beach but states that there is insufficient width (around 15m minimum required), to 
give all existing properties a sufficient level of protection. 
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Byron Shire Council's consultant, Mr Jackson, points out that forward planning 
associated with a beach nourishment program would enable correct placement of 
sand to prevent recession, and therefore maintain both the shoreline (or the part of it 
deemed not to be sacrificed) and the related dune covering the seawall alignment. 
Mr Jackson contends that providing the seawall is located as far back from the active 
waterline as possible, and dunes are allowed to build up and stabilise, together with 
any necessary beach nourishment to assist with the shortfall (particularly at the 
outset), then this will overcome both short and long terms coastal problems. The 
sand is then available on the beach for coastal processes and visual/amenity reasons. 
The sand dunes provide a second layer of protection whereby the stored sand can be 
eroded hopefully offshore to provide a temporary sand bar and thus create a buffer to 
waves. Lastly upon loss of the dune the then exposed seawall would provide the 
protection of a hard structure if designed and constructed to engineering 
specifications in a continuous fashion. 

Mr Jackson also contends that whilst some overtopping of such a seawall may occur, 
minimum setbacks of say 10m plus minimum floor heights above flood levels will 
overcome concerns regarding major storm events. The final defence is piling of 
building foundations to a sufficient depth that even with major overtopping, and/or 
partial loss of the seawall the building is not undermined. In such an event as 
possible breakdown of a seawall (in a severe storm), Mr Jackson states that 
mobilisation of emergency services would occur to repair any breach prior to further 
damage or loss of the seawall's continuity. 

We are impressed with the design and strategy outlined by Mr Jackson as operating in 
the State of Queensland, particularly in regard to the combination of seawall covered 
by dunes, aided by beach nourishment when necessary, and the mixture of non
structural and structural methods such as minimum setbacks of building which have 
minimum floor heights but also piled foundations. Whilst not highlighted during the 
Inquiry, this is comparable with the strategy now proposed by Ballina Shire Council, 
although the abovementioned progressive levels of protection have not been 
emphasised. Such contingency planning in our view overcomes most if not all risks 
or hazards alluded to in submissions. 

Similarly the beach nourishment program which we recommend, provided it is 
sourced from outside the active beach system (or in a way so as not to unduly impact 
on it) can overcome concerns of accelerated beach recession and return the visual 
appearance and use of the beach to a form acceptable to most residents of the area. 
Based on the strategy outlined it may be that the beach and dune stability will reach a 
more equilibrium state such that both the beach width and the private properties 
regain some of that land lost to the sea in the recent past. 
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Beach Nourishment and Alternative Sand Sources 

The EIS states that in addition to the strengthening of protection structures beach 
amenity will be enhanced by imponing sand to widen the beach, constructing a small 
sand dune to bury the existing ad-hoc rock walls, and fencing and planting of dunes 
to provide stability. 

The EIS in its review of Coastal Management Options states that beach nourishment 
of a panial section of a long and straight sandy embayment is not viable without 
some hard point to retain the sand at its new location and to provide a new point at 
which the beach can realign. Further that the properties currently at risk would not be 
protected as it is not feasible to hold the quantity of sand required for storm demand 
for any length of time (approximately 3,000 m3/yr lost between Ross Park and 
southern end of beach). Renourishment is estimated to be needed every five years 
(although other sections of the EIS refer to 10 year frequency). According to the EIS 
by far the cheapest source of sand is from the beach north of Lake Ainsworth 
estimated at $6.00/m3 or $180,000 to $540,000 initial cost. 

The evidence before us does not in our view support the contention that the success 
of beach nourishment is dependent upon· establishing a "hard point". Our attention 
was directed to areas which we have inspected where beach nourishment has been 
successful in the absence of groynes or other so called "hard points". (Groynes as a 
subject are discussed in an earlier section of this report.) 

Council's consultant, Mr Lord, considered other sand sources, including costs as 
follows: 

Offshore - dismissed due to both cost and difficulty in NSW of obtaining approval (to 
date no approval has been given for extraction of sand from nearshore areas in 
NSW); mobilisation costs of $495,000 plus operating costs give a unit cost of 
$24.00/m3. 

South Ballina - dismissed because it would have the same effect as taking sand from 
the beach, although a source of sand from behind the beach may be found; the 
cost be severnl times that proposed due to trucking 40km to the site. 

Ballina Airport - dismissed because Ballina Shire Council provides sand currently at 
$6.S0/m3 but transport and placement would increase this to $14.00/m3. 

Richmond River - dismissed because removing sand from the shoals would have a 
similar impact as removing sand from the beach system except that a greater 
time may be needed to show up any impacts. Costs would be greater due to 
trucking required. 

In respect of Richmond River dredging, Mr Jackson, consultant to Byron Shire 
Council, disputed that cost would be greater giving the example of Curumbin where 
river pumping is of the same order as the sand nourishment costs proposed from the 
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Seven Mile Beach sand source. He states that relays of pumps over reasonably long 
distances achieve cost efficient sand nourishment. 

Research papers submitted by the Department of Planning state that beach 
nourishment programs on the Gold Coast have had no detrimental effects resulting 
from beach nourishment works either within the beach system or at the sand source. 
The research concluded that sand nourishment clearly provided a substantial benefit 
in terms of usable beach width. Mr Jackson points out that the Gold Coast beach 
nourishment strategy aims at taking sand either from offshore non-active sand supply 
areas in deep water or from nearby rivers where silting is a problem, and therefore 
sand nourishment solves two problems if carefully handled. Renourishment must be 
continued with frequencies from less than one year to as 10 years as for locations on 
the Gold Coast. 

Mr Jackson supports offshore dredging as a viable alternative stating his use of this 
on the Gold Coast and provided cost figures. He argues that offshore dredging costs 
may be less than the beach nourishment proposal of the applicant at $6.00/m3. He 
agrees that large dredges would not probably be viable unless a number of beaches or 
dredged works were proposed in the same vicinity to justify the relatively expensive 
establishment costs (typically around $200,000 or $4.00/m3). However Mr Jackson 
contends that smaller dredges are becoming available at smaller establishment cost 
(say around $100,000 and much less than $4.00/m3) or that jet-pumps may be more 
appropriate for Lennox Head, given the small quantity of 30,OOOm3 proposed (at a 
cost he estimates of around $1.50/m3). 

Mr Jackson points out that a study of sand pumping in Florida gave a benefit/cost 
ratio of 3, indicating he says a very worthwhile project (ie, the benefits are three 
times the cost). He states no figures are available for Australia. 

Dr Cowell states his preference for an armoured wall, with no groynes or sand 
nourishment. 

We note that Council states that dredging of the Richmond River near its entrance 
presently occurs but that the dredged material is committed. Given the similar 
scenario as used on the Gold Coast and the reported effectiveness of same, which 
according to Mr Jackson, satisfies cost, sand budget, coastal process and other 
concerns, then in our view the sourcing of sand from the Richmond River warrants 
further study. 

Byron Shire Council raise concern regarding the proximity of the proposed beach 
nourishment source area near their southern boundary and possible increased 
downdrift erosion on that shire's beaches. Further it is said that both the impacts and 
the 10 year renourishment frequency may be underestimated. 

Ballina Shire Council's consultant, Mr Lord, states that a PWD study in 1978 found 
that the majority of sand moving under coastal processes around Cape Byron is lost to 
the littoral system being transported offshore by ocean currents into deep water. Thus 
it is contended by him that any loss of sand from the Seven Mile BeachITallow Beach 
compartment would not impact on the Byron Bay-Hastings Point embayment nor on 
beaches further to the north. 
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Mr Lord also contends that the renourished sand volume is sufficiently small that it 
will have no measurable impact on beach recession rates nor will it be removed from 
the littoral system. Byron Shire Council's coastal consultant Mr Jackson takes a 
contrary view opining that beaches adjacent to the proposed borrow area will be 
weakened and in particular this weakening effect will move in the downdrift direction 
effectively exposing ever greater lengths of dunes to greater erosion risk. Further 
while beaches in the borrow area have high backdunes the immediate downdrift 
beaches in Byron Shire have little backdune protection and any depletion of same 
would increase the risk of inundation of the coastal swamp behind the beaches. He 
states that a number of alternative sand borrow areas appear to exist, including 
inexpensive sand reserves offshore. 

We do not accept that the supply of sand for dune nourishment should come from the 
beach further north along Seven Mile Beach as stated in previous sections. Evidence 
indicates that alternative sources appear to exist and that such sources may be more 
suitable in terms of costs, impacts and benefits (eg by removing sand blocking the 
Richmond River). However further investigation is required both initially and 
following dune and/or beach nourishment to assess effects on coastal processes, 
renourishment supply rates and timing and these matters should be undertaken in 
conjunction with the Monitoring Program that we propose be included in the Beach 
Nourishment Investigation. 

Offshore Breakwater 

A number of submissions call for consideration of an offshore breakwater. In this 
respect the prior loss of boulders from the reef due to construction of beach seawalls 
is pointed out as a contributing cause of the erosion problem. 

Council's earlier consultants, the Water Research Laboratory of the University of 
NSW, reported on an investigation of an offshore breakwater option (together with 
other options) in December 1986. The offshore breakwater would extend from the 
boulders at the southern end of the beach to a point abreast of the northern end of 
housing which is at immediate risk of erosion. 

The abovementioned breakwater location would be at the seaward edge of the reef, 
and some 2m higher than sea level. It would be visible for all tides yet allow 
overtopping in heavy seas. Protection to the north of the end of the breakwater could 
be afforded by adding to the existing rock sea-wall and ensuring its continuity as far 
as the Department of Sport and Recreation Camp. The report also states that the moat 
would be deepened by pushing boulders up to form part of the breakwater. The 
sheltered inside breakwater area would allow sandy swimming areas, probably 
improved fishing conditions, and should not seriously alter surfboard riding 
conditions. However modelling would be necessary to determine a correct design 
having regard to erosion prevention, breakwater effects on sand transport, seawater 
exchange, and boating access. 
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We note that the Water Research Laboratory (which also investigated groynes and 
concluded they are difficult to justify) in relation to the offshore breakwater option 
states in the report: 

. "An intermittent offshore breakwater system could be used instead of groynes 
to retain sand on the beach in normal weather. This would need to be 
supplemented by protection at the back of the beach to resist erosion in 
storms. The total cost would be much greater than a seawall only." 

The Water Research Laboratory report finally opined that only two options were 
available, a seawall only option and a do nothing option. 

Council's Coastal Management Committee at its meeting of 12 April 1988 
considered the construction of an offshore breakwater together with other options . 

. Points raised against this option were: 

1.5 times cost of revetment wall; 

not used anywhere else in NSW; 

high maintenance cost; 

would adversely affect surfing; 

high cost of investigation; and 

uncertain effectiveness in terms of effects on overtopping, shoreline, beach 
and sand replenishment. 

No advantages were given by Council's Coastal Management Committee. However, 
the 1988 Ardill report notes a number of advantages including beach protection from 
nearly all ocean swells, no radical alteration to the visual amenity of the beach and a 
flatter beach slope providing a protected recreation area. As well as high costs, 
increased downdrift erosion are given as disadvantages. Cost is estimated at nearly 
$15 million (1988) over a 50 year period. 

Other suggestions include the use of tyre reefs or artificial offshore reefs, ie, sand 
sausages, constructed from geotextile material filled with sand. The ability to remove 
or relocate the artificial reef is seen as· the principle advantage. The coastal 
specialists before us are familiar with the use of such a system in Queensland but 
point out that high costs still exist (same as rubble offshore reef) for a life of 5 to 10 . 
years. 

We consider that whilst the offshore reef offers advantages in respect of providing 
beach protection, the detrimental effects include major construction on the beach/reef 
area and associated visual and amenity concerns, the possible damage to the reef 
and/or moat during its construction, the uncertain effects on coastal processes 
(including possible infilling of the moat by accumulation of sand with no longshore 
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drift to then remove it), and the cost all mitigate away from adoption of such an 
option. It may be useful as a long term option, when costs and other concerns may 
warrant such works but there is little justification at present according to the evidence 
before us. 

No Action 

Council's Coastal Management Committee at its meeting of 12 April 1988 
considered the no action option together with other options. Points raised were: 

loss of asset from either erosion or inundation; 

litigation from property owners from loss of asset; 

future pressure from owners to provide protection; 

erosion plans from 1947-1987 show recession except where protection works 
have been constructed; 

recession from 1922-1947 was approximately Im/yr; 

there has been little recession since the middle 1970s where protection has 
been provided; 

there has been little pressure on the coastline from severe storm events in 
recent times; 

eXlsttng protection walls were not installed to an approved design, have 
minimal protection value and in time would be outflanked and lost; 

the assessment of the rate of erosion should have regard to long term planning 
period (20 and 50 years), areas currently without protection, storm events and 
sealevel rises; and 

having regard to the above, the option of no action was not seen as a valid 
option but will be canvassed in the EIS for public comment. 

We note that the early 1980 Oceanics report considered that the existing structures 
may provide adequate protection against major storms. This is based on historical 
storm performance of the rubble and ti-tree walls which withstood the 1967 storms 
without the added stability of piles at the seawall toe. However the piles at the toe 
probably enhance the stability of the toe according to the report. Nevertheless the 
report states that there are no recognised procedures for designing structures of this 
kind and recommends an armour seawall type design similar to the current design but 
both steeper (1.5:1 slope vs 2.5:1 slope) and with a deeper footing (-1.0m AHD vs 
O.OmAHD). 
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In our view the "no action" option is not realistic as there is already a substantial and 
valuable amount of both property and development at risk to the coastal hazard. For 
both social and economic reasons there is an expectation that protection works are 
required. This is fundamental to the NSW Coastline Hazard Policy. All of the 
specialists before us agree that some protection is necessary. 

If, as suggested by cenain submittors, no works should be undertaken but a "wait and ~ 
see" approach is adopted, this might be appropriate in our view for minor works, but 
having regard to the major engineering works involved (requiring certification to 
engineering standards), the risks to property and possibly to persons and the value of 
property both to be protected and able to be developed as a result of the protection 
works, then we cannot accept that no action is a reasonable nor prudent option. It 
could well be a disastrous option based on the evidence of previous erosion here and 
elsewhere along the coast. We are cognisant of the resources, risks and consequences 
to Council and NSW government organisations in such emergency situations and do 
not accept that this is a reasonable approach. 
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6. VISUAL AMENITY AND TOURISM CONSIDERATIONS 

Visual Amenity 

According to the EIS the proposed seawall at the southern end of the beach will 
appear as an extension of the headland. However the location of the wall will be 
further seaward than the existing rock walls. The proposed seawalls will be tidier and 
more uniform in appearance than the existing rock walls. They will impact on views 
along the beach, intrude in a substantial manner onto the existing beach area and 
render public access difficult at other than low tide. Also as a result the beach will be 
divided into two compartments by this wall. 

Although the EIS contends the proposed small groyne will have minimal visual 
impact on the beach because a large area of the structure will be buried by sand. it 
fails to indicate that it will alter the configuration of the beach from its existing level 
profile to a rugged form. The large groyne, near Ross Park, will block views from 
both north and south directions and alter views from the back beach. In essence, 
these two groynes will divide the southern beach into three compartments instead of a 
continuous beach as existing. The EIS considers the beach nourishment stage of 
works will enhance beach amenity by raising the beach level, partly vocering the 
groynes and developing vegetated foredunes. 

The evidence supports Council consultant's claim that the existing rock/rubble walls 
were established in a haphazard manner. Further should there be another emergency 
storm situation such rubble walls would probably be extended to protect properties 
irrespective of detrimental effect on the amenity of the beach. Jlowever, in our 
opinion in visual terms, the current rock/rubble walls are not" as intrusive as the 
proposed walls and groynes in terms of height, length and location. We are also of 
the view that protection of properties is the main objective in the current exercise. 
Thus the resulting visual impact of the proposed seawalls must be accepted as a 
protection versus amenity trade-off. 

Notwithstanding our acceptance of the proposed seawalls (minus groynes) for the 
protection of public and private properties, we consider it is necessary that efforts 
should be made to locate the proposed walls as far landward as possible to lessen the 
visual impact of the walls on the beach and minimise damage to the reef as discussed 
in other sections of this report. 

A second visual impact resulting from the proposed wall is that the beach level 
fronting the seawalls may be lowered and in winter as occurs at the southern end 
shingle rather than sand may predominate. We consider such result is not 
unacceptable having regard to the available remedial measures including beach 
nourishment. We also note that the status quo will not be disturbed as many 
submissions point to the periodic disappearance of the sandy beach fronting the 
existing rubble/rock walls due to seasonal variation of sand depletion/accumulation. 
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As to the proposed groynes, we share the view of may submittors who contend that 
"groynes will be a visual eyesore on what at present is a spectacular beach view." 
Moreover, the two groynes will effectively divide the beach into three sections. As a 
result, the beach profile will be completely changed and the new profile will 
discourage people using the beach and restrict access to the reef area in particular at 
the southern end of the beach. Furthermore there are conflicting views as to sand 
movement along the beach and accordingly whether the groynes will achieve their 
intended purpose (see other sections of this report). 

To sum up, our opinion is that having regard to adverse visual impact, obtrusiveness 
to beach users, doubtful effectiveness to hold sands, and possible adverse impacts 
downdrift as adverted in other sections of this report, groynes should not be 
implemented. 

Having regard to the objectives of NSW Coastline Management Manual and 
Council's commitment to protect properties the proposed seawalls should be 
constructed despite .their visual impact and restriction of beach access. We also 
consider that seawalls should be covered by sand dunes and revegetated where ever 
possible to lessen the visual impact as in the case of the Gold Coast where seawalls 
are covered by sand dunes and extensive beach nourishment. In arriving of such 
conclusion, we also note the limitation here in that the need to protect the ecological 
value of the reef may render the construction of sand dunes and extensive beach 
nourishment not possible or limited at certain locations. 

Tourism 

There is no quantified evidence as to the number of tourists and their economic value 
to Lennox Head Village's economy presented to this Commission of Inquiry other 
than figures contained in the Department of Planning's submission which are Shire 
wide figures. Nor from our investigation are there detailed figures available from the 
Tourism Commission on the number of visitors and corresponding expenditures for 
Lennox Head. We are therefore unable to conclude in quantitative terms the 
importance of tourism to the local economy. 

However, the community survey carried out by Council's consultant though 
considered non-representative by many submittors concluded that local businesses 
placed a high value on the importance of tourist trade to the local economy and 
indicated that the tourist trade is directly linked to the existence of the beach and 
Lake Ainsworth. Despite the lack of quantified evidence we are convinced that the 
tourism industry is important to the existence of the village. In so saying we note the 
progress of the village from a local service/holiday centre to a popular tourist holiday 
centre, the nature of businesses which exist in the village, the well known quality of 
surf at Lennox Head, the extensive beach, and educational and recreational benefits 
of the reef area. 

As discussed earlier in this section we consider that the groynes will have an adverse 
visual impact on the beach and create access and beach amenity problems to many 
users. 
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Whilst as said above the proposed seawalls will detract from the visual amenity of 
Seven Mile beach, it is a price which must be paid to protect the public and private 
investment in the village. However, the social and economic well being of the village 
is dependent upon its continued existence as is its tourism potential. 

We are satisfied on the evidence that subject to our recommendations being adopted 
in particular the elimination of groynes and the need to source sand for beach 
nourishment purposes from outside the coastal sand regime that the remainder of 
Seven Mile Beach to the north is unlikely to be adversely affected by the proposed 
works. As to the protection of Lake Ainsworth we note the evidence that appropriate 
measures will be taken by the Ballina Shire Council and the Government 
Departments concerned as and when protection becomes necessary. This latter aspect 
is a matter which should be kept under constant review. 

Certain submittors express concern as to the possible disturbance to residents and 
tourists during "construction period". Our view is that almost all beach type 
protection works will create certain disturbance to surrounding areas. The issue is 
how to minimise such disturbance to an acceptable level. Council will still have to 
plan carefully when to implement the proposed works so as to minimise disturbance 
to tourists as well as residents such as avoiding the peak holiday seasons. 

The EIS indicates works will probably be carried out during January to August to 
avoid the breeding season of Pied Oystercatcher. However as discussed in other 
sections of this report, we do not consider "sand borrowing" from the northern beach 
acceptable having regard to its possible adverse environmental consequences. Thus if 
our recommendations in regard to elimination of sand borrowing activities be adopted 
there will be no interference with the breeding habitat of the Pied Oystercatcher. 
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7. RECREATION AND EDUCATION CONSIDERATIONS 

Many submissions contend that the EIS fails to examine the existing recreational and 
educational values of the reef and beach. Also possible· adverse impact of the 
proposed works in the reef and thereto. 

There is no submissions from the Department of Sports, Recreation and Racing or 
Department of Education to indicate their view as to the significance of the reef for 
education and recreation purposes. Nor is there a submission from the proponent 
challenging the claim of many objectors that the area is of considerable recreational 
and educational value. 

Council's Engineer Report on 30 April 1975 indicates that: 

" ... only the Lake Ainsworth - Seven Mile Beach area ... were generally suited 
to a range of foreshore and water activities for comparatively large numbers 
of people at anyone time." 

The report also identified accessibility as one of the main reasons Seven Mile Beach 
and Lennox Head were so popular. The Department of Fisheries's submission points 
out that in the 1983 Ballina shire Councils' Local Environmental Study: 

"the Foreshore area is designated as a 'Major Recreation Activity Area', and 
the headland and marine habitat as 'Areas of Spectacular Landform and 
Waterform Interest' ." 

Bent's report (School of Resollrce Science and Management, University of New 
England) also concluded that: 

"assessment of the resource values of· the Reef identified additional 
recreational and aesthetic. amenity values for the area. These include. the 
usage and attraction·of the Reef for a wide range of recreational activities 
including snorkelling, line and spear fishing, and extensive intertidal and 
shallow subtidal rocky shore and reef areas for reef-walking; ease of access 
to the Reef provides opportunities to study an area containing both tropical 
and temperate species by those without boating access or diving experience; 
utilisation of the Reef by school and university students as a marine ecology 
field site; and its intrinsic environmental educational value." 

Having regard to the above and our visits to the locality, we accept the reef and the 
beach as having significant recreation and education value to the community. Hence 
any protection works to be carried olit as discussed in other parts of this report should 
minimise possible damage to the reef and disturbance to the beach users. Conditions 

. of the beach should be monitored after the construction of the seawalls so as to 
maintain acceptable beach amenity for the enjoyment of the public and tourists. 
Should "beach nourishment" prove necessary, "construction time" should be chosen 
with due regard to minimise adverse effect to the users, ie, avoid the peak holiday 
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" 
season. In so saying we note the constraints as to when such works CQuld be carried 

. out having regard to currents, wind direction; sand depletion during winter and 
accumulation during summer months, etc. 
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8. ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Certain submissions to the Inquiry contend that a cost/benefit analysis is necessary 
and has not been carried out to examine all available beach protection options. In 
such regard the Department of Planning (DOP) submits that: 

"the simple comparison (of $40 million worth of property against $1.3 million 
cost to pRltect) does not constitute an economic impact assessment. A number 
of factors must be included based on principles of cost-benefit analysis and 
the time-value of money must be considered." 

We acknowledge the DOP's view that at first appraisal the EIS cost benefit analysis 
of existing property value and related protection cost appears to constitute an 
inadequate economic impact assessment. However, in the circumstances here we are 
not persuaded that the extensive type of cost benefit analysis (CBA) as sought by the 
DOP (as indicated hereunder) is necessary. 

"To assess the costs of no action, the decline in property values over the fifty 
year period needs to be evaluated in line with likely shoreline recession. It is 
the net loss in property value over time that is of relevance here, not the total 
property value at risk. The impact on existing business, tourist and non
tourist, needs to be estimated. Finally, the impact of population decline on 
the local economy needs to be estimated too; this would include loss of rate 
income. Any benefits of not instituting beach management would need to be 
included as well. 

A similar exercise would need to be conductedfor the project itself. The costs 
would include the costs of beach works, but should also foreshadow costs to 
council attendant on increased development (eg road and drain upgrading) 
and costs associated with the negative impacts of tourist development. 
Benefits would include increases in land values, development, and tourist and 
non-tourist economic activity. The economic impact on the local economy of 
increased popUlation, even if only from seasonal workers, should also be 
included." 

In this regard we note that the DOP was unable to advise the Commission of Inquiry 
as to how the type of CBA adverted to could be sourced and implemented. 

It appears to us that the real question arising is whether the more comprehensive cost 
benefit analysis as proposed by the DOP will enable a better answer or solution to the 
problem before the Commission of Inquiry or are there obvious circumstances 
existing here which make not necessary the cost benefit analysis proposed by the 
DOP. We are inclined to the latter view. 

However, before adverting to our reasons we wish to briefly refer to certain published 
commentary in respect of CBA. 
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OW Pearce (p3) "Cost-Benefit Analysis" (1983) defines: 

"CBA is a procedure for: 

1. measuring the gains and losses to individuals, using money as the 
measuring rod of those gains and losses .. and 

2. aggregating the money valuations of the gains and losses of 
individuals and expressing them as a net social gain or loss. 

CBA makes no claim to produce morally correct decision . What CBA 
produces, and what is morally correct, may coincide if, and only if, we adopt 
a further rule, namely that some aggregated set of preferences of individuals 
is the morally correct way of making decisions ... CBA is an 'input', an 'aid', 
an 'ingredient' of decision-making. It does not supplant political judgement." 

In the circumstances of the present Inquiry we see numerous difficulties in applying 
the CBA rationale as proposed by the NSW Department of Planning. First, how are 
the relevant considerations to be valued? Apart from evidence as to land and building 
values and estimated cost of the beach protection works involved there is no 
economic criteria available to the Inquiry to establish the dollar value of relevant 
matters including existing and likely future public infrastructure costs, social and 
employment factors, existing and potential value of tourism at a local and regional 
level, beach amenity, visual amenity, surfing, all as existing or likely to exist 
following completion of the proposed works. 

Secondly, we recognise that a judgement made in the above regard particularly in the 
absence of hard criteria is obviously a value judgement and hence is subjective. 

In this regard we have also noted the conclusion of the Federal Parliamentary Report 
of the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment, Recreation 
and the Arts titled "The Injured Coastline" which states: 

"It is difficult to put a dollar value on the natural environment, but to be able 
to quantify the value of a particular ecosystem, ... will be useful in making 
management and political decisions about the utilisation of resources. 

However, as the Department of Primary Industries and Energy pointed out, 
quantitative dollar valuations of the costs of pollution or particular 
ecosystems are useful provided the limitations inherent in such an approach 
are acknowledged." 

The question also arises as to what beach protection options are to be subject to CBA. 

Obviously the proposal as enunciated by the EIS is the prime consideration but what 
of other beach protection measures as canvassed in the EIS and before the 
Commission of Inquiry, namely: 
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retreat option 

seawall only 

off shore breakwaters 

beach nourishment 

reconstruction of parts of existing rock seawalls 

ti-tree fencing, and 

do nothing option. 

Such options and our views thereon have been detailed in various sections of this 
report. It will suffice for the purpose here to indicate that with certain structural and 
location modifications we favour the subject development proposal minus the 
proposed groynes with provision being made for future monitoring of the beach to 
assess the benefits of a beach nourishment program. 

In arriving at this conclusion we recognise that the size, location and method of 
construction of the proposed seawall will detract from the visual amenity of the 
beach, and restrict public use and access to the beach. Such adverse impacts may 
affect the tourism potential and public enjoyment of the beach. During the 
construction period and if beach nourishment becomes necessary there will also be, 
for periods, a loss of enjoyment of the beach and adverse amenity consequences to 
the village. These factors may also impact on local employment, property values and 
community aspirations. 

On the evidence before us we are unable to quantify these "adverse" impacts in dollar 
terms. Nor are we able to assess the economic value of the existing beach as a natural 
resource, public amenity or tourism factor. Nor indeed the dollar value of Lennox 
Village as an urban node and community centre. 

However, having regard to the evidence before this Inquiry and our numerous 
inspections of the beach and Lennox Head locality, we are satisfied that having 
regard to the established, substantial and permanent nature of the existing village of 
Lennox Head, the obvious dollar value of its built environment (both public and 
private) and associated economic, social, community and employment matrix 
together with its local and regional tourism significance there is a need to protect and 
ensure the continued existence of the village. Hence the necessity to construct the 
recommended beach protection works. 

Our assessment therefore is that the public interest consideration including economic 
matters adverted to above and relevant to village protection outweighs possible 
adverse impacts likely to be generated by the proposed beach protection works. 

Thus in all the circumstances we are satisfied as to the economic and social 
considerations we are required to examine pursuant to Parts 4 and 5 of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act. 
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9. RELATE"O MATTERS 

Stormwater Runoff Across Beach 

According to the proposed Management Strategy included in the EIS, the removal of 
stormwater outfalls from the beach is proposed via the southern seawall and groyne 
structures. Stormwater currently discharges directly onto the beach adding to the 
beach erosion problem. 

The southern 750mm diameter stormwater outfall that discharges onto the beach via a 
headwall near Lot 76 would be re-routed to discharge through the proposed rock wall 
at the boundary of Lot 67. The stormwater line running generally from Tresise Place 
would be incorporated with the groyne!boat launching structure. According to the 
EIS, the stormwater will be discharged on the gentle side slopes of this structure, and 
this plus the low level of the outlet would obviate the beach scour that occurs at 
present. 

The northern groyne is also proposed to convey an existing stormwater outlet over 
the beach. The existing outfall which discharges at the top of the steps from Ross 
Park will be extended as part of the groyne construction to enable discharge into the 
armourside of the wall. 

In our view the proposed groynes would provide an effective method of storm water 
disposal (without erosion of beach). Their deletion for other reasons, causes a 
difficulty in disposal of stormwater as the present flow across the beach carries with it 
sand and is a source of beach erosion. No figures or proportion of this source of 
beach erosion are given. 

Another constraint is that ecological concerns with the reef area point to the need for 
disposal away from the reef. Few if any alternatives or options were submitted to the 
Inquiry. Certain submittors raise concern with respect to possible stormwater 
pollution and impacts on the sensitive reef ecology. 

From our experience and observations elsewhere the following options for storm 
water disposal would appear to be available given that we do not favour construction 
of groynes: 

Leave stormwater outfalls in present position with no erosion protection. This 
approach accepts that there is a minimal volume of sand on the southern end 
of beach and accepts the loss of sand as occurs at present during storms as 
minimal or such as to not warrant further action. 

Leave in present position - provide erosion protection by way of a rubble 
swale (a shallow trough) slightly. below the "normal" summer sand level and 
such rubble to rest on the underlying peat/rubble layer, thus providing erosion 
protection with only a slight layer of sand lost during storms. Or-
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Provide flexible pipelines to the water level which lie flat and possibly buried 
by sand in dry weather but fill and direct water over the sand during stonns. 

The above options and/or other engineering solutions should be further examined by 
Council in conjunction with the likely environmental impact of stonn water discharge 
to the reef area. 

Boat Ramp 

Little evidence was given other than that one currently exists and the nearest 
alternative boat launching ramp is on the Richmond River near Ballina some distance 
away. 

Evidence by certain coastal specialists did not favour a boat ramp due to the 
following: 

at present the access to the boat ramp provides a weak point in the dune 
covered seawall which would allow overtopping and erosion in severe stonns; 

deletion of the groyne intended to take the boat ramp makes it difficult to 
provide such a ramp without extensive ramps across both the beach protection 
works and the beach, both of which would compromise the beach appearance; 

boat launching through surf zones even with the reef is considered to be risky 
at the best of times with one specialist stating that he would not attempt it at 
any time; and 

allowing vehicles on to beaches is generally not favoured to preserve both 
beach amenity and prevent potential erosion problems. 

We note that little support was raised in submissions to the boat ramps but that a 
substantial number of concerns were expressed concerning the groyne to take the boat 
ramp. We refer to our earlier comments on groynes. We agree with the specialist 
opinion that it is not appropriate having regard to the beach protection works 
proposed and the current nature of the beach to provide a boat launching ramp in the 
proposed location. In so saying we note that vehicular access to the beach is 
pennitted to the north of the surf club. Whilst boat launching there is no doubt more 
difficult due to lack of protection from a reef, boat launching at the southern end is 
also confined to calmer sea conditions. 

We do not accept that provision of launching facilities is essential nor in confonnity 
with the objectives of the beach protection measures and in our view would produce 
adverse consequences if included with a groyne and recommend no boat launching 
provision with such works. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

That development consent be granted to the development as proposed in' the 
proponents EIS subject to: .. 

1. The application being amended to eliminate the proposed rock groynes. 

2. The application bei!1g amended to exclude sand borrow work (as proposed in 
Stage 5): 

3. The seawall at the southern end of the beach being redesigned and relOCated 
. in the tenns of this report to the satisfaction of the Director, NSW Department 
of Pianning~ 

4. The BallinaShire Council, in conjunction with the Public Works Department, 
following construction of the proposed beach protection works, institute 
monitoring and testing procedures with a view to establishing the rieed, 
location, timing and cost of a beach nourishment program for Seven Mile 
Beach both in the short and long tenn . 

. 5. The Ballina Shire Council establishing a Beach Management Committee 
which shall consist of a representative of Ballina shire Council, Byron Shire 
Council, the Public Works Department; beach front property owners, Broken 
Head Protection Committee and Ballina Environment Society. 

6. . Such other usuaI technical conditions concerning Coastal Engineering, 
Structural or Environmental matters as deemed necessary by the Director 
NSW Department of Planning. . (Note: This condition is necesEitaJed as 
parties did not seek to canvass conditio!1s before the Commission of Inquiry). 
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APPENDIX 1 
Instrument of Appointment 

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND' ASSESSMENT ACT, 1979 

DIRECTION PURSUANT TO SECTION '119(1) AND INSTRUMENT OF 
APPOINTMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 119(2) 

I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to Section 119(1) of 
the Act direct that an inquiry be held with respect to the 
environmental, economic and social aspects o~ a ,proposal by 
Ballina Shire Council to carry out staged beach management 

,works at Lennox Head, NSW (BALLINA SHIRE COUNCIL DEVELOPMENT 
APPLICATION NO. DA 1989/95), and in accordance with Section 
119(2) of the Act hereby appoint Co 'ssioner William Simpson 
being a Commissioner of Inquiry w' hi the, meaning of the Act 
to constitute a Commission of I to hold such inquiry. 

SIGNED a$.dney 
the day of 

File G91 00198 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

~ 
ROBERT WEBSTER 

Minister for Planning 

~r.t. 1991. 

To establish the environmental, economic and social impacts 
of the proposal including: 

1. The environmental impact of the proposed works on 
coastal processes at Lennox Head and areas to the north 
of the township, including Byron Shire; 

2. The environmental impact of the proposed works on 
sensitive environments north of Lennox Head township, 
including Lake Ainsworth, Seven Mile Beach" Broken Head 
Nature Reserve and the offshore reef east of Lennox 
Head; 

3. The potential for increased erosion affecting Lennox 
Head and areas north into Byron Shire as a result of the 
seawalls, groynes and 'beach embellishment works; 

4. The visual impact of the seawalls and groynes on the 
natural environment~ and the impact on tourism values of 
the locality; and 

5. The options available for the protection of Lennox Head 
township and the most appropriate form and level of 
protection under the.circumstances ,having regard to the 
threat to the township, the costs to all parties, the 
need to protect private property investment in the area 
and the New South Wales Coastal Policy. ' 
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APPti~iJiA ~ 
List of Background Documents 

A. Environmental Impact Statement by Geomarine, 11/90 

B. Submissions made to EIS 

C. Coastline Management Manual, Dept of Public Works, 1990 

D. Extract from Ballina Local Environmental Plan 1987 

E. Zoning Plans (2 x A3 size) 

F. Elevated Ocean Levels, Storms Affecting NSW Coast 1880-1980 by Blain 
Bremner &. Williams P/L in conjunction with Weatherex Meteorological 
Services P/L (1985) 

G. Elevated Ocean Levels, Storms Affecting NSW Coast 1980-1985 by Lawson 
& Treloar P/L in conjunction with Weatherex Meteorological Services P/L 
(1986(b» 

H. Beach Dunes - Their Use and Management by PWD and Soil Conservation 
Service (1986) 

1. Beach Improvement Programme - Guidelines and Procedures by PWD (1985) 

1. Byron Bay - Hastings Point Erosion Study by AD Gordon, DB Lord and MW 
Nolan of PWD (1978) 

. K. Instrument of Appointment, 26.8.91 

L. An Examination of Marine Communities Living on the Northern side of 
Lennox Head in Relation to proposed Foreshore Restoration by JH Laxton 
and J Duell (1989) 

M. Lennox Head - Coastal Protection Strategies by R Ensbey, University of New 
. England (1988) 

N. Geological Model of Long Term Coastal Erosion at Seven Milee Beach, 
Lennox Head, Northern NSW by A W Stephens 
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O. Lennox Head Sea-wall Model Tests (Technical Report No 87/09) by DK 
Haradasa, CR Dudgeon & RJ Cox of University of New South Wales Water 
Research Laboratory (1987) 

P. Coastal Protection at Lennox Head (Technical Report No 86/14) by CR 
Dudgeon, DN Foster & RJ Cox of University of New South Wales Water 
Research Laboratory (1986) 

Q. Statement of Environmental Effects for Proposed Seawall at Lennox Head by 
Ardill & Associates (1988) 

R. Extract from Minutes of Meeting, Byron Shire Council, 12.2.91 

S. The NSW Coast - Government Policy 

T. Development Application No. 1989/95 

U. Coastal Planning and Management in NSW: A Framework for the Future 
VoU Report No.4 9/91 by Standing Committee on State Development, 
Legislative Council 

V. A Study of Extreme Ocean Level Frequencies - Brunswick to Hastings by B 
Bremmer & Williams (1/83) 

W. Photogramrnetric Assessment of Byron Shire South of Cape Byron (draft 
copy) by P Lennon 12/83 for PWD 

X. Policy on Coast Protection and New Coastal Development by Coast 
Protection Board, South Australia 

Y. Design Codes for Coastal Development: The Western Australian Experience 
by R J O'Brien and I MacRae 

Z. .The Injured Coastline: Protection of the Coastal Environment 4/91, Report of 
the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment, 
Recreation and the Arts 
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Al The Gold Coast Seaway, Queensland, Australia by PM Coughlan and DA 
Robinson 

A2 Coastal Process Studies for the Hervey Bay Region, South East Queensland 
by CC Pattearson and TB Carter 

A3 Southern Gold Coast Beach Nourishment Project 

A4 Tourism and Beach Protection by PI Searle, CL Witt and LR Ford 

AS Noosa Beach - Coastal Engineering Works to Mitigate the Erosion Problem 
by PM Coughlan 

A6 Policy Statement: Beach· Protection Buffer Zones by Beach Protection 
Authority, Queensland 

A7· The Sand Dune Research Station by B Mason and S Sultmann 

A8 Nerang River Entrance Stabilization by Beach Protection Authority, 
Queensland (1990) 

A9 Queensland Government Green Paper on Coastal Protection Strategy: 
Proposals for managing Queensland's Coast (1991) 

A 10 Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage Annual Report 1990-91 

All Beach Protection Authority Wueensland 1989 Annual Report 

A12 Research in Southern Queensland into the Management of Coastal Sand 
Dunes by JB Kenzie and DA Barr 

A13 Coastal Management Demonstration Program by Beach Protection Authority 
Queensland 

A14 Beaches and Vehicles: A guide to off-road driving at the coast by Beach 
Protection Authority Queensland . 

A15 Coastal Sand Dunes by Beach Protection Authority Queensland 

A16 Beach Conservation the Newsletter of the Beach Protection Authority 
Queensland Issue No 63, 64, 66, 67 and 69 

A 17 Adelaide Coast Protection Strategy Review by Department of Environment 
and Planning, South Australia, Mar 1984 
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APPENDIX 3 
List of Submissions 

1. Ballina Shire Council* 

1.1 Primary submission - Geomarine PIL 
1.2 1957 subdivision plan of Lennox Head 
1.3 Photocopy of part of Section 149 Certificate application 
1.4 Draft guidelines for responding to the effects of climatic change in 

coastal engineerring design by Institution of Engineers Australia 
1.5 Levels for beach front properties 
1.6 supplementary submission by JH Laxton 
1.7 Submission in Reply 
1.8 Ballina Shire Council Policy Register: Beaches 
1.9 Local Government Appeals Tribunal :MI Lomax & JPB Webster v 

Ballina Shire Council 
1.10 A study of coastal processes by Ballina Shire Council Aug 1982 
1.11 Beach Erosion Assessment - Lennox Head NSW 
1.12 Notes Re Lennox Head Ratepayers Association recommended 

timber groynes 
1.13 Reply to questions from Byron Shire Council dated 18.12.91 

2. Byron Shire Council* 

3. 

2.1 Primary submission 
2.2 Beach protection policy - Gold Coast Council 
2.3 Beach fluctuation and shoreline change NSW by Gordon AD 
2.4 Letter dated 9.12.91 Re Questions to Ballin,! Shire Council, 

Geomarine and PWD 

4. Department of Planning* 

4.1· Primary submission 
4.2 Engineer's report to Council on 30.4.1975 
4.3 Submission in Reply 

4A.· National Parks and Wildlife Service* 

4A.1 Primary Submission 
4A.2 Plan showing nature reserve and Pied Oystercatcher's area 

5. NSW Fisheries* 

5.1 . Primary submission 
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6. NSW Public Works Department* 

6.1 Primary submission 
6.2 Submission in Reply 

7. State Pollution Control Commission* 

7.1 Primary submissions 

8. Association for Environmental Education (NSW) 
Manly~Warringah Region 

9. Australian School Surfing Assocation 

10. Ballina Environment Society Inc* 

11. BEACH - Better Environment & Community Health* 

11.1 Primary submission 
11.2 Print of photo showing Lennox Head in the 1940s 
11.3 33 standard letter fonns 

12. BEACON - Byron Environmental & Conservation Organisation* 

12.1 Primary submission - President 
12.2 Primary submission - Treasurer 

13. Broken Head Protection Committee* 

13.1 Primary submission 
13.2 Primary submission - D Leadbitter 
13.3 Additional infonnation - Dr PI Cowell 
l3.4 Additional infonnation - P Helman 
13.5 Submission by Environmental Defenders Office Ltd 
l3.6 Submission in Reply by Dr PI Cowell 

14. Centre for Coastal Management (University of New England, Northern Rivers 
Campus)* . 

15. CASM - Citizens Against Sand Mining* 

16. Coast & Wetlands Society Inc. 

17. Transferred to Submission No l3.5 
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18. Lennox Head Residents' Association Inc. 

19. TRACKS Surfing Magazine 

20. Betters L 

21. Bienke M 

22. Bradley J 

23. Browne N* 

24. Cameron L* 

25. Davenport R 

26. DreyerR. 

27. EllemG 

28. Fast Bucks 

29. Friend R & V 

30. GowJ 

31. Green M 

32 .. Haynes C & Kirk I 

33. Helman P 

34. Jones P 

35. Kempers P . 

36. KingRG 

37. Kirk 1* 

37.1 Primary submission 
37.2 Video tape of sand dune, beach replenishment and River of Sand 

38. Lane M* 

39. Mace 1* 

40. Mathers D 

41. McGaven ER 

42. McTavish B 

43. OliverD 

44. Rich A (Alan Rich Films'PIL)* 
44.1 . Primary submission 
44.2 Submission in Reply 
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45. Ringland J* 

46. Tester N 

47. Thorpe p* 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53 .. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59 . 

. 60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

* 

47.1 Primary submission 
47.2 Submission in Reply 

Tintenbar Estates P/L (sub. by Planners North) 

Ware RW (Dr)* 

WayP* 

White S 

Williams W 

Wilson G 

Young P 

ConderD 

Drennan S 

Faulkner W 

McKay S -

Silcock S 

Summers A 

Tarrant B 

McLeanR 

Johnson HA (Lennox Town & Country Planning) 

Somerville A 

Mrs Bernard H 

Water Research Laboratory, University of NSW* 

Alderman Turner P, Gold Coast City Council 

Surfrider Foundation Australia 

Appeared at the Inquiry 

AS 
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APPENDIX 4 
Lennox Head Location Plan 
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APPENDIX 6 
Ballina Local Environmental Plan 1987 

Amendment No.1 

SCALE:_ 1:5000 LOCALITY 'LEtINGX HEAD f;--::I SUBJECT AREA SHC'.oir; THUS -------------------
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & ASSESSMENT ACT. 1979 

EIFf 

~~y~~ClPA~l¥ B ALL I N A 
LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 1987 (AME~jPrENT) 

DRAWN BY 

SUPERVISING 
DRAFTSMAN 

DATE 12-1-55 

PLANNING 
OFFICER MR. R. Wll..-!.,17 

COUNCIL FILE NO T b99 (u. I) 

SlA IEr"IE~1f OF IIELATIONSHIf' 'NI:H Oillfil PI.·;N" 

AMENDS 
BALLINA LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 1987 



GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 

APPENDIX 7 
Summary of Submissions to Exhibition 

of the Environmental Impact Statement 

* National Parks and Wildlife Service - The Service states 
that its concerns are satisfied by proposed monitoring by a 
consultant ornithologist of the nesting Pied Oyster 
Catcher. The Service also states that it considered any 
archaeologist assessment unnecessary. 

* Byron Shire Council A formal objection is lodged by 
Council in its submission. Council is concerned that the 
works proposed will result in less sand moving onto beaches 
in Byron Shire. Council states that the EIS contains 
insufficient information on the impact of the proposed 
works on .the movement of sedimen~ along this part of the 
coast. 

* NSW Agriculture and Fisheries Concern is raised over 
inadequate ass~~sment in the EIS of the ecological and 
recreational values of the reef off Lennox Head known as 
"The Moat". Other concerns. are also raised regarding the 
inadequacy of the EIS. This submission also points out 
that any reclamation work (i.e. groynes, seawalls and beach 
replenishment) will require the permission of. the Minister 
for Agriculture and Rural Affairs under the Fisheries and 
Oyster Farm Act. 

* NSW Public Works Department - Public Works states that the 
proposal is consistent with the· objectives of the NSW 
Coastal Hazard Policy. The submission also states that the 
proposal has been developed in accordance with the 
Coastline Management Manual and through a Council coastline 
management committee. No objections are lodged. 

Department of Lands -
consent to lodge the 
been previously given. 
the Crown reserve will 
sand removal. 

,. 

The submission by Lands states that 
subject development application has 
A plan of management for upgrading 
be required as will a licence for 

* Soil Conservation Service The letter from the Service 
contains a range of technical advice (species for 
stabilisation etc.) and recommends flexibility in the 
staging of the works proposed. 

INDIVIDUALS/COMMUNITY GROUPS 

In Support 

25 submissions 
70 signed proforma letters 
1 letter ,with 4 signi:ltures 

The individual submissions l' th express qua 1fied support for 
e proposal •. However, concern is expressed regarding the impact 

of the groynes and the removal of sand from Seven Mile Beach. 
The proposed seawalls are generally supported. 
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In Objection 

91 submission (including the Big Scrub Environment Centre, 
BEACON and Ballina Environment Society Inc) 
65 signed proforma letters 
1 petition with 92 signatures 
2 letters with 11 signatures 

The issues raised in objection to the proposal include: 

lack of knowledge of coastal processes and long term 
impacts of proposal; 

potential for inundation of Lake Ainsworth resulting from 
interference with coastal processes; 

impact of sand:winning component on Pied Oyster Catcher; 

loss of the reef known as "The Moat"; 

adverse impacts associated with engineering solutions; 

ratepayers' money being used to protect private land; 

potential impact on sediment budget in Byron Shire; 

adverse visual impacts of groynes; 

~ failure of engineering solutions at other locations (e.g. 
Kirra, Gold Coast); 

impact on roads and of greenhouse emissions associated with 
haulage of rock; 

need to investigate long -term solutions rather than short 
term engineering solutions; 

construction impacts; 

inadequate assessment of impacts in existing ecosystems; . 
potential for 
Parade, Lake 
Beach; 

increased 
Ainsworth 

erosion in 
and northern 

the 
end 

area of Pacific 
of Seven Mile 

cost of future works that will be necessary to rectify 
problems "that will be created; 

noise associated with haulage and ~onstruction; 

EIS deficient in assessment of 
impact of storms, description 
tourism" arid recreation; and 

longshore sand movement, 
of habitats, impact on 

conventional development should not 
prone land and alternatives such as 
be pursued. 

be allowed on erosion 
demountable buildings 

Source: NSW Dept of Planning subnission to Comnission of Inquiry (No.4. 1 ) 
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• Set planning 
controls in the 
form of appropriate 
setbacks for 
beachfront blocks. 

• Set building 
con trois in th e 
for-m of foundation 
req uirements, 
minimum floor 
levels and 
,maintenance 
requirements 
for walls. 

., . 

APPENulX 8A 
Elements of Management Strategy 

Sand Nourishment Borrow Area: 
sand to be scraped off the beach 

i-... ~- berm to a depth of O.5m between' 
the +2m AHD contour to the low 
water line. 

, , 
, . , 

===:::::, 
o 

--, 
. . -

.. , 
'--. " . 
. .... _- -... " 

• Dept. of Sport. Recreation and Racing 
committed to protect foreshor-e fronting 
Sport and Recreation Centre as and when 
required • 

• B.allina Shire Council committed to protect 
foreshore fronting Pacific Parade as and when 
required. ' 

beachfront blocks adjacent 

Construct groyne to assist the maintenance of 
'=":4!I\"r,ia sandy beach. 

" Reconstruct dune and ,replenish the beach with 
sand nourishment. 

~~~;.. ___ Provide Improved beach access, remove 
r storm water outfall off the beach and 

, .•. : •• • construct a small groyne to retain sand . 
.,.,.-.~, .: i '- • 

";" ".'>, :; '-~ Reclaim and protect beachfront 
, -"'. '. , blocks at Allans Parade. .. 
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APPENDIX 88 
Proposed Planning and Building Controls 

Wnll crestline 

Building line: 25m from 
seaward property boundAries . 

.:- A II blocks behind ','loti to be 
filled to RL 5.5m(AHD) minimum. 

\----------, 
) 

• ~~achfront pr1?e;t;es 
:narked tnus: , 

• foundation requireme~ts 

for aU beaChfront properties: 

A minimum habitable 
finished floor level of a.5m 
above natural ground surface 
for all new buildings on beach front 
allotmen ts; 
Building foundations on all beac~fror::t 
aJlotments to comprise piling supporting 
a suspended floor with a minimum 
clearance of a.3m above natural 5"round 
surface to the underside of the :'!oor 
system. and designed :0 suppOrt the 
uuiltling [or the condition of !'c:;.ovai 
uf .:ioil to 2m A.H.D .• including Jrly 

. lateral IOtldings imposed by a sOil :ness 
failure to this level. 

• These conditions are 
..;:ontingent on the 
-:ompietion of revetment 
works and dune works. 

1--"'::"'---jh"~"'I-lf!.+-- Building Line: Distance rrom Rayners Lane 
boundary varies from 25m at Lot 30 (north 

·boundary) to 45m lit Lot ~5 (south boundary). 
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crestline along property. boundary. 

Building Line: 10m from sea .... ·arc! 
property boundary/wall crest 

blocks to 4.5m(AHD), 
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APPENDIX 9 
50 Year Coastal Impact Line 

- - - 50 Year Coa.tal Impact Line 

_______ 50 V •• r Coa,tal Impact Line 

(Include, aUowance for I.a 

reyel rise) 

NOTES: 

1. The Dne. ahow the Impact of the coastal 
proce.I.' on the co •• Ulna o".r a SO 
y •• , planning period Ihauld no 
addltlona. work. be undertaken and 
ezlltln; rock walll faIL 

2. A 50 metre 'etback or buff.r %one .Is 
Included within the Un •• 

3. The extant and Impact of. headland 
bedrock to the louth of AlienI Parade 
II not known. 
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APPENDIX 11 
Diagram of the Reef Bottom 

l--+--\----Outer barrier of reef 
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APPENDIX 12 
Major Sinks in Northern NSW / 

South Queensland Coastal Compartment 

Northern LImit 

MooeloD I,.. 

f 511.. SI ... dbooke Is. 

~Old Coast 

POiDI Duge. 

Kingsciiff 

r 
~ Brunswich Heads 
,\ Ofroa O·f 

• Cape ByooD 

f Lennox Head 

Ballina 

Evans Head 

------------ Approx. Southern 
Limit .. 

. 
N . 
;2 

.. 
m 

j 

Northern N.S.W. / Sth. ald. Coastal Compartment 
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APPENDIX 13 
Location of Proposed Sand Borrow Area 
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APPENDIX 14A 
Reef Area: General 

Wcwe S~Qk Zon~ T Intertidal Boulder R~~T 

Subiidal N 
=2A.- Cowry eo..e Boolder and ~ Red' 
:26; l10ut end ScMdu- RUT 

San~ l='\car and IrR"",iitnt Roc:.k, Ruf 
'-eMo~ HtadlONi Bculdu Reef 

1:(,250 

.-; . 
lf1 

1 . , <\ 
-: ·1 

See Appendix 148 I 
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APPENDIX 14B 
Reef Area: Detail Adjacent to ~roposed Works 
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APPENDIX 15 
Extract from DP 29654 (November 1958) 
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Arn;'~""'A II 
Seawall Alignment Between Lennox Head arid Ross Park 

as Recommended by the Water Research Laboratory Report 
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APPENDIX lb 
Seawall Alignment Between Lennox Head and Lake Ainsworth 

as Recommended by the Water Research Laboratory Report 
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